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Abstract 

Plasmodium is the genus responsible for causing malaria in humans, killing 

more than 400,000 individuals a year. Species from the genus are also 

capable of infecting different primate, avian and rodent species. In this thesis 

I use previously published genomic data to investigate several aspects of 

Plasmodium evolution. I compare mutation rates and the strength of selective 

constraint across different subgenera of Plasmodium. I find little to no 

conservation of mutation rate across the genus, and no evidence that these 

mutation rate changes are driven by selective optimisation. I analyse patterns 

of polymorphism in human-infecting and ape-infecting Plasmodium species, 

looking for signatures of natural selection. Using this data, I find evidence for 

a breakdown in the efficacy of purifying selection in the recent evolutionary 

history of human-infecting species, but not in ape-infecting species. I suggest 

this breakdown is caused by recent population expansions in the human-

infecting populations. I investigate different methods to study the historic 

selective regime of individual genes without being confounded by this recent 

breakdown in the efficacy of purifying selection. I find strong evidence for 

ongoing GC biased gene conversion in human-infecting Plasmodium vivax 

from polymorphism patterns, and find evidence for this process in the 

evolutionary history of species from other subgenera. I suggest the 

differential strength of this process across the genus is responsible for the 

wide range of genome GC contents found across different Plasmodium 

species. Additionally, using the same polymorphism data, I find little evidence 

for ongoing selection on codon usage in Plasmodium falciparum. 
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Lay Summary 

 

The Plasmodium are a group of different species which are responsible for 

causing the disease malaria in humans, which kills more than 400,000 

individuals a year. Different Plasmodium species can infect various primate, 

bird and rodent species. In this thesis I use previously generated and 

published DNA sequencing data to investigate several aspects of the 

evolutionary history of Plasmodium. I compare the rate of DNA mutations 

across these Plasmodium species, finding little to no conservation of 

mutation rate across the diversity of these species. I analyse patterns of 

genetic diversity in populations of human-infecting and ape-infecting 

Plasmodium species, and find evidence for a reduction in the strength of 

natural selection in the recent history of two human-infecting Plasmodium 

species. I find strong evidence for a distinct mutation process called GC 

biased gene conversion in one human-infecting Plasmodium species, but not 

another. This process mimics the action of natural selection by increasing the 

frequency of G/C DNA bases at the expense of A/T bases in the population. I 

suggest this process is responsible for the very uneven and differently biased 

usage of A/T/G/C DNA bases observed across different Plasmodium 

species. 
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Chapter 1 

General introduction  

 

1.1 Introduction to malaria 

The name malaria comes from the once held belief that bad airs or “miasmas” were 

responsible for causing the disease. In the latter half of the 19th Century, increasing 

evidence began to implicate mosquitoes as responsible for transmission 

(Hempelmann and Krafts 2013). To prove this fact to a sceptical general public, in 

1900, Patrick Manson took the drastic step of shipping infected Anopheles 

mosquitoes to London from Rome and documenting the resulting malaria infection 

after letting the flies bite his 23 year old son (Manson 1900).  

 

Today, despite eradication of malaria from Italy in 1970 and total eradication from all 

of Europe in 2015 (Majori 2012; WHO 2016), malaria is the most deadly parasitic 

disease on earth, with an estimated 219 million cases annually killing 435,000 

people, of whom 61% are under the age of five (WHO 2018). Sub-Saharan Africa 

suffers the bulk of the global malaria burden, with approximately 92% of cases and 

deaths located in the region in 2017. However, malaria is also commonplace in 

regions across North and South America, the Middle East, South and Southeast 

Asia, and the Western Pacific. Despite a steady, consistent reduction in the number 

of malaria related deaths over the last decade, progress on reducing the worldwide 

number of cases has concerningly stalled over the last five years. Additionally, 

morbidity and mortality represent only one aspect of the costs malaria imposes. It 

has been estimated that malaria could wipe off as much as 2.6% of annual GDP 

growth in fully malaria endemic countries (Gallup and Sachs 2001). The high child 

mortality rates that malaria imposes indirectly lead to higher fertility rates (Arrow et 

al. 2004), which has associated global climate implications in non carbon-neutral 

economies, highlighting the multidimensional and widespread costs malaria imposes 

worldwide.  

 

1.2 Parasite classification 

In 1900, malaria was categorised by the severity of the infection and the periodicity 

of the resulting fever (two days- tertian and three days- quartan). Today, malaria in 
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humans is known to be caused by six distinct species of the genus Plasmodium: 

P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. ovale curtisi, P. ovale wallikeri, P. malariae, and 

P. knowlesi. Plasmodium are single celled eukaryotes, belonging to the parasitic 

protist phylum Apicomplexa, which comprises an estimated 6,000 species (Adl et al. 

2007). The defining feature of the Apicomplexa is the visible apical complex in their 

cell structure which is used for invading host cells (Gubbels and Duraisingh 2012). 

The Apicomplexa are close relatives of the dinoflagellates and the ciliates, which 

together with the Perkinsida, Colpodellida and Colponemida form the large clade 

Alveolata (Adl et al. 2019).  

 

Plasmodium species are not the only Apicomplexans of concern to humans, 

Toxoplasma gondii infection often causes fetal deaths and birth defects (Torgerson 

and Mastroiacovo 2013), and in developing countries Cryptosporidium causes 

persistent diarrhoea in children (Huang and White 2006), with both parasites 

distributed around the globe. Additionally, Theileria, Babesia and Eimeria all impose 

a significant economic cost through infection of livestock (Mukhebi et al. 1997; 

Bartholomew and Callow 1980; Williams 1999). 

 

In addition to the apical complex, almost all Apicomplexans, including Plasmodium, 

possess an unusual organelle called the apicoplast. The apicoplast is derived from a 

red algal chloroplast, and following the identification of a closely related 

photosynthetic species, Chromera velia, is thought to have lost its photosynthetic 

ability at the root of the Apicomplexans (Moore et al. 2008; Archibald 2009). Despite 

Apicomplexans using hosts as energy sources instead of photosynthesis, the 

apicoplast is essential for Plasmodium parasite viability, and required for fatty acid, 

isoprenoid and haem synthesis (Ralph et al. 2004).  

 

1.3 Lifecycle 

Not all Apicomplexan species are transmitted between hosts by an insect vector, for 

example, Cryptosporidium is transmitted between individuals through the water 

supply. Plasmodium infection can be transmitted by vertical inheritance from mother 

to child, termed congenital malaria (e.g. Thapar et al. 2008), but is most commonly 

transmitted horizontally by Anopheles mosquito transmission. The parasite is 

haploid for almost all of its lifecycle, which can be divided into nine stages (see 

Figure 1): 1) female mosquito bites transmit sporozoites into the human 
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bloodstream, which 2) enter the liver and infect hepatocyte cells. 3) The infected 

liver releases merozoites into the bloodstream which 4) multiply and cycle in red 

blood cells. 5) Merozoites also divide into sexual gametocytes which 6) get taken up 

into biting mosquitoes, where they 7) enter a sexual phase, and are diploid for only 

one cell division, before 8) infecting the mosquito midgut wall where they 9) develop 

sporozoites ready for transmission back into humans. 

 

Figure 1.1 Plasmodium lifecycle. Source: Klein, E. Y. (2013). Antimalarial drug 

resistance: a review of the biology and strategies to delay emergence and spread. 

International journal of antimicrobial agents, 41(4), 311-317. 

 

1.4 Six human-infecting Plasmodium species 

Human-infecting Plasmodium species come from across the Plasmodium genus, 

which consists of multiple distinct subgenera. P. vivax and P. knowlesi, amongst 

other primate-infecting species, form the Plasmodium subgenus (Figure 2).  P. ovale 

curtisi, P. ovale wallikeri and P. malariae do not cluster with any other known 

species of Plasmodium and their classification into any subgenera is a matter for 

debate, although their relationship may be further characterised by novel 

sequencing data in the future. In contrast, P. falciparum is a member of a separate 

ape-infecting subgenus called the Laverania (Figure 1.2). There is thought to be a 

difference in parasite host range across the genus, with the ape-infecting Laverania 

appearing to show much stricter host specificity than the rest of the genus. Nested 
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within the diversity of these primate-infecting Plasmodium species is the rodent 

infecting Vinckeia subgenus, one species of which, P. chabaudi, has proven to be 

be an extremely valuable model for studying malarial disease (Stephens et al. 

2012).  

 

Figure 1.2 A nuclear genome tree rooted with the Laverania as the outgroup, 

showing the three subgenera of Plasmodium with human-infecting species scattered 

across the genus, except in the Vinckeia subgenus.  

 

1.5 P. falciparum and the Laverania subgenus 

As well as being the most virulent human-infecting Plasmodium species, 

P. falciparum is unfortunately also the most common cause of human malaria. 

P. falciparum is distributed around the globe, and it is only in the Americas where it 

is not the most common cause of malaria, and instead P. vivax makes up an 

estimated 74% of cases (WHO 2018). As the Laverania show strict host specificity, 

and the closest known relative of P. falciparum was previously P. reichenowi, a 

chimpanzee-infecting species, it was widely assumed the parasites and host 

species co-speciated around seven million years ago (e.g. Escalante and Ayala 

1994). However, a much more closely related gorilla-infecting Plasmodium species, 

P. praefalciparum, has since been discovered, suggesting that the origin of P. 

falciparum in humans is due to a much more recent host shift, rather than through 

ancestral co-speciation (Liu et al. 2010). In addition to the discovery 

of P. praefalciparum, through recent sequencing efforts, a range of other 
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ape-infecting Laverania species have been discovered, many of which were likely to 

have been previously isolated, but found indistinguishable to P. falciparum by 

morphology alone. These additional species are gorilla-infecting species P. adleri 

and P. blacklocki, chimpanzee-infecting species P. billcollinsi and P. gaboni (Figure 

2; Ollomo et al. 2009; Rich et al. 2009; Duval et al. 2010; Kreif et al. 2010; Liu et al. 

2010; Prugnolle et al. 2010; Rayner et al. 2011), and the bonobo-infecting species 

P. lomamiensis (Liu et al. 2017). That ape-infecting Laverania species have been 

previously isolated, but unidentified, is likely because P. gaboni has been found to 

appear “falciparum-like” in microscopic analysis (Ollomo et al. 2009), despite being 

distant from P. falciparum in the subgenus (Figure 2). The phylogenetic scattering of 

these different ape-infecting species further disproves the hypothesis that the 

Laverania have been shaped purely by co-speciation.  

 

1.6 P. vivax and the Plasmodium subgenus 

P. vivax is highly prevalent in tropical regions of the Americas and Asia and causes 

a non-lethal recurrent infection. The parasite is capable of producing hypnozoite 

cells which cause a dormant liver stage of infection, allowing relapse as the parasite 

re-emerges months or years after the initial infection period (Krotoski et al. 1982). 

P. vivax does not infect the majority of Africans, as more than 95% of Central 

Africans carry a Duffy-negative mutation which normally prevents infection from the 

parasite (Miller et al. 1976; Howes et al. 2011; Gething et al. 2012). It was previously 

widely considered that P. vivax was the product of a host shift event from macaques 

into humans in Southeast Asia, as many species closely related to P. vivax had 

been found there (Escalante et al. 2005; Mu et al. 2005; Cornejo and Escalante 

2006). The picture was also complicated by the discovery of P. vivax spillovers from 

humans into South American monkeys, which was misclassified as a distinct 

species P. simium (Escalante et al. 1998a). However, P. vivax has been found to 

infect gorillas, chimpanzees and bonobos in Africa (Liu et al. 2010; Kaiser et al. 

2010; Liu et al. 2017; Loy et al. 2018), and the global human-infecting P. vivax 

samples appear to be nested within the diversity of these African ape-infecting 

P. vivax samples, which supports an African origin of human P. vivax. Furthermore, 

from genetic analyses, Duffy negativity is thought to have spread through the African 

population through strong natural selection (Hamblin and Rienzo 2000; McManus et 

al. 2017), supporting the historic presence of P. vivax in human African populations 

(Carter 2003). Tourists visiting Central Africa appear to be capable of becoming 
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infected by native P. vivax (Prugnolle et al. 2013), suggesting a lack of host 

specialisation of the parasite. Human-infecting P. vivax is however common in some 

areas of Africa: Ethiopia, South Africa and Madagascar, where Duffy-positive 

genotypes are more common (Gething et al. 2012). Concerningly, P. vivax appears 

to have the capacity to infect Duffy-negative individuals in Madagascar and West 

Africa (Menard et al. 2010; Mendes et al. 2011), suggesting it may have recently 

evolved a Duffy independent invasion pathway (Gunalan et al. 2016), which may 

allow the species to spread back into Central African human populations in the 

future. It has been suggested that there may be some low level leaky Duffy 

expression in Duffy negative individuals (Gunalan et al. 2016), which may facilitate 

P. vivax infection. P. vivax may therefore potentially adapt to increase expression of 

Duffy-binding protein (DBP) to better infect Duffy-negative individuals (Gunalan et al. 

2018), although there is as yet no genetic evidence of an increased copy number of 

the DBP gene in Madagascan P. vivax (Hupalo et al. 2016). 

 

In addition to P. vivax, P. knowlesi also belongs to the Plasmodium subgenus, 

although has only recently been found to routinely infect humans. These infections 

are unique to Malaysia, where it is thought to spill over into humans from its 

reservoir host of Southeast Asian pig-tailed and long-tailed macaques (Cox-Singh et 

al. 2008; Millar and Cox-Singh 2015). It was found to be the most common cause of 

malaria in a study of malaria-positive blood samples from Malaysian hospitals 

(Yusof et al. 2014). P. knowlesi and P. falciparum are the only human-infecting 

species which are generally considered to be life threatening. P. knowlesi has a 24 

hour life-cycle, unusual amongst primate-infecting malaria species, with all other 

known species taking at least 48 hours (Millar and Cox-Singh 2015). 

 

In 1961, it was found that another parasite of macaques, and member of the 

Plasmodium subgenus, Plasmodium cynomolgi, was capable of infecting humans 

after exposure in a lab (Coatney et al. 1961). In the last five years, there has been 

growing evidence that natural P. cynomolgi infections also occur in Southeast Asia 

(Ta et al. 2014; Imwong et al. 2019; Grignard et al. 2019; Hartmeyer et al. 2019). A 

screen of 5422 Cambodian individuals for P. cynomolgi by PCR found 11 positive 

samples (Imwong et al. 2019). These infections were all asymptomatic, with very 

low parasite densities found in the blood compared with infection with other 

Plasmodium species, suggesting that P. cynomolgi is not very capable at infect 
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humans. In addition to these asymptomatic cases, there have been two known 

symptomatic cases, both of which have been suffered by individuals with no history 

of malaria (Ta et al. 2014; Hartmeyer et al. 2019), suggesting that infection tolerance 

may be conferred by prior infection with other Plasmodium species. Whether this 

parasite represents a significant future zoonotic risk, or if it is merely a rare and 

irrelevant curiosity is not yet known, however permanent and total human malaria 

eradication Southeast Asia may first require malaria eradication in macaques.  

 

1.7 P. ovale 

P. ovale has recently been split up into two separate, but now poorly named, 

species, P. ovale curtisi and P. ovale wallikeri (Sutherland et al. 2010; Ansari et al. 

2016). As they are two separate species, they no longer conform to binomial 

nomenclature standards, and will have to be renamed in the future. P. ovale 

species, like P. vivax, are believed to produce hypnozoites, allowing relapses long 

after parasite clearance, although experimental evidence of hypnozoites is lacking 

for P. ovale species (Richter et al. 2010). The two species can be found in Africa, 

the West Pacific, South and Southeast Asia, and appear to have a fully overlapping 

range in Sub-Saharan Africa and Bangladesh (Baird et al. 1990; Win et al. 2002; 

Sutherland et al. 2010; Oguike et al. 2011; Fuehrer et al. 2012). P. ovale curtisi has 

been found in both wild and captive chimpanzee samples in Ivory Coast (Duval et al. 

2009; Kaiser et al. 2010) suggesting it may have little host preference, whilst 

P. ovale wallikeri has as yet only been found in captive chimpanzees (Duval et al. 

2009). In their sequencing data from chimpanzee samples, Duval et al. (2009) also 

found evidence for another Plasmodium species related to the two P. ovale species, 

and suggest it may be a previously hypothesised species called Plasmodium 

schwetzi, which was identified by morphological similarity to P. ovale under a 

microscope in the 1920s. 

 

1.8 P. malariae 

P. malariae is widely distributed, having been found in Sub-Saharan Africa, South 

East Asia and South America (Collins and Jeffery 2007). It has recently been found 

to be genetically identical to, and thus the same species as, Plasmodium 

brasilianum which infects New World monkeys in Latin America (Lalremruata et al. 

2015), and has been found to infect wild chimpanzees in the DRC, Cameroon and 

Gabon (Liu et al. 2010; Kaiser et al. 2010; Rutledge et al. 2017). This suggests the 
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species has a wide host range, and can readily infect a wide range of apes and new 

world monkeys. There is also genomic evidence for a separate subspecies of 

P. malariae, in genome assemblies from a Gabonese chimpanzee (Rutledge et al. 

2017).  P. malariae’s life-cycle has an unusual periodicity of 72 hours (quartan 

malaria) in contrast to the 48 hour (tertian) periodicity of most other human-infecting 

species. P. malariae rarely produces clinical cases, suggesting its virulence is quite 

low (Mueller et al. 2007). Additionally, there is some evidence that mixed infections 

with a more virulent species - P. falciparum - are less severe than pure P. falciparum 

infections, suggesting that P. malariae infection may even be protective (Black et al. 

1994). 

 

1.9 What are the key problems in malariology?  

Ongoing and future reductions in malaria incidence and mortality are dependent on 

the efficacy of anti-malarial and insecticides drugs. Concerningly, both Plasmodium 

and Anopheles species have demonstrated their ability to evolve resistance to these 

measures, threatening previous and future progress towards malaria eradication.  

 

P. falciparum has shown a remarkable ability to evolve resistance to antimalarial 

drugs, with some form of resistance having evolved to all mass deployed 

antimalarial drugs (e.g. Krogstad 1987; Sibley et al. 2001; Ferdig et al. 2004; 

MalariaGEN 2016). Chloroquine was previously the most commonly used 

antimalarial drug, but is now ineffective in most malaria endemic countries (White 

2004). Chloroquine however, still remains a useful first-line treatment in some South 

American countries where resistance is less common (WHO 2018). Artemisinin, a 

re-discovered ancient Chinese medicine, is the new malaria drug of choice and (as 

a combination therapy) is used in 80% of child treatments in sub-Saharan Africa 

(WHO 2018). Resistance to artemisinin has been found in Southeast Asia (Dondorp 

et al. 2009), and transmission of that resistance into Africa is a serious concern for 

public health in the continent. Southeast Asia has repeatedly been the initial location 

of antimalarial drug resistance evolution. The reasons for this pattern have been 

debated, with theories including differing evolutionary dynamics due to the lower 

incidence of untreated reservoir human hosts (White 2004), higher innate 

evolvability of those strains (Rathod et al. 1997), and more frequent use of 

monotherapy dosing, allowing evolution of resistance to individual drugs rather than 

multiple drugs simultaneously (Payne 1988; Menard and Dondorp 2017). 
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Understanding what drives this pattern of drug resistance evolution would inform the 

deployment of future treatments.  

 

Pyrethroid anti-mosquito insecticides are the only insecticide recommended by 

WHO for use on long-lasting insecticide treated nets (ITNs; Hemingway et al. 2016), 

and are the most common class used for indoor spraying (WHO 2018). Use of ITNs 

is estimated to reduce childhood malaria mortality rates by 20% in endemic areas 

(Lengeler 1998). However, as of 2017, only 40% of households in Sub-Saharan 

Africa had enough ITNs for all occupants, and only 6.6 % of the at-risk population 

were protected by indoor residual spraying (WHO 2018). Since the 1970s when 

resistance to pyrethroid compounds was first documented, further resistance 

mechanisms have evolved allowing for survival at doses 1000-fold higher than 

would kill susceptible mosquitoes (Hemingway et al. 2016). Development of new 

insecticides and management of existing insecticides is a clear priority for the 

malarial community.  

 

To avoid the need for treatment and mosquito avoidance altogether, there is a large 

ongoing push to develop an effective malaria vaccine. One vaccine (RTS,S) is 

currently in phase IV trials and has shown a 28-36% reduction in clinical cases in 

treated children (Pance 2019). The antigenic haplotype of the Pfcsp gene, whose 

encoded circumsporizoite protein the vaccine targets, is from a single strain of 

P. falciparum commonly used in laboratories (3D7), and matches poorly with the 

diversity in the African populations it has so far been tested on (Pance 2019). There 

are many other vaccines currently in development, differing both in haplotypes and 

general approach, however as of the end of 2017, only one of these trials have 

progressed past phase I (Coelho et al. 2017).  

 

Genetic diversity provides the raw material for species to evolve in response to 

novel challenges, such as drug deployment and vaccine-based resistance. By 

characterising global P. falciparum genetic diversity, and understanding how natural 

selection and demography have shaped this diversity, the development and 

deployment of both antimalarial drugs and vaccines can be better directed. The 

genetics of mosquito populations is also an important area of research, but is not 

one that this thesis addresses. 
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1.10 Origin of P. falciparum in humans 

To elucidate the evolutionary history of the six different human-infecting Plasmodium 

species, a wealth of effort has been applied sequencing Plasmodium genomes over 

the past 20 years. Plasmodium species each have three genomes, a ~6kb 

mitochondrial genome with 3 genes, a ~35kb apicoplast genome with 23 genes, and 

a ~25Mb nuclear genome with ~5400 genes. Plasmodium’s mitochondrial and 

apicoplast genomes are both amongst the smallest within the known diversity of 

eukaryote mitochondria and plastids (Feagin 2000; Petersen et al. 2014; Smith and 

Keeling 2015). Mitochondrial genome sequences have been produced for a large 

number of Plasmodium species, with nuclear and apicoplast genomes being less 

well sequenced across the genus. 

  

The identification of the gorilla parasite P. praefalciparum demonstrates 

P. falciparum did not arise via co-speciation with its host. Thus arises the question of 

the timing and nature of the host shift which generated these two separate species. 

In analysis of mitochondrial sequences, P. falciparum can be seen to be nested 

within the diversity of P. praefalciparum strongly suggesting a relatively recent host 

shift from gorillas to humans (Liu et al. 2010). To determine whether these two 

species show strict host preference, Sundararaman et al. (2013) sequenced 514 

malaria samples from infected humans who live in close proximity to wild 

chimpanzees and gorillas in Southern Cameroon. They did not find any evidence of 

humans being infected by any ape-infecting Laverania species, including P. 

praefalciparum, demonstrating that P. falciparum is the only Laverania species 

which readily infects humans. So far, no human samples have ever tested positive 

for a non-human-infecting Laverenia parasite species (Sundararaman et al. 2013; 

Delicat-Loembet et al. 2015; Ngoubangoye et al. 2016).  

 

Additionally, although some captive primates’ blood has shown positive for 

P. falciparum under genetic testing (Kaiser et al. 2010; Prugnolle et al. 2011; 

Sundararaman et al. 2013; Ngoubangoye et al. 2016; Loy et al. 2017), P. falciparum 

does not appear to infect any other primate species in the wild. Krief et al. (2010) 

amplified mitochondrial DNA from ape blood samples and found P. falciparum in 

four bonobo samples from a sanctuary in the outskirts of the DRC capital Kinshasa. 

Amplification of two P. falciparum nuclear genes from these bonobo samples 

showed they possessed drug resistance mutations, strongly suggesting the 
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parasites were of human origin. Ngoubangoye et al. (2016) sequenced blood 

samples from human keepers and captive chimpanzees, gorillas, mandrills, and 

other monkeys from sanctuaries for malaria parasites. They found one mandrill and 

three chimpanzee samples tested positive for P. falciparum, although no gorilla 

samples did. The chimpanzee parasite P. reichenowi was found in one gorilla 

sample, and the gorilla parasite P. praefalciparum was also found in a chimpanzee. 

The presence of P. falciparum in captive primates suggests that there is overlap in 

mosquito preference, and there is some degree of cross infectivity of Laverania 

species. Makanga et al. (2016) recently sequenced Plasmodium samples in wild 

Anopheles species and could not find any specific association between mosquitoes 

and parasites or mosquitoes and host species. The exact strength (as well as the 

mechanism) of host preference in the Laverania remains a mystery, despite ethically 

questionable experiments infecting chimpanzees in the 1930s and 1950s. For 

example, Bray (1958) infected two chimpanzees with P. falciparum, and removed 

their spleens during the resulting infection, then took regular liver and blood 

samples, finding malaria infections in both sets of samples in both chimps. No 

mature gametocytes were found in either chimpanzee, however at least one of the 

chimpanzees died before the end of the experiment. As the chimpanzees were 

without spleens and there was at least one premature death, the experiment offers 

little insight into susceptibility of chimpanzees to P. falciparum. 

  

Given P. falciparum seems to be the result of an historic host shift event by 

P. praefalciparum, two questions that arise are: 1) was this a one off-event, and 2) 

when did this host shift take place? The mitochondrial genetic diversity of 

P. falciparum being nested within that of P. praefalciparum (Liu et al. 2010), 

suggests a recent single transmission event which was within the coalescence time 

period of P. praefalciparum mitochondrial genomes (more recently than the last 

common ancestor of all P. praefalciparum mitochondria). Low levels of genetic 

diversity in P. falciparum have been repeatedly observed, leading to the assumption 

that the species underwent a severe population bottleneck in its recent evolutionary 

history (Rich et al. 1998; Conway et al. 2000; Volkman et al. 2001; Leclerc et al. 

2004). Sequencing of multiple individual genomes from P. praefalciparum, P. gaboni 

and P. reichenowi, shows that the levels of nuclear genetic diversity seen in 

P. falciparum are approximately 10x lower than in other Laverania species 

(Sundararaman et al. 2016; Otto et al. 2018), indicating that the low diversity in 
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P. falciparum is due to a unique demographic history, rather than being an intrinsic 

feature of Laverania parasites. 

 

The exact nature of the bottleneck is unknown, with the presence of extremely 

divergent alleles at four merozoite surface protein loci complicating the picture 

(Hughes and Verra 1998). The different alleles at these “dimorphic” loci coalesce at 

quite different times in the past, with some much more recent than others (Otto et al. 

2018). However, some regions of these alleles show more divergence to one 

another than to the distantly related chimpanzee parasite P. gaboni (Roy 2015), 

suggesting ancient and inordinately strong balancing selection which prevented drift 

causing either allele to be fixed and prevented recombination from breaking up the 

haplotypes. The presence of these alleles also demonstrates that at least two 

sporozoites with differing haplotypes for each of these loci must have successfully 

jumped from gorillas to humans. 

 

To further characterise this host shift, Otto et al. (2018) sequenced multiple 

individual genomes from different Laverania species and used two different 

coalescent-based methods, MSMC and G-phocs to analyse the data. The timing 

and effective population size estimates from these two methods are based on 

estimates of mutation rate per base per mitotic division from lab strains (9.57x10-11; 

Claessens et al. 2014) combined with the estimated number of mitotic events per 

year (401-681), resulting in an estimated range of 3.84-6.52 x 10-8 mutations per 

base per year. MSMC was used to study the demographic history of P. falciparum 

and P. praefalciparum, using two genomes from each species. The software 

estimated an historically smaller effective population size in P. falciparum relative to 

P. praefalciparum, followed by a significant recent population expansion in 

P. falciparum, and population contraction in P. praefalciparum (Figure 3). The model 

estimated that P. falciparum’s effective population size decreased ~10,000 years 

ago from a higher historical level, and then remained broadly stable until the 

population expansion which began ~2,500 years ago. However, the period between 

4,000 and 6,000 years ago has been interpreted as a bottleneck (Otto et al. 2018), 

described as “severe” by Carlton (2018), despite only involving a 70% population 

reduction over the 2,000 year period or an 80% reduction across the period 9,000 to 

5,000 years ago.  
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Figure 1.3 Estimate of historic effective population size, showing a population size 

expansion starting ~7,500 years ago, followed by a population size contraction in 

P. praefalciparum. The inverse pattern was found in P. falciparum, which shows a 

small historic contraction followed by a huge expansion in recent years. Figure taken 

from Otto et al. "Genomes of all known members of a Plasmodium subgenus reveal 

paths to virulent human malaria." Nat Microbiol 3.6 (2018): 687-97.  

 

Using G-Phocs, Otto et al. (2018) estimated the split between P. falciparum and 

P. praefalciparum having occurred 40,000-60,000 years ago, but with introgression 

from P. praefalciparum to P. falciparum following the initial split. Although the 

G-Phocs methods paper found they had limited power for inference of recent 

speciation times in humans (<40kya; Gronau et al. 2011), given the human mutation 

rate is much lower at ~5x10-10 per base per year (Scally 2016), the equivalent time 

scale may be much more recent in the Laverania. However, methods similar to 

G-Phocs have been found to have low power to distinguish recent speciation events 

with no migration and older speciation events with migration, with high rates of 

migration misinference found in some simulated datasets (Cruickshank and Hahn 
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2014; Hey et al. 2015). Data simulated in the program ms with a large population 

splitting into two populations, one large and one small with no migration between 

them, converged poorly in G-Phocs, with the MCMC chain spending a lot of time in 

high migration parameter space (Appendix Figure 1). Together this suggests that 

caution should be applied when interpreting the results of Otto et al. (2018), as large 

scale incomplete lineage sorting may be confounding the G-Phocs analysis.  

 

Before the identification of P. praefalciparum, numerous estimates of the timing of 

the P. falciparum bottleneck, and other population genetic analyses, relied on 

mutation rate estimates calculated from the divergence to P. reichenowi, with the 

assumption that the species co-speciated with the human-chimpanzee ancestor 

around seven million years ago (e.g. Hughes and Verra 2001; Mu et al. 2002; Joy et 

al. 2003; Jongwutiwes et al. 2005). Using sequencing data from lab strains of 

P. falciparum, differing mutation rates have been estimated, varying from 1.0-

9.7×10-9 per base per generation to 2.10-4.07 ×10-10 per base per erythrocytic life 

cycle (ELC; Bopp et al. 2013; Claessens et al. 2014; Hamilton et al. 2016), with 

each ELC constituting multiple mitotic events. This range of estimates has been 

used to suggest differing times of the speciation event/ most recent common 

ancestor (MRCA) of P. falciparum (Loy et al. 2017; Otto et al. 2018). Exactly what a 

generation in Bopp et al. (2013) constitutes in the context of number of ELCs is not 

clear however, which may contribute to confusion in the literature.  

 

Two independent lines of evidence point to the origin being within the last ~10,000 

years. Firstly, the origin of agriculture in Africa ~5,000 years ago is thought to have 

facilitated the high levels of P. falciparum transmission needed for a stable 

population. Agriculture has been hypothesised to increase transmission through 

facilitating human biting preferences for mosquitoes by increasing the density of 

humans, and agricultural practices increasing the number of mosquito breeding 

locations (Carter and Mendis 2002). Secondly, a number of common mutations in 

African human populations which cause both health problems and malaria 

resistance are thought to have been positively selected for by Plasmodium 

parasites. This has been coined as the “malaria hypothesis”, originally speculated 

on by J.B.S Haldane in 1949, suggesting potential malarial protective effects of 

thalassemia heterozygosity, and confirmed by Allison (1954) who found a protective 

effect of the sickle cell trait provided by Haemoglobin S against P. falciparum. Many 
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other such mutations having since been discovered e.g. haemoglobin C, and G6PD 

deficiency (Lederberg 1999). These traits have all been estimated to have originated 

within the last 10,000 years (Tishkoff et al. 2001; Carter and Mendis 2002; Wood et 

al. 2005). This suggests that the selection pressure imposed by P. falciparum was 

only introduced to the human population within this time frame.  

 

P. falciparum in humans is therefore currently believed to be of gorilla origin, with 

host-switching into humans having occurred a maximum of 100,000 years ago. 

However the exact time within those 100,000 years, and the number of parasite 

haplotypes which made the jump, is still very much a subject of debate. 

  

1.11 P. vivax evolutionary history and origin in humans 

The theory that the globally distributed human-infecting P. vivax population 

originated from Africa, rather than from American or Southeast Asian monkeys, was 

controversially proposed by Richard Carter (Carter and Mendis 2002; Carter 2003). 

This theory was later confirmed by Liu et al. (2014), who found that human-infecting 

P. vivax mitochondrial diversity is nested within the diversity of ape-infecting P. vivax 

in Africa. The recent finding of two chimpanzee samples containing genetic 

evidence of a new, more closely related but separate species termed P. carteri 

further supports an African origin of P. vivax (Liu et al. 2014; Loy et al. 2017). 

Neafsey et al. (2012) found that the most divergent human-infecting P. vivax strains 

are 1.7 times more diverged than the most divergent found in P. falciparum, perhaps 

implying an older origin in humans, or a less severe bottleneck associated with the 

host shift into humans. Assuming a simple split based speciation model, Gilabert et 

al. (2018) estimated the split time between human and ape species of P. vivax to be 

older than that of the split between P. falciparum and P. praefalciparum, using both 

a method which assumes a constant molecular clock, and RelTime which does not 

(Tamura et al. 2012). As well as RelTime’s 95% confidence intervals overlapping for 

the timings of these nodes, the findings of Lozano-Fernandez et al. (2017) suggest 

that this result should be taken with caution. Lozano-Fernandez et al. found that 

RelTime did not adequately allow for rate changes in estimating the time of the 

emergence of the metazoans, and suggest that Bayesian software which allows for 

a relaxed molecular clock should be used instead of RelTime, despite the additional 

computational requirements of these methods.  
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As Duffy positive travellers to Africa appear can be infected by native ape-infecting 

P. vivax (Prugnolle et al. 2013), there is an open question of whether there has been 

a host shift at all. The human-infecting P. vivax genetic diversity appears to be low 

due to the bottleneck event as the parasite moved out of Africa, and the subsequent 

demography of those out-of-Africa populations following the spread of Duffy 

negativity throughout historic human African populations. Whether African P. vivax 

consisted of one population which infected apes and humans without any host-

preference, or two separate host-specific populations before resistance spread 

through the human population, is unknown. The potential mechanism for such a 

host preference is also unknown, especially as gorilla-infecting and chimp-infecting 

P. vivax strains are intermixed in mitochondrial DNA trees. Therefore, the event that 

the last common ancestor of ape-infecting and human-infecting P. vivax represents 

is not clear. Further understanding of host preferences of ape-infecting and human 

infecting P. vivax strains, and characterisation of genetic differences between the 

strains is needed to fully understand the evolutionary history that has shaped this 

species. 

 

1.12 Identifying recent selection 

Because the origin of P. falciparum in humans is relatively recent, comparative 

genomics between P. falciparum and closely related species of Plasmodium has the 

potential to demonstrate where recent adaptation has occurred in the P. falciparum 

genome. If adaptation to a new host is assumed as the largest selection pressure 

affecting the parasite since its split with P. praefalciparum, regions of the 

P. falciparum genome which have undergone positive selective sweeps are 

therefore likely to be involved in human host specificity of the parasite. 

Understanding the process of adaptation of a gorilla parasite to specialise on human 

hosts, could provide information about the general process of pathogen host shifts 

and help to inform the risk of them in future.  

 

Genetic tests for selection can use between-species divergence and/or 

within-species diversity information. Genetic divergence and diversity can come in 

two forms, synonymous and nonsynonymous. Nonsynonymous mutations to DNA 

change the amino acid encoded by the sequence, whereas synonymous mutations 

do not change the encoded amino acid and are therefore silent and usually 

considered selectively neutral. Mutations may also be outside genes, however the 
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effect of these mutations is currently much harder to predict. Positive selection for a 

favoured allele in a population is expected to increase divergence between species 

at nonsynonymous sites. As an allele sweeps through the population by positive 

selection, both diversity at the selected site, and at nearby loci along the 

chromosome, is expected to decrease as alleles linked to the selected site are also 

swept to fixation. Recombination will break up the linkage between the selected site 

and others along the chromosome, however, the stronger the selection on the focal 

mutation, the faster it will fix in the population, leaving less time for recombination to 

break up associations between the selected site and linked variation along the 

chromosome. Positive selection is therefore expected to produce a dip in diversity 

surrounding the selected site, and an elevation in nonsynonymous divergence (DN) 

at the selected locus. In contrast, balancing selection, where multiple alleles are 

favoured at one site, is expected to increase diversity (especially nonsynonymous 

diversity- PN) at the selected site and also at neighbouring regions, as selection 

resists genetic drift at the selected loci, preventing alleles from being fixed. As well 

as selection in favour of a particular allele, purifying selection is also expected to act 

on genes, removing deleterious mutations from the population. Purifying selection 

reduces PN and DN at selected sites relative to their synonymous counterparts, PS 

and DS. Purifying selection is also expected to reduce diversity at linked sites, in a 

similar manner to positive selection. The reduction in diversity due to purifying 

selection is expected to be weaker than that due to positive selection, but also more 

common (Charlesworth et al. 1993). 

 

Tests for selection utilise these signatures, looking for significant evidence of non-

neutral evolution at particular loci. To find evidence of positive selection in the 

divergence between two species, DN can be compared to DS, which is assumed to 

be neutral, to find an excess of DN over neutral expectations. DN, DS, PN and PS 

represent raw counts, simply being the number of differences observed for a given 

locus across and within populations. Because these raw counts will be skewed by 

the number of each class of site in a gene, new parameters termed Ka and Ks are 

often used which represent the number of mutations per nonsynonymous and 

synonymous site respectively, corrected for the expected number of double mutated 

sites. If Ka/Ks is greater than 1, that implies positive selection has driven an excess 

of DN in that gene. Unless divergence is very low, Ka/Ks is very unlikely to be 

greater than 1 without very significant amounts of positive selection as purifying 
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selection on nonsynonymous sites pushes the ratio down (Sharp 1997). 

Intermediate values of Ka/Ks are hard to interpret and compare to one another, as 

the balance between purifying and positive selection cannot be known without 

further investigation. 

 

To allow for the identification of positive selection even in genes with very strong 

purifying selection, the McDonald-Kreitman test (MK test; McDonald and Kreitman 

1991) was developed. It combines divergence and polymorphism information to 

control for varying levels of selective constraint. The underlying assumption of the 

test is that all circulating polymorphism is neutral, assuming that beneficial alleles 

sweep to fixation, and deleterious alleles are removed, so quickly it can be assumed 

to be instant. By comparing the ratio of DN to DS and PN to PS, which would be 

equal if only purifying selection acted, a 2x2 heterogeneity test (e.g. chi-squared or 

Fisher’s exact) can be used to find a statistically significant excess of DN indicative 

of positive selection. The four terms can be combined into a single value called the 

neutrality index (NI), which if less than 1 suggests the presence of positive 

selection.   

 

The proportion of nonsynonymous substitutions that have been fixed by natural 

selection (ɑ) can be calculated using the neutrality index with α = 1-NI (Smith and 

Eyre-Walker 2002). 

 

The McDonald-Kreitman test was preceded by the Hudson Kreitman and Agaude 

(HKA) test (Hudson et al. 1987), which compares diversity and divergence at a 

putatively selected locus with a putatively neutral locus to test for selection. If locus 

A has an excess of diversity, but not divergence compared to locus B, then that 

suggests non-neutral evolution at one of the two loci, and not just a different 

mutation rate at the one of the two loci. Without knowing anything else, this 

hypothetical result implies that balancing selection is acting to increase diversity at 

locus A or that positive selection has reduced diversity/ increased divergence at 

locus B. This highlights the importance of using a known-to-be-neutral locus in the 

test to discern which of the two processes is acting.  
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Alternatively, genetic diversity from within a species can be used without divergence 

information, to find unusual signatures in the frequency of genetic diversity. The site 

frequency spectrum (SFS) describes the distribution of mutation frequencies for a 

given region of DNA in a given population.  The SFS can be skewed by a variety of 

processes, such as population expansion or contraction, hidden population structure 

in the population, introgression of alleles from another population, or natural 

selection. Under the neutral expectation of the SFS (under a constant population 

size, with no natural selection) most mutations are at low frequency with very few 

mutations at the highest frequency bands (Fay and Wu 2000). Pairwise diversity (or 

heterozygosity) describes the expected number of mutations between two randomly 

drawn haploid genomes from a population, this metric is highest when variation in 

the site frequency spectrum is at intermediate frequency. 

 

Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989) analyses the site frequency spectrum by utilising two 

summary statistics. It compares observed pairwise diversity to the neutral 

expectation calculated from the number of polymorphic sites. An excess of pairwise 

diversity implies that balancing selection is acting and maintaining distinct 

haplotypes. The demography of the species can also influence values of Tajima’s D: 

a recent population contraction would cause a relative increase in the amount of 

pairwise diversity and leave a similar signature to balancing selection. In contrast, a 

recent population size expansion would increase the number of low frequency 

polymorphisms relative to pairwise diversity. Such an excess of low frequency 

variation relative to neutral expectations is indicative of positive or purifying 

selection, keeping less-fit mutations at low frequency. 

 

1.13 Previous evolutionary genetics work on Plasmodium species 

There is a substantial body of previous work which has performed population 

genetic tests across the Plasmodium genus to identify loci which do not conform to 

neutral expectations and are therefore of potential immunological or evolutionary 

significance. Below is a far-from-exhaustive summary of some key work.  

 

Weedall et al. (2008) looked for correlations in Ka/Ks for a set of 43 candidate ligand 

genes and a set of 102 control genes across three pairs of species from three 

different subgenera of Plasmodium (Laverania, Plasmodium, and Vinckeia). They 

found weak correlations of Ka/Ks between orthologous candidate ligand genes, 
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suggesting the pattern of evolution in these genes has diverged across different 

malaria species. Interestingly, they found a stronger correlation for Ka/Ks across the 

set of control genes than the ligand genes across all three species pairs. This was 

true even for the comparison between pairs of species containing human-infecting 

species (P. falciparum-P. reichenowi vs P. vivax-P. knowlesi). This suggests there is 

more divergence in evolutionary regime for ligand genes than other genes between 

human-infecting species, highlighting the pathogenic differences across these 

divergent species. 

 

Ochola et al. (2010) searched six loci which demonstrated elevated nucleotide 

diversity in P. falciparum for signatures of balancing selection using Tajima's D and 

HKA tests. They identified three genes which showed strong signatures of balancing 

selection PF10_0355, PFD1160w and PF10_0348. Following this work, 

Amambua-Ngwa et al. (2012a) generated SNP sets for 65 Gambian P. falciparum 

isolates and calculated Tajima’s D for 2853 genes. To identify which aspect of the 

life-cycle balancing selection appeared to be strongest, they compared the 

distribution of Tajima’s D values across genes with differing peak expression times 

in the life-cycle. Genes with peak expression in the merozoite stage, when P. 

falciparum invades erythrocytes, produced significantly elevated Tajima’s D values. 

Two of the top hits from this analysis were shared with the three genes found in the 

Ochola et al. (2010) analysis: PF10_0355 and PF10_0348. PF10_0355 protein 

expression was then studied in mature schizonts using immunofluorescence 

microscopy which found highly variable expression. Only ~1% of mature schizonts 

were positive for PF10_0355 expression in 11 of the 12 lines, with expression found 

in 12.7% of schizonts in the other line, suggesting that important genes may be 

unexpressed in a lab environment. These results highlight the capacity for genomic 

scans to pick up potentially significant genes which might be missed or overlooked 

through other techniques. 

 

Amambua-Ngwa et al. (2012b) performed iHS (integrated haplotype score; Voight et 

al. 2006) and REHH (relative extended haplotype homozygosity; Sabeti et al. 2002) 

analyses on 75 sequenced P. falciparum genomes to identify particular SNPs which 

are associated with extended linkage disequilibrium and are therefore assumed to 

be undergoing positive selection. This method identified 11 loci, including the pfcrt 

locus, associated with chloroquine resistance and the trap gene whose protein 
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product TRAP appears to be involved in both hepatocyte invasion and mediating the 

invasion of mosquito salivary glands. 

 

Chang et al. (2012) sequenced the genomes of 25 P. falciparum samples from 

Senegal. They found a very high proportion of genes showed an unexpectedly high 

ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous polymorphisms (PN/PS), and produced 

various hypotheses for the cause of this, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 

3. They also found both nonsynonymous and synonymous SNPs had very similar 

frequency distributions, with both mostly at very low frequency in the population, 

which is consistent with a recent population expansion.  

 

Otto et al. (2014) performed comparative genomics between P. reichenowi and 

P. falciparum and found a high level of synteny across the genome. However, 

significant differences were found in the size of the multigene families rifin and 

stevor, which are expressed on the surface of infected erythrocytes, with 

P. reichenowi showing a markedly larger number of genes from these two families. 

This difference in gene numbers implies a role in host specialisation for this gene 

family. They also performed MK and HKA tests across the P. falciparum genome. 

The distribution of log(NI) values they produced was not centred around zero as 

would be expected under neutrality, instead the distribution was positively shifted 

implying an excess of nonsynonymous diversity. 114 genes showed apparently 

significant MK ratios (P<0.05), however 108 of those 114 showed an excess of PN 

rather than DN, and if a Bonferroni correction had been applied to the data, no gene 

would have showed a significant excess of PN or DN.  

 

Duffy et al. (2015) used P. falciparum diversity data from SNP data sets from two 

sites in Ghana, which represent two different levels of endemicity, with the one site 

(Navrongo) showing a more seasonally variable transmission pattern than the more 

year round (Kintampo) site. Diversity data was used to calculate Tajima's D, which 

was found to strongly correlate across the two sites (R2=0.71), 27 genes in 

Kintampo were found to have Tajima's D values >1 (suggestive of strong balancing 

selection) and 24 in Navrongo, of which 12 were shared across the sites. This 

suggests that the population structure and selection signatures are very similar 

across the sites. FST analysis found no SNPs with values exceeding 0.16, 

suggesting very little differentiation between the populations. iHS and the similar 
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Rsb analysis (Tang et al. 2007) were performed which flagged genes associated 

with drug resistance and the also the trap locus. The ama1 locus, which is thought 

to be under strong balancing selection was flagged by the iHS analysis. Long term 

balancing selection is expected to break up haplotypes by maintaining SNPs over 

time periods in which recombination can be effective. This implies a new ama1 

allele(s) has emerged and spread to intermediate frequency via positive selection. 

 

MalariaGEN (2016) analysed the frequency of SNPs in the kelch13 gene 

responsible for resistance to artemisinin for Southeast Asian and African 

P. falciparum populations. They found the Southeast Asian SNPs coded for much 

more radical amino acid changes and were at much higher frequency in the 

population. There was little evidence of allele migration between the populations, 

which is promising for continued efficacy of the drug in Africa. They also analysed 

the frequency of SNPs across the genome for the two populations and found 

relatively less low frequency variation in Southeast Asia, suggesting a less 

aggressive recent population expansion in that population, although both showed 

similarly high ratios of nonsynonymous to synonymous polymorphism. 

 

From research thus far, a complex picture emerges, with P. falciparum showing a 

few traits (e.g. a large amount of nonsynonymous polymorphisms) which are likely 

to complicate population/evolutionary genetic analyses. However, some genes do 

appear to show evidence of strong selection, e.g. ama1 and PF10_0355. African 

and Southeast Asian P. falciparum populations each appear to be distinct 

populations with limited substructure within them. Both populations show an excess 

of low frequency variation over neutral expectations, indicative of a recent 

population expansion. 

 

For P. vivax, Hupalo et al. (2016) sequenced 186 globally distributed samples, and 

performed various population genetic analyses. They found that the global 

population structure was best explained by five distinct populations, however most 

countries’ samples showed some evidence of admixture. Their data suggest that 

Indian and African P. vivax samples may have ancestry deriving from both Asia and 

The Americas. Using this data, they confirmed the findings of Neafsey et al. (2012) 

finding that P. vivax has a greater level of nuclear genetic diversity than 

P. falciparum. Deploying MK tests, and controlling for multiple testing with q scores, 
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they found significant evidence of selection for 26 genes, of which 15 show an 

excess of DN rather than PN. A number of these 15 genes are associated with red 

blood cell invasion, e.g. MSP7, and MAEBL, or are known to act as antigens e.g. 

SERA3 and SERA5. Additionally, differences between populations were found, with 

high FST found in a number of loci associated with drug resistance, and some 

evidence from divergence and low diversity for selection on the Pvs47 gene in 

American P. vivax populations. The orthologous Pfs47 in P. falciparum has been 

implicated in mosquito immune system evasion, and some genetic variation in this 

gene is thought to represent local adaptation to the different mosquito populations 

across the globe (Molina-Cruz et al. 2013). 

 

1.14 The distribution of fitness effects 

Understanding the selective regime of circulating variation in Plasmodium species is 

clearly of great value, in order to provide context to polymorphism data. For 

example, understanding what percentage of new mutations are lethal, beneficial or 

neutral helps to inform the adaptive potential of species, as well as providing context 

to polymorphism information such as PN/PS ratios for specific genes. This 

distribution of fitness effects of new mutations (DFE) is estimated as a compound 

parameter: the product of Ne and s (Nes). s is the effect on an individual’s relative 

fitness of a given mutation, which can be positive or negative if mutations are 

beneficial or deleterious respectively. The effective strength of selection on these 

fitness effects depends on the effective population size Ne, with a smaller Ne 

resulting in weaker selection through a stronger effect of genetic drift, and a larger 

Ne increasing the efficacy of selection. Drift is stronger in smaller populations as 

random sampling of individuals between generations has a greater impact on the 

frequency of alleles in the population, with a theoretical population with infinite size 

showing no genetic drift. The strength of selection is expected to override the 

strength of genetic drift when Nes is greater than 1 and genetic drift is expected to 

dominate selection when Nes is less than 1.  

 

The DFE has been estimated for a number of species including fruit flies, humans, 

mice, and chimpanzees based on polymorphism and divergence data (Keightley 

and Eyre-Walker 2007; Halligan et al. 2013; Tataru et al. 2017). There have also 

been estimates of the DFE directly from competitive growth assays of mutated 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii in the lab (Böndel et al. 2019 preprint). The DFE can be 
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modelled by different distributions, assuming either a set of discrete values of Nes, 

or using distributions of Nes that mutations may belong to, for example a gamma 

distribution, or a combination of both (Tataru et al. 2017). An evident problem with 

estimating Nes from polymorphism and divergence data is that if Ne changes across 

time, then the distribution of Nes will also change, and no one model will be able to 

describe the evolutionary dynamics of a species over the full time period. Therefore, 

the distribution of Nes which generated the substitutions in the divergence time 

period may not match the distribution of Nes which generated polymorphisms in the 

more recent evolutionary period.  

 

 

1.15 Plasmodium genomic complexity 

Several features of P. falciparum complicate population genetic analysis of its 

genome, as the assumptions required for various analyses and tests are violated. 

For example, in P. falciparum, the recent population bottleneck and subsequent 

population expansion, thought to be associated with the host shift event from gorillas 

into humans, is likely to confound analysis of polymorphism data and estimations of 

Nes. Eyre-Walker (2002) demonstrated that changes in the effective population size 

and the efficacy of selection over time are likely to bias the results of an MK-type 

analysis, and therefore this recent expansion could cause the skew in log(NI) values 

seen in Otto et al. (2014).  

 

The generally high, but variable genomic AT content of most Plasmodium species 

also violates assumptions made by some methods to calculate nucleotide 

divergence (e.g. Nei and Gojobori 1986). P. falciparum has an average AT content 

across its genome of 81%, however in P. vivax the genome is only 55% AT, this 

difference violates the assumption of stationary base composition made by many 

models of DNA evolution (e.g. Hasegawa et al. 1985).   

 

Modelling by Chang et al. (2013) suggested that the unique lifecycle of malaria 

parasites violates the classical Wright-Fisher model of population genetics, and 

increases the strength of random genetic drift at the expense of the strength of 

selection, suggesting that this may explain the relative excess of nonsynonymous 

SNPs compared to expectations (Chang et al. 2012). However, the nature of their 

modelling prevented infected hosts from being infected again by a new mosquito 
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bite (superinfection), which quickly meant the parasites were effectively asexual, 

which reduced the effective population size of the population (Ne). This was 

addressed by a later revision to the model which allowed for superinfection and 

subsequently found a substantial increase in the strength of selection (Chang et al. 

2016). 

 

Another way in which estimates of selection can be biased by violations in 

underlying assumptions is if synonymous sites are not evolving neutrally. There are 

two forces which can drive non neutral evolution at synonymous sites. The first force 

is selection on codon usage, where different codons for the same amino acid 

produce differing fitness for an individual. Evidence for this fitness advantage is 

indirect, for example in Escherichia coli, highly expressed genes have been found to 

have different codon usage from less expressed genes (Post and Nomura 1980; 

Gouy and Galtier 1982). Synonymous codons may vary in fitness because of their 

influence on the translation process. This can either be because of differences in the 

abundance of different anticodon tRNA species, or because tRNA species which 

bind multiple anticodons without relying on strict Watson-Crick binding better 

recognise certain anticodons (Ikemura 1985). Whether this selection acts to 

increase translation speed or accuracy is unclear, however bacterial growth rates 

were found to be significantly correlated to the estimated strength of selection on 

codon usage across different species, suggesting that translational speed is the 

driving force behind codon usage selection (Sharp et al. 2010). The second force is 

GC biased gene conversion (gBGC), where GC bases have a transmission 

advantage over AT bases at heterozygous sites during recombination. Following a 

crossover, when paternal and maternal DNA become mismatched together to form 

heteroduplex DNA, the repair disproportionately converts AT bases into GC bases 

at heterozygous sites. This gBGC process mimics the effects of selection, with GC 

bases being pushed up in frequency in the population. It is suggested that this 

process is widespread across both eukaryotic and bacterial species (Pessia et al. 

2012; Lassalle et al. 2015) 

 

Evidence for selection on codon usage is mixed in P. falciparum. The genome as a 

whole is strongly biased towards AT bases and this is reflected in the codon usage 

of the species. Peixoto et al. (2003) found that whilst AT composition bias was the 

main driving force in codon usage, protein expression levels strongly correlated with 
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some aspects of codon usage, especially for genes which were highly expressed in 

trophozoites and merozoites. Dos Reis and Wernisch (2009) estimated the strength 

of selection on codon usage in highly expressed genes for P. falciparum and other 

species, and found that the genes in the highest of 11 expression categories 

showed signs of codon usage selection. However, the compound selective 

parameter S (Nes) acting on these highly expressed genes was estimated to be 

0.66, suggesting that selection was weak (<1), and was similar in strength to that 

estimated for the human genome, where synonymous changes are generally 

regarded as being effectively neutral. The work of Dos Reis and Wernisch (2009) is 

limited by using expression data from homologous genes in the yeast species 

Sarracharomyces cerevisiae, rather than from P. falciparum. As well as gene 

expression in yeast likely being quite divergent to that in Plasmodium, using yeast 

expression data relies on orthologue identification, which subsequently limited the 

number of genes in the analysis to only 487.  

 

Chan et al. (2017) analysed the mechanistic basis of codon usage selection by 

comparing expression of green fluorescent protein transgenes with differing codon 

compositions. By comparing the fluorescence of the transgenic cells, they found the 

optimal codons for increasing protein expression. They found that, as expected, 

codons which relied on Watson-Crick pairing rather than wobble pairing with tRNAs 

significantly increased protein expression. However, they found very high usage of 

wobble bases in codon usage across the Plasmodium genome. Given these 

findings, they suggest that the codon usage across the P. falciparum genome was 

not driven by a selective force for maximal translation efficiency. Instead, they 

propose that codon usage is highly selected to reduce translation efficiency, which 

seems an extremely selectionist interpretation instead of invoking the explanation of 

mutational forces and genetic drift.  

 

Sinha and Woodrow (2018) analysed previously published RNA-seq data for 

P. falciparum, P. vivax, and the rodent parasite Plasmodium berghei, and analysed 

the mostly highly expressed 3% of genes and estimated values of S of 0.537, 0.199, 

and 0.422 for each species respectively. The value of S for P. falciparum is similar 

to, but a bit lower than that generated using S. cerevisiae expression data by Dos 

Reis and Wernisch (2009), finding evidence for only very weak codon usage 

selection in P. falciparum. The lower value for P. vivax suggests that the higher 
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genomic GC content in the species is not driven by translational selection, with the 

species showing little evidence for translationally optimal codons in highly expressed 

genes.  

 

Overall, this suggests that there is selection on codon usage in Plasmodium, but 

that the strength is generally very weak, although variable across species, and only 

a small number of genes are affected.  
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1.16 Thesis aims 

 

The major outstanding question in the unfolding story of the evolution of the 

Plasmodium genus is what determines the host range of each of the Plasmodium 

species, as well as when and how each of the human infecting species came to 

stably infect humans. The abundance of genetic data for Plasmodium species from 

previous epidemiological and evolutionary analyses makes it an ideal study system 

for investigating the nature of host shifts in general and the longer term population 

dynamics following a host shift.  

 

When starting this PhD four years ago, a key aim was to identify which of the 

mutations that separate P. falciparum and P. praefalciparum were driven by positive 

selection to facilitate adaptation to a new host. This information would illuminate not 

only a key singular event which shaped the course of human history, but it would 

also aid wider understanding of the risk of future host shifts, for both malarial and 

non-malaria-causing pathogens. However, in the course of beginning to try to 

answer this question, numerous complications and confounders of classical tests for 

positive selection were encountered. Ultimately, further understanding these quirks 

and complications became the primary focus of my PhD, in addition to further 

characterising the processes which generated and maintained variation in these 

species. The only paths which evolution can take are those which are accessible, 

and what is accessible is determined by which genetic mutations arise and survive.  

 

In this thesis, I explore three key aspects of how variation in P. falciparum and 

P. vivax is generated through mutational processes and then filtered by natural 

selection.  

 

1. I investigate how mutation rates vary across Plasmodium subcellular 

genomes and species. By further understanding how mutation rates differ, 

and at what point in the tree they may have changed, this provides an 

important context to previous findings from the literature, and future 

research. 
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2. I characterise the distribution of selective effects of new mutations in 

P. falciparum using the site frequency spectrum, and investigate how this 

distribution has shifted across the recent evolutionary history of the species. I 

look for demographic signatures in addition to selective signatures, and 

compare different P. falciparum populations to assess the generality of these 

findings. 

 

 

3. I investigate what causes the large difference in AT content seen across the 

Plasmodium genus. I compare the two possible explanations, investigating if 

mutation is differentially biased across species, or if some selective force/ 

gBGC is driving the differences across species. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Investigating relative mutation rates across the 
Plasmodium genus 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Various previous evolutionary genetic analyses of Plasmodium have attempted to 

date the time of the last common ancestor both within and between species. These 

attempts have often made three simplifying assumptions: that hosts and parasites 

co-speciated at the same time, that mutation rates are clock-like across different 

species, or that mutation rates are shared across different subcellular genomes. 

Using a mutation rate from prokaryotes, Escalante and Ayala (1994) estimated the 

divergence time between human-infecting P. falciparum and chimpanzee-infecting 

P. reichenowi. Their estimate of 10.5±5.0 mya, they argued was consistent with the 

speciation time of their hosts and therefore implied co-speciation of hosts and 

parasites, this became an assumption which underlay many future analyses. 

 

As well as interpreting levels of divergence between species, understanding of 

mutation rates also underlies demographic analyses of individual species, and 

understanding of patterns of diversity. For example, the relative lack of diversity in 

both P. falciparum and P. vivax has led to the hypothesis of a recent genetic 

bottleneck in the two human-infecting species (Rich et al. 1998; Conway et al. 2000; 

Volkman et al. 2001; Leclerc et al. 2004). There have been numerous attempts to 

estimate the timings of these population bottlenecks and subsequent expansions, 

which have often assumed cospeciation between hosts and pathogens to estimate 

mutation rates (e.g. Hughes and Verra 2001; Mu et al. 2002; Joy et al. 2003; Mu et 

al. 2005; Jongwutiwes et al. 2005). However, Hughes and Verra (2001), using a 

mutation rate estimated by assuming co-speciation of P. falciparum and 

P. reichenowi with their hosts, found little evidence of a population bottleneck, and 

suggested the Ne of P. falciparum had been at least 105 for the past 300,000 years. 

The finding of much higher genetic diversity in closely related ape-infecting 

populations (Liu et al. 2010; Sundararaman et al. 2016; Loy et al. 2018) strongly 

supports a recent population bottleneck in these two human-infecting species, rather 

than low diversity being an intrinsic feature of these species via low mutation rates. 

Mu et al. (2005) estimated the TMRCA of human-infecting P. vivax mitochondria 
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using a mutation rate estimated by assuming co-speciation of macaque and 

Cercocebus monkeys and their Plasmodium parasites ~7mya. They validated the 

assumption of a molecular clock in the Plasmodium subgenus using relative rate 

tests to check for mutation rate variation between species. McManus et al. (2017) 

estimated the time of the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) of the global 

human-infecting P. vivax population, using the estimated mitochondrial mutation rate 

from Mu et al. (2005). As well as assuming that this estimated mutation rate was 

constant across different species, McManus et al. (2017) also assumed the mutation 

rate was constant across the nuclear, apicoplast, and mitochondrial genomes, and 

estimated the TMRCA of human-infecting P. vivax as somewhere between 70-250 

kya. 

 

To estimate speciation times, Hayakawa et al. (2008) suggested two 

(phylogenetically overlapping) mitochondrial mutation rates in Plasmodium. By 

assuming co-divergence of Asian and African lineages of Old World monkeys and 

their Plasmodium parasites, they estimated the divergence time of P. falciparum and 

P. reichenowi. Their estimate range was between 2.5±0.6 and 4.0±0.9 mya, 

preferring the upper estimate as it was more consistent with previously estimated 

human-chimpanzee speciation times.  

 

After the identification of several Plasmodium host shifts, the host-and-parasite 

cospeciation assumption was relaxed, and the divergence time of P. falciparum and 

P. reichenowi was re-estimated. This was often done using methods which assumed 

a molecular clock across the Plasmodium. Ricklefs and Outlaw (2010) relaxed the 

assumptions of co-speciation, and assumed that the parasites made a single host-

shift, which was equally likely to be at any time since their host’s speciation event to 

the present. They estimated a Plasmodium-wide mutation rate using avian hosts 

and their Plasmodium parasites, integrating over the time period since host 

speciation. In practice this meant using the average expected host-shift time, which 

is half the time since host speciation. Using this estimated Plasmodium-wide 

mitochondrial mutation rate, they estimated the P. falciparum-P. reichenowi 

speciation between 1.2-2.5 mya. Using mutation rate estimates from both solely 

Drosophila and an average from mammals, vascular plants, and Drosophila to 

provide rough upper and lower bound mutation rate estimates, Silva et al. (2015) 

estimated the P. falciparum-P. reichenowi speciation time between 3-5.5 mya. 
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Silva et al. (2015) also developed a method to compare the relative ages of different 

nodes from across a genus. The method assumes that each protein has its own 

unique molecular clock shared across the genus. By regressing protein sequence 

divergence from both pairs of species, the gradient of the slope provides an 

estimate of the relative age of the nodes. Using this new method, they estimated 

that the P. vivax-P. knowlesi split was approximately six times more ancient than the 

P. falciparum-P. reichenowi split. Comparing the relative levels of nuclear 

divergence, and assuming a molecular clock, Rutledge et al. (2017) estimated the 

speciation time of P. ovale wallikeri and P. ovale curtisi as being five times earlier 

than that of P. falciparum and P. reichenowi. 

 

Accurately characterising mutation rates is therefore key to generating timed 

phylogenetic trees and understanding the timing of evolutionary events within 

individual species. Genomic mutation rates are known to vary both across species 

and within them across subcellular genomes. In primates, the mitochondrial 

mutation rate is faster than the nuclear genome, whereas it is the opposite in plants, 

with the nuclear genome faster than the mitochondria, and the chloroplast having an 

intermediate rate (Brown et al. 1979; Wolfe et al. 1987, Lynch et al. 2006). 

Invertebrate mitochondrial mutation rates are between 2 and 6 times higher than in 

the nuclear genome, whereas it is about 20 times higher in scaled reptiles and birds 

(Allio et al. 2017). Plasmodium mitochondria genomes have been found to be well 

conserved across the genus (McIntosh et al. 1998). Nuclear mutation rates were 

estimated to be 2.4 times higher than mitochondrial rates across the Plasmodium 

genus (Lynch et al. 2006). An investigation into the relative mutation rates of 

different organelle genomes in an Apicomplexan species, Babesia bovis, found the 

mitochondrial genome to evolve faster than the apicoplast (Smith and Keeling 

2012). However, by using limited polymorphism data, the low divergence between 

apicoplast genomes may represent relatedness of the samples, rather than be 

indicative of a low mutation rate. Nonetheless, it has been observed that, in general, 

plastid mutation rates are less variable across different species than mitochondrial 

rates in plastid bearing species (Smith and Keeling 2015). 
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Figure 2.1 An unrooted tree of the Plasmodium genus using concatenated nuclear 

coding sequence data from Orthologue Set 1 (see methods), showing three 

subgenera: the rodent infecting Vinckeia at the bottom, the ape infecting Laverania 

on the right and the primate infecting Plasmodium on the left.  

 

To estimate the mutation rate and the strength of selective constraint across the 

three different subcellular genomes, I estimated divergence at coding and silent 

sites within three clades from different subgenera of Plasmodium. The three 

subgenera (Figure 2.1) represent differing host preferences, with the primate-

infecting Laverania and Plasmodium subgenera, and the rodent-infecting Vinckeia. 

These three subgenera were chosen due to the availability of multiple genomes for 

each of the three subcellular genomes for them. Using substitution rates at neutral 

fourfold degenerate sites to approximate the mutation rate, I found significant 

changes in mutation rates both across and within subgenera, with a different 

subcellular genome being fastest in each subgenus. Using the ratio of substitution 

rates at coding and silent sites as a measure of selective constraint, I found strong 

conservation of the strength of selective constraint for each of the subcellular 

genomes across the three subgenera. This contrast between results suggests that 

mutation rates are not strongly conserved by natural selection in the Plasmodium 

genus, and that divergence between species may be misinferred by only looking at 

data from organellar genomes. 
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2.2 Methods 

Plasmodium genome sequences from each of the three subgenera, Laverania, 

Vinckeia, and Plasmodium, were downloaded from GenBank and the Sanger FTP. 

Genomes were downloaded from as many species as possible from within each of 

the three subgenera. Sequences were not available for all subcellular genomes for 

all species, with the apicoplast being particularly undersequenced. If multiple 

genomes were available for the same species, the most recently uploaded genome 

to GenBank was used. The accession numbers or FTP link for each of the 

sequences in the analysis can be found in Supplementary Table 2.1. CDS 

sequences were extracted from the downloaded genomes using the extractfeat 

program from the EMBOSS software suite (Rice et al. 2000). 

 

Each subcellular genome was separately BLASTed using BLASTn against a 

common genome from its clade. For each gene, the orthologous genes with the 

highest BLAST alignment scores (with a minimum score of 500 and a maximum 

expect value of 0.0001) were selected for subsequent multiple sequence alignment. 

The 0.0001 expect score threshold indicates a 1 in 10000 chance of a getting such 

an alignment by chance assuming random base usage. For each nuclear genome 

BLAST, given there are approximately 5000 genes in a Plasmodium genome to be 

used as the query sequence, this would roughly produce an expected 0.5 false 

positive orthologues to be identified. In practice, as these genomes contain 

paralogues and biased base composition, this 0.5 gene estimate is likely to be an 

underestimate. Ortholgoues identified with BLAST were then aligned using mafft v7 

(Katoh and Standley 2013), which does not take into account the reading frame 

(software which does when trialled however, was found to be too slow to be able to 

be scaled up for analysis of this kind). Any out of frame alignments were shifted by 

one or two empty ‘N’ bases at the start to ensure they were in frame. Any gene 

alignments where not all species from the analysis were represented were removed 

from the analysis, as were alignments with premature stop codons.  

 

A custom R script was used to extract zerofold and fourfold sites from gene 

alignments (Appendix A5). All second codon positions were classed as zerofold. For 

first and third codon position sites, if all possible mutation pathways between 

mutated codons were zerofold or fourfold degenerate, then such sites were retained 

(e.g. the first and third sites between Arginine CGT and Proline CCG). If the 
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degeneracy of first and third codon positions changed through some mutation 

pathways between double mutated codons, (e.g. the third codon site between 

Arginine CGT and Glutamine CAG) then those sites were removed from the 

analysis, as were those first and third sites from any codons which differed at all 

three sites. 

 

Zerofold and Fourfold divergence (K0 and K4) were estimated using the Tamura 

and Nei (1993; TN93) model implemented in the ape package for R (Paradis et al. 

2004). The TN93 model allows unequal base composition across each of the four 

nucleotides and two differing transition rates for A<->G and C<->T transition 

mutations. Other models were tested both in ape and in PHYML (Guindon et al. 

2010), e.g. Jukes and Cantor (1969), Kimura (1980), Felsenstein (1981) and Galtier 

and Gouy (1995). Estimates with different models all showed very close agreement 

with the K0 and K4 estimates from the TN93 ape implementation, although Galtier 

and Gouy (1995) showed the most divergent estimates, they were still very close to 

those using TN93. K0 and K4 estimates were generated separately for each gene, 

with a weighted geometric mean taken for each parameter. A geometric mean (the 

nth root of the product of n values) was used to reduce the impact of outlier values. 

The geometric mean often approximates the median, but is more appropriate in the 

case of small sample sizes where the median may be skewed. The geometric mean 

was weighted according to the number of sites of each gene, to avoid confounding if 

rates are correlated to gene length. This method was performed in place of gene 

concatenation to allow for differentially biased mutation across different genes. 

 

A variety of codon models were fitted to genes to estimate Ka and Ks. These 

models were Nei and Gojobori (NG; 1986), Goldman and Yang (GY; 1994), Yang-

Nielsen (YN; Yang and Nielsen 2002), Modified-Yang-Nielsen (Zhang et al. 2006a) 

and variants of the GY model as implemented in PAML4 (Yang 2007). The NG 

model is the simplest model, it counts the number of synonymous and 

nonsynonymous sites assuming equal, unbiased mutation probabilities between the 

four nucleotide bases (ATCG), and it estimates the relative number of mutations 

between double and triple mutated codons by equally weighting all possible 

pathways. The GY model deploys a maximum likelihood approach to estimate Ka 

and Ks, counting sites by weighting mutation probabilities by the frequency of 

codons in the observed sequence, and allowing for unequal transition and 
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transversion mutation rates. The GY model also weights the likelihood of different 

pathways between codons by the Ka/Ks ratio. The YN method uses an approximate 

approach which incorporates a biased transition to transversion rate and counts the 

number of synonymous and nonsynonymous sites using an average from the two 

gene sequences from which distance is being estimated. Pathways between 

multiply mutated codons are weighted by the relative probabilities of transitions and 

transversions and synonymous and nonsynonymous mutations. The MYN model 

extends the YN model to allow differing transition to transversion rate ratios for A<-

>G mutations and C<->T mutations. 

 

The various GY model variants differ by how they calculate expected codon 

frequencies. These expectations are calculated by either assuming equal (25%) 

base usage at all sites (termed the eq model) or are variously estimated from 

observed nucleotide base or codon frequencies. Estimation from nucleotide base 

frequencies is either from: all three codon sites combined (termed the codeml:1x4 

model), or three codon sites separately (termed the codeml:3x4 model). 

Alternatively, codon frequencies can be calculated directly from the codon 

frequencies present in the given gene alignment (termed the codeml:direct model). 

These models were fit using both codeml from PAML4 (codeml-eq, codeml:1x4, 

codeml:3x4, and codeml:direct models; Yang 2007) and KaKs_Calculator (NG, GY, 

YN, and MYN models; Zhang et al. 2006b). 

All trees were generated using the maximum likelihood PHYML method (Guindon et 

al. 2010) as implemented in the PHYML Geneious plugin, using the TN93 

substitution model. The DNA sequences used to generate the trees were 

supersequences, with loci combined to form a single sequence for each species. 

For trees generated using fourfold degenerate sequences, PHYML was run using 

one rate category. For trees generated using full coding CDS sequences, PHYML 

was run using two discrete gamma distributed rate categories, in order to allow for 

different sites to have differing substitution rates (e.g. fourfold synonymous and 

coding sites). 

 

Relative rate tests to compare mutation rates across different branches were carried 

out using Tajima’s method as implemented in the rr.test function from the pegas R 

package (Tajima 1993; Paradis 2010). This test performs a chi squared test on the 

divergence between each ingroup sequence and the outgroup sequence, using an 
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expectation of equal divergence of each ingroup to outgroup sequence. Information 

on the outgroup and ingroups for each test can be found in Table 2.2.  
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  Mitochondria Apicoplast Nuclear 

Whole genus alignment 
(Orthologue Set 1) genes 

*2/3 (P. yoelii   
missing 1) 4 335 

 #sites *2678/3490 5040 847,679 

 #sites aligned *2076/2516 4929 688,531 

 #fourfold sites *239/290 308 41,455 

Laverania subgenus  
(Orthologue Set 2) genes 3 11 3,897 

 # sites 3,515 8,259 9,831,768 

 # sites aligned 2,918 8,220 8,430,669 

 # fourfold sites 342 417 513,777 

 # zerofold sites 955 2,698 2,742,496 

Plasmodium subgenus 
(Orthologue Set 2) genes 3 14 3,371 

 # sites 3,469 14,923 8,468,326 

 # sites aligned 3,370 14,893 6,681,769 

 # fourfold sites 371 752 620,291 

 # zerofold sites 1,107 4,892 2,170,864 

Vinckeia subgenus  
(Orthologue Set 2) genes 2 16 4,039 

 # sites 2,608 16,077 9,339,964 

 # sites aligned 2,239 16,041 8,822,232 

 # fourfold sites 267 823 581,809 

 # zerofold sites 734 5,268 2,881,931 

Table 2.1 Number of sites and genes used in each analysis.  *see footnote 
 
*footnote: There are two differing values for the mitochondria as P. yoelli was 
removed from analyses to allow all three mitochondrial genes to be analysed.  
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2.3 Results 

To estimate mutation rates across the Plasmodium genus, I downloaded all 

available nuclear and subcellular genome sequences for each of the three 

subgenera. If multiple genomes were available for a given species, the most 

recently uploaded one was chosen. Nuclear genome sequences were not available 

for numerous species with sequenced mitochondria, especially in the Plasmodium 

subgenus. Additionally, the apicoplast genome was relatively undersequenced 

across all of the genus. Attempts to extract novel apicoplast sequences from raw 

P. adleri reads (taken from Otto et al. 2018) were not successful, suggesting that the 

genome is poorly amplified in the sequencing process, which may be due to its 

extremely high AT content. The P. falciparum apicoplast genome is 85.7% A/T 

compared with 80.6% in the nuclear genome and 68.4% mitochondrial genome. 

 

Using genes extracted from downloaded genomes, two orthologue sets were 

generated using a custom pipeline (see methods), one set incorporated genes from 

all of the subgenera simultaneously (Orthologue Set 1), and the other consisted of 

separate orthologue sets for each subgenus (Orthologue Set 2). Table 2.1 shows 

the number of genes and sites used in each orthologue set. Orthologue Set 2 

includes more genes, as identifying orthologues across subgenera is more difficult 

due to the greater divergence between the sequences. Genes which align across 

subgenera are likely to be more conserved than those which do not, and thus using 

subgenus specific alignments may reduce bias in estimates of selective constraint. 

Figures 2.1 and 2.2B were generated using Orthologue Set 1, whilst all other 

analyses were performed using data from subgenus specific Orthologue Set 2.  

 

Initially, to measure mutation rates, I attempted to use codon models, which model 

nonsynonymous and synonymous divergence (Ka and Ks) taking into account 

uneven codon use and biased mutation rates. However, divergence estimates were 

highly inconsistent across the different codon-based models tested (Figure 2.2; Nei 

and Gojobori 1986; Goldman and Yang 1994; Yang and Nielsen 2000; PAML4, 

Yang 2007). This appears to be due to the way in which the number of synonymous 

and nonsynonymous sites are counted, with no way to assess which model was 

generating the most accurate estimates by comparison amongst themselves. To 

avoid this problem, I estimated divergence from zerofold and fourfold degenerate 
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sites separately (K0 and K4; see methods) instead of estimating Ka and Ks from the 

full coding data.  

 

  Figure 2.2 Distribution of estimates of synonymous site divergence (Ks) between 

P. falciparum and P. gaboni across genes. Eight different models were separately 

used to estimate Ks, using two different pieces of software, KaKs_calculator and 

codeml from PAML. Each model differs in how it calculates the relative number of 

nonsynonymous and synonymous sites, and the likelihood of the differing 

mutational pathways between codons that generated the observed sequences. 

The details of the different models are discussed within the methods section. Each 

of these different models produced differing estimates, with more complicated 

models generally producing larger Ks estimates. 
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To estimate mutation rates in each subgenus within Plasmodium, I estimated K4 

between pairs of species for each of three subcellular genomes using Orthologue 

Set 2. As fourfold sites are not expected to be under any selection, K4 should 

provide a good proxy for the neutral mutation rate. The most divergent pair of 

species were chosen from each subgenus, to produce the maximum possible 

divergence in each case. Because K4 never neared saturation, more divergence 

should produce more accurate estimates of relative rates. Each of the subcellular 

genomes is likely to coalesce in a different generation in the ancestral population 

before the speciation event, generating some variation unrelated to mutation rates in 

the level of divergence. However, as the time since the speciation event is expected 

to be substantially larger than the time to coalescence in the ancestral population, 

the coalescence time in the ancestral population is expected to be negligible, and 

thus divergence levels should accurately reflect mutation rates. Mutation rates were 

found to differ across organellar genomes and the relative rates to differ across the 

three subgenera (Figure 2.3A). In each of the three subgenera, a different 

subcellular genome was most diverged, and therefore assumed to have the highest 

mutation rate. In the Laverania, the mitochondrial fourfold sites were the most 

diverged, whereas they are by far the least diverged in the Plasmodium subgenus, 

where nuclear divergence was highest. In the Vinckeia, the apicoplast was the most 

diverged, approximately 20% more so than the similar levels seen in the 

mitochondrial and nuclear genomes.  
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Figure 2.3 A) Fourfold divergence within three subgenera estimated from clade 

specific orthologue Set 2, each value is a geometric mean of the orthologues 

weighted by gene length (as explained in the methods). The species pairs used to 

estimate divergence within each subgenus are P. chabaudi : P. berghei for the 

Vinckeia, P. cynomolgi : P. vivax for the Plasmodium, and P. falciparum : P. gaboni 

for the Laverania.  B) Fourfold divergence from the inferred three-clade-split from 

PHYML trees for the subcellular genomes, using genus wide Orthologue Set 1 with 

genes merged into one sequence.  

 

To identify where these rate changes occurred in the phylogeny, I compared the 

root-to-tip distance from the three clade ancestral split, representing the last 

common ancestor of the genus, to an extant species from each subgenus using 

Orthologue Set 1 (Figure 2.3B). For all three subgenera, the nuclear genome 

showed the most divergence since the split, suggesting that a relatively faster 

nuclear mutation rate was the ancestral state of the clade. The mitochondrial and 

apicoplast genomes show similar levels divergence for the Plasmodium and 

Vinckeia subgenera. Comparing the heights of the different bars, supports a 

mitochondrial rate acceleration in the Laverania as it shows relatively greater 

divergence than the apicoplast in comparison to the other two subgenera. 

Additionally a nuclear mutation rate acceleration in the Plasmodium subgenus is 

supported, as divergence is much higher in the nuclear genome than the other two 

subcellular genomes. This difference can also be visualised by comparing the two 

trees generated from the different subcellular genomes (Figures 2.4A and 2.4B).  
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Figure 2.4 Genus-wide mitochondrial (A) and nuclear (B) genome coding sequence 

trees. The relative level of divergence between species within the Plasmodium 

subgenus (containing P. vivax) and Laverania subgenus (containing P. falciparum) 

appear very different in nuclear or mitochondrial trees. Looking only at the 

mitochondrial tree, may cause misinference that the Laverania are far less closely 

related to each other than species within the Plasmodium are to each other. 
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Figure 2.5 Selective constraint as measured by K0/K4 for each of the three 

subcellular genomes and each of the three clades. K0 and K4 were estimated for 

each genome using a geometric mean weighted by gene length for each gene in 

Orthologue Set 2. There is some variation across subgenera for each genome, 

however there is much more variation across genomes than subgenera, with the 

mitochondrial genome consistently showing the lowest ratio, and the nuclear 

genome showing the highest across all three subgenera. 

 

To determine if these changes in mutation rate might be being driven by second 

order selection, which may be differentially optimising mutation rates as the strength 

of selective constraint differs, I compared the relative substitution rates in zerofold 

and fourfold sites across subgenera and subcellular genomes using Orthologue Set 

2. In contrast to mutation rates, the K0/K4 ratio is fairly well conserved for nuclear, 

apicoplast and mitochondrial genomes across the three clades of Plasmodium 

(Figure 2.5). Mitochondrial proteins show the strongest signature of selective 

constraint across the three subgenera, and those from the nuclear genome the 

weakest, with the apicoplast intermediate. Mitochondrial K0/K4 is relatively elevated 

in the Plasmodium subgenus and relatively reduced in the Vinckeia subgenus, 
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however the qualitative ordering of the three subcellular genomes is clearly 

conserved across the three subgenera.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Nuclear coding sequence trees, generated using Orthologue Set 1. The 

numbers on the branch length give the estimated number of mutations per 

nucleotide site. A) The Laverania subgenus, B) the Plasmodium subgenus. The 

differing tip heights within the two trees suggest evolutionary rates differ across 

species in each of these two subgenera. 

 

To further characterise nuclear mutation rate changes across the genus, I generated 

a nuclear phylogenetic tree using Orthologue Set 1. In addition to rate changes 

along the branches between subgenera since the three-clade-split, there are visible 

mutation rate changes within the subgenera. Within the Laverania, there appear to 

be two independent mutation rate accelerations, both significant under a relative 

rate test. The subclade containing P. falciparum, P. reichenowi and P. billcollinsi 

shows an accelerated nuclear mutation rate relative to that of P. gaboni, P. adleri 
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and P. blacklocki (Figure 2.6A). Under a relative rate test, P. blacklocki and 

P. billcollinsi had significantly different rates to one another (P < 10-11; Table 2.2). 

Additionally, within the subclade containing P. falciparum, P. reichenowi and 

P. billcollinsi, there appears to be an additional acceleration, on the branch leading 

to P. falciparum and P. praefalciparum since the split with P. reichenowi (Figure 

2.6A; P = 3.4x10-5). P. vivax appears to have undergone a nuclear mutation rate 

acceleration since its split with P. cynomolgi in the Plasmodium subgenera (Figure 

2.6B). However, this may be caused by incorrect topology in the tree. There is some 

disagreement where P. vivax falls in the Plasmodium subgenus, many trees have 

placed it amongst other members of the subgenus, (Figure 2.1; Rutledge et al. 

2017; Loy et al. 2018), however more recent work has claimed it belongs as the 

outgroup of the subgenus (Arisue et al. 2019).  

Ingroup species outgroup species Chi squared value P-value  

P. falciparum:P. praefalciparum P. reichenowi 2.0 0.159 

P. falciparum:P. reichenowi P. gaboni 17.2 3.4x10- 5 

P. billcollinsi:P. blacklocki P. gaboni 46.9 7.4x10-12 

Table 2.2 Relative rate tests on fourfold degenerate sites using Orthologue Set 1.  

 

2.4 Discussion 

Many previous authors have assumed a constant evolutionary rate between species 

of Plasmodium (e.g. Hughes and Verra 2001; Mu et al. 2002; Joy et al. 2003; Mu et 

al. 2005; Jongwutiwes et al. 2005). The results in this chapter show that evolutionary 

rates differ in the Plasmodium genus across both subcellular genomes and 

subgenera. A different subcellular genome was found to be fastest in each of the 

three subgenera investigated, with additional observable mutation rate changes 

within subgenera. Looking at divergence from the root of the genus, the ancestral 

state appears to be a faster nuclear mutation rate, however it is evident that 

numerous rate changes have occurred in the evolution of the Plasmodium since the 

LCA of the genus. 

 

Mutation rates are expected to be under the influence of indirect second order 

selection, whereby mutations which alter the mutation rate are linked to the selected 

mutations they do or do not cause. Such selection is expected to be strongest in 

non-recombining genomes which are under full linkage disequilibrium (Sniegowski 
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et al. 2000). Although organelle genomes are assumed to be non-recombinant, 

mutator mutations are expected to be unlinked to downstream mutations because 

the Plasmodium organellar polymerases are nuclear encoded. This is likely to 

significantly reduce the efficacy of second order selection on organelle genome 

mutation rates (Sloan and Taylor 2011).  

 

Mutation rates may be modified by five processes: the fidelity of DNA polymerases; 

the activity of DNA repair machinery; the time between generations; the number of 

mitotic events per generation; and extrinsic mutagen pressure, e.g. oxidation, 

radiation. The first two are most directly malleable by selection. The time between 

generations and the number of mitotic events are expected to affect all subcellular 

genomes equally, whereas extrinsic mutagen pressure is likely to vary across 

subcellular genomes. AT content differences across subcellular genomes are likely 

to reflect the different mutation pressures across the subcellular environments. 

Whereas mutation rate differences for a given subcellular genome between different 

members of the same genus are likely to represent differences in replication and 

repair machinery. Mutation rate variation can violate phylogenetic methods, e.g. 

UPGMA, however mutation rate variation across between species or across time 

can also increase misinference using maximum parsimony and maximum likelihood 

methods by increasing long branch attraction (Philippe et al. 2005). Additionally, if 

mutation rate differences coincide with mutation spectrum differences, many other 

phylogenetic methods to estimate genetic distance may also become inaccurate 

(Galtier and Gouy 1995). 

 

There have been conflicting findings whether the nuclear genomes of some drug 

resistant P. falciparum lines do have hypermutator phenotypes (Castellini et al. 

2011), which would be indicative of second order selection, or if there is no 

significant difference in mutation rate across the lines (Hamilton et al. 2016). Across 

this dataset, there is no evident relationship between selective constraint (K0/K4) 

and mutation rate (K4) as would be expected under a selection directed model of 

mutation rate evolution (Figures 2.3A and 2.5). Despite mutation rates varying 

greatly across the genus, selective constraint remains broadly constant for each 

subcellular genome, with the mitochondrial genome showing the most constraint, 

followed by the apicoplast and then the nucleus. This pattern suggests that there is 

little mutation rate optimisation occurring across species in Plasmodium.  
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On the background of this variable, drift-led pattern of mutation rate evolution across 

the genus, there are identifiable and notable mutation rate changes within 

subgenera. It appears that P. falciparum and P. praefalciparum have relatively faster 

mutation rates than other closely related species in the Laverania. There are no 

obvious signatures of acceleration in the other two subcellular genomes, suggesting 

that the acceleration is not caused by accelerated cell cycles/ reduced generation 

time. These results differ from relative rate tests performed on Plasmodium species 

in the past which found conservation of mutation rates in the Laverania 

(Jongwutiwes et al. 2005; Hayakawa et al. 2008), perhaps due to the use of a 

greater number of sites, neutral fourfold sites, or more closely related outgroups 

here. The assumption of a shared molecular clock across the Plasmodium genus is 

clearly invalid in the light of these findings. Other previous work has also assumed 

that the same molecular clock estimated from mitochondria is shared across the 

nuclear and apicoplast genomes (McManus et al. 2017), when in fact relative rates 

across these three different genomes appear to be highly distinct (Figure 2.3A and 

2.3B). 
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Figure 2.7 Average fourfold AT content for each species across each of the three 

subcellular genomes, species are coloured by subgenera. Fourfold AT content is 

highest in the apicoplast and mitochondrial genomes, with little variation across 

subgenera in these two genomes. Fourfold AT content shows greatest variation in 

the nuclear genome, with the Plasmodium subgenus showing substantially lower AT 

content than the other two subgenera. 

 

The fourfold AT content of the mitochondrial and apicoplast genomes is consistently 

extremely high across the genus, whereas the AT content of the nuclear genome 

varies greatly between the Plasmodium subgenus and the rest of the genus (Figure 

2.7). The lower nuclear AT content in the Plasmodium subgenus and the relatively 

elevated mutation rate (Figure 2.3A) may share some causality, as more GC rich 

areas of genomes have been noted to have higher mutation rates (Bulmer et al. 

1991; Haag Liautard et al. 2008). If mutation is AT biased in a genome, then GC 

bases are more mutable than AT bases, and thus GC rich areas of the genome 

have higher mutation rates. This effect may make mutation rate estimates from 

fourfold sites biased if these sites significantly differ in AT content from the genome 
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wide average (Sloan and Taylor 2012). If variation in fourfold mutation rates is 

driven by variation in fourfold AT content which is not found in zerofold sites, then 

those mutation rate differences may not apply to zerofold sites. There is very little 

variation in fourfold AT content across the genus for the mitochondrial and 

apicoplast genomes, however there is significant variation across nuclear genomes 

(Figure 2.7). The Plasmodium subgenus has much lower nuclear AT contents than 

in the Laverania or Vinckeia. Although there is also a decrease in nuclear zerofold 

AT content in the Plasmodium subgenus, the difference is much smaller than in 

fourfold sites (P. vivax has AT contents of 58.4% and 37.7% at zerofold sites and 

fourfold sites respectively compared with 77.3% and 81.8% in P. falciparum). 

Despite this concern, nuclear K0/K4 appears stable across all three subgenera, 

which suggests that any variation in mutation rate in fourfold sites, is replicated in 

zerofold sites regardless of AT content.   

 

The mutation rate changes observed across the Plasmodium are likely to obscure 

understanding of the evolutionary history of the genus, and cause misinference of 

relatedness between species. For example, relative speciation times within the 

Plasmodium and Laverania subgenera appear very different looking at nuclear or 

mitochondrial trees (Figures 2.5A and 2.5B). Divergence between Laverania species 

appears much greater in mitochondrial trees than in nuclear trees, which may make 

speciation times appear relatively more ancient in the Laverania than the 

Plasmodium when analysing mitochondrial trees. Additionally, the topology of trees 

may be misinferred if simple models which do not allow for rate variation are used 

e.g. UPGMA. Taking this rate variation into account is key to accurately estimating 

the timings of, and conditions that underlie, the repeated host shifts seen across the 

genus.  

 

Future work should take these rate changes into account when estimating the timing 

of evolutionary events. It is likely that the TMRCA of human-infecting P. vivax is 

more recent than has been previously estimated, when a constant mutation rate has 

been assumed across the Plasmodium genus (e.g. McManus et al. 2017). 

Additionally, the greater divergence across human-infecting P. vivax strains than 

across P. falciparum strains has been taken as evidence that P. vivax may have 

infected humans for longer, or involved a smaller genetic bottleneck following a host 

shift (Neafsey et al. 2012), but this may simply reflect mutation rate differences 
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between the species. The apicoplast may have a more clock-like mutation rate than 

the other two subcellular genomes, and therefore be useful for future phylogenetic 

analyses. However, more apicoplast genome sequencing is clearly required, as 

sequences are currently unavailable for many species. The scope of this chapter 

was limited to single base pair substitution mutation rates, however mutation 

accumulation studies in P. falciparum have shown high insertion and deletion 

mutation rates (Hamilton et al. 2016) which may also vary across the Plasmodium 

genus and differentially contribute to evolutionary processes. 
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 Mitochondria Apicoplast Nucleus 

P. falciparum Pf_M76611 LN999985 Pf3D7_01_v3  

P. gaboni FJ895307 
LVLB01000001 
LVLB01000000 Sanger FTP 

P. reichenowi PrCDC_MIT_v3 
HG810776 
CBXM010000000 Sanger FTP 

P. blacklocki HM235290  Sanger FTP 

P. billcollinsi GQ355479  Sanger FTP 

P. praefalciparum HM235273  Sanger FTP 

P. adleri HM235278  Sanger FTP 

P. vivax AY598039 AB649419 NC_009919 

P. cynomolgi AB444126 JQ522954 NZ_BAEJ00000000 

P. knowlesi KU245037 
CWHQ02000030 
CWHQ02000000 NC_011909 

P. inui HM032052   

P. hylobati AB354573   

P. fieldi AB444132   

P. berghei LT614642 LT608279 LK023128 

P. chabaudi AB379667 HF563595 LK022886 

P. yoelii 
M29000 M21313 
M33978 NW_019223693 LK934641 

P. vinckei AB599931   
Supplementary Table 2.1 Accession numbers or genome names for the sequence 
data used in the analyses. Sanger FTP link: 
ftp://ftp.sanger.ac.uk/pub/project/pathogens/Plasmodium/Laverania/ 
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Chapter 3 
 

Investigating patterns of polymorphism 
and identifying signatures of selection in 
Plasmodium falciparum 
 

3.1 Introduction 

The pattern of genetic diversity within and among populations of P. falciparum has 

been the subject of study for numerous analyses in recent years. An excess of 

nonsynonymous polymorphism in P. falciparum relative to neutral expectations has 

been noted in many analyses of individual genes, where it has almost always been 

inferred to be the result of balancing selection (e.g. Escalante et al. 1998a; Baum et 

al. 2003; Weedall et al. 2007; Jeffares et al. 2007; Ochola et al. 2010). However, it 

has also been noted that an excess of nonsynonymous variation in P. falciparum 

genes is not always due to balancing selection (Tetteh et al. 2009), with suggestions 

that the excess in some genes is weakly deleterious and will be slowly removed by 

natural selection (Gardner et al. 2011). 

 

This excess of nonsynonymous polymorphism is now known to be observed across 

the genome, and not limited just to a small number of important loci (Chang et al. 

2012; Otto et al. 2014). Across a sample of 25 Senegalese P. falciparum genomes, 

the frequency of nonsynonymous alleles was shown to have a very similar 

distribution to synonymous alleles across the genome, further suggesting that strong 

balancing selection is not responsible (Chang et al. 2012). In a study of the evolution 

of the Rh5 gene, this nonsynonymous polymorphism excess was found to be 

exclusive to P. falciparum and not common to other closely related species from the 

Laverania, suggesting this genome wide phenomenon is a P. falciparum specific 

effect (Plenderleith et al. 2018).  

 

To characterise the selective regime of a particular gene, the neutrality index is often 

calculated (Equation 3.1; see methods, section 1.12), which compares the relative 

levels of synonymous and nonsynonymous divergence and polymorphism. If a gene 

is evolving neutrally, its neutrality index value is expected to be equal to 1, 

underlying this expectation are two assumptions: firstly, mutations under positive or 
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purifying selection are not expected to be present as polymorphisms, and secondly 

the mutation spectrum is expected to be unchanged in both species since the 

speciation event. The second assumption is more implicit: if the mutation spectrum 

is unchanged, then the relative number of synonymous and nonsynonymous sites is 

expected to be constant. The number of nonsynonymous and synonymous sites is 

related to the mutation spectrum because different types of mutation differ in their 

probability of being synonymous. This is because twofold degenerate sites for the 

same amino acid are never separated by a transversion, and AT rich codon space is 

more volatile, with a greater propensity for nonsynonymous mutations. Therefore 

significant changes in AT content or in the transition to transversion mutation ratio 

(Ti/Tv) will change the relative frequency of synonymous and nonsynonymous 

mutations, and therefore change the constituent counts in the NI equation without a 

change in the nature of selection. 

 

A number of distinct hypotheses have been proposed to explain these phenomena, 

e.g. clonal interference, purifying selection on synonymous sites, a recent decline of 

Ne, relaxed purifying selection (Chang et al. 2012); in this chapter I explore the merit 

of these hypotheses, and others. I analyse a large number of P. falciparum 

genomes from both Africa and Southeast Asia taken from MalariaGEN (2016), and 

compare the patterns of polymorphism to those from ape-infecting Plasmodium 

species P. gaboni and P. reichenowi. I find strong evidence for weakened purifying 

selection on nonsynonymous polymorphisms which is likely to be explained by 

population expansion in the recent history of P. falciparum. I estimate the distribution 

of fitness effects of West African P. falciparum polymorphisms, and find a bimodal 

distribution produces the best fit, suggesting that weakly deleterious mutations are 

segregating neutrally in the population due to recent demography.  
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3.2 Methods 

To study geographic variation, SNP data was downloaded from 

https://www.malariagen.net/resource/16 (MalariaGEN 2016). The 818 West African 

samples were classed as those from Mali, Ghana, Gambia, Burkina Faso, and 

Guinea. The 1599 Southeast Asian samples were those from Cambodia, Vietnam, 

Thailand, Laos, and Myanmar (Burma). These areas were analysed separately to 

avoid confounding effects of between population divergence and potential local 

adaptation across continents. Heterozygotes were treated as two separate SNP 

calls: one reference and one alternate at each locus. SNPs were already called as 

nonsynonymous or synonymous in the MalariaGEN dataset, and these calls were 

confirmed after the SNPs were mapped onto the coding sequence from the Pf3D7 

v3 reference genome using extracted gene locations. 

 

To identify any population structure which could bias downstream analyses, a 

principal component analysis was run on the SNP data using the “SNPRelate” R 

package (Zheng et al. 2012). The first two axes of variation were plotted in each 

case, however an additional 3 axes of variation were visually inspected in each case 

for genetic structure in the population, none of which was found.  

 

To calculate the neutrality indices (equation 3.1) for each gene and each 

polymorphism dataset, divergence data was calculated as raw counts of differences 

from the comparison of P. falciparum and P. reichenowi coding sequences, for all 

but the P. gaboni neutrality indices, where the comparison for divergence counts 

was P. falciparum and P. gaboni. The sequence data for these outgroup species 

used was the same as analysed in Sundararaman et al. (2016).Divergence was 

calculated between P. falciparum sample 3D7, P. reichenowi sample PRCDC (Otto 

et al. 2014) and P. gaboni sample PGSY75. Polymorphism data for ape-infecting 

species was calculated using additional samples PGSY37 and PRSY57 for P. 

gaboni and P. reichenowi respectively (Sundararaman et al. 2016). 
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Equation 3.1 The neutrality index equation. For a given gene, PS and PN are 

counts of synonymous and nonsynonymous SNPs respectively, DS and DN are 

counts of synonymous and nonsynonymous fixed differences between species.  

 

Gene Ontology terms (GO terms) associated with each gene were extracted from 

EMBL files downloaded from Ensembl Protists found at: 

ftp://ftp.ensemblgenomes.org/pub/release-

37/protists/embl/plasmodium_falciparum/. The GO.db R package (Carlson 2019) 

was used to filter for only the biological process GO terms. The biological process 

GO terms chosen for comparison were those which had at least 40 genes 

associated with them, producing 15 GO terms for neutrality index comparison. 

 

The number of nonsynonymous (NS) and synonymous (S) sites was estimated 

using a custom codon model, with the number of NS and S sites for each coding 

sequence defined by the number of NS and S mutations expected via random 

mutation. Each codon’s number of NS and S sites was counted as the number of 

NS and S one-step mutational neighbours weighted by their mutation probability. 

The probability of mutation for each codon to each of its neighbouring codons was 

calculated using Kimura’s two-parameter model (Kimura 1980). This model only 

weights mutation probabilities by the transition to transversion ratio (TiTv ratio), 

which was estimated from polymorphic fourfold degenerate sites. The substitution 

model does not incorporate biased mutation rates towards AT or GC bases, 

however biased base usage is incorporated by counting mutational neighbours 

using the real coding sequences from each species. This allows for the AT richness 

of the sequence to impact the relative number of sites, this is a stronger predictor of 

the relative number of nonsynonymous/synonymous sites than the relative 

probability of mutation to AT vs GC bases. Exon sequences, used for counting sites, 

were extracted from reference genomes PF3D7 and PRCDC, and the model was 

implemented in a custom Perl script (Appendix A6). 

 

Unfolded site frequency spectra were generated using the MalariaGEN SNP calls as 

input for the maximum likelihood program est-sfs 2.0 software (Keightley et al. 2016; 
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Keightley and Jackson 2018) using P. reichenowi (PRCDC) and P. gaboni 

(PGSY75) as outgroups to infer the ancestral state of P. falciparum SNPs in order to 

polarise them into ancestral/derived alleles. The software was run using the “6 rate 

model”, which is equivalent to the GTR model of DNA evolution (Tavaré 1986), 

where each of the six possible pairs of symmetric mutations, (e.g. A<->T, A<->C) 

has its own unique rate. For each parameter set, the maximum likelihood 

optimisation was run 20 times to try and avoid the software getting stuck at local 

optima on the likelihood surface. As est-sfs requires equal numbers of alleles across 

SNPs, and many SNPs are uncalled or heterozygous (due to superinfection) for 

individual samples in the dataset, a downsampling procedure was employed to 

ensure equal allele numbers at all sites. The threshold allele number for analyses 

was chosen as the highest allele count threshold which allowed at least 95% of 

SNPs to be analysed from each population. Any SNPs with fewer called alleles than 

the threshold value were removed from the analysis. Downsampling was performed 

using a custom R script (Appendix A7), with 789 alleles randomly sampled for each 

SNP from each of the West African and Southeast Asian population datasets.  

 

The neutral expectation of the uSFS was plotted as a visual comparison to show the 

skew resulting from non-neutral processes, it was calculated using Equation 3.2 

from Fay and Wu (2000). The neutral expectation of the uSFS predicts the highest 

frequency elements will have the lowest counts and the larger the sample of 

individuals, the smaller proportion of SNPs that are expected for any one given 

frequency (e.g. singletons). However the expectation that the highest frequency 

elements will have the lowest counts is often not matched by the estimated uSFS 

from real data, this is due both to mispolarisation and back mutations. 

Mispolarisation occurs the ancestral state has been misinferred, this is most likely to 

occur when some or all of the outgroups used to generate the SFS have mutated 

away from the ancestral state. Back mutations occur when a derived allele fixes in 

the focal population and then that fixed derived allele mutates back to the ancestral 

allele. As fourfold sites accumulate more mutations than zerofold sites due to the 

lack of purifying selection, both processes are more common in fourfold sites, and 

therefore these sites are expected to show more high frequency derived variation. 

Convergent evolution of outgroups through positive selection may also drive 

mispolarisation, however this process is likely to be uncommon.  
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Equation 3.2 neutral expectation of the proportion of SNPs whose 

derived allele is at frequency i in the sampled population of N 

individuals.  

 

 

 

To estimate the distribution of fitness effects (DFE; see section 1.14) from the uSFS 

output by the est-sfs software, polyDFE (Tataru et al. 2017) was used. This program 

estimates the nature of purifying selection, as described by the compound Nes 

parameter, that has shaped the input uSFS. It optimises different models containing 

various classes of the Nes compound parameter. Unlike other methods for 

estimating the DFE (e.g. dfe-alpha) polyDFE does not directly model the 

demography of the population under study, and instead utilises nuisance 

parameters which apply to all sites. These nuisance parameters allow for more 

flexibility and analysis of populations whose demography may poorly match more 

rigid demographic models. These classes can either be discrete, with one or more 

fixed Nes value, or be continuous gamma distributions of Nes values. Each 

optimisation is associated with a value for the likelihood, which can be compared 

across models using the akaike information criterion.  

 

polyDFE optimises all parameters in the Nes gamma distribution in one single run 

(as used in models A and D- see results Section 3.3 for more detail), however for 

models with discrete classes of fitness effect (used in models B, C and D- see 

results) the program keeps the values of the discrete Nes classes fixed and only 

optimises the proportion of mutations which belong to each of these classes whilst 

continuing to optimise all of the gamma distribution parameters (if present in the 

model). A custom R script was created which explored the likelihood surface of 

various discrete classes by modifying the parameter input file and repeatedly 

running polyDFE.  

 

As well as using polymorphism and divergence counts to calculate the neutrality 

index, these counts were also used to estimate selection parameters in a 

generalised linear model (GLM) framework, using the model termed SnIPRE 

(Eilertson et al. 2012). This model uses a combination of fixed effects, which 
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describe genome wide selection parameters, and random effects, which describe 

gene-specific selection patterns (more detail in the results section). SnIPRE was run 

on a set of 3117 genes for which orthologues had previously been identified with 

P. reichenowi and P. gaboni. SnIPRE was implemented using the mcmcglmm 

package in R (Hadfield 2010) as described in Palmer et al. (2018), however unlike 

the implementation of Palmer et al., no gene category information was included in 

the model. The divergence data used in the counts was between P. falciparum and 

P. reichenowi sequence PRCDC, as in the neutrality index calculations, and the 

P. falciparum polymorphism data was from the West African population.  
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3.3 Results  
The polymorphism datasets used in this chapter come from MalariaGEN (2016), 

using samples from Southeast Asia and West Africa (see methods). To test for 

population structure within these P. falciparum samples which might confound 

analyses, I separately performed principal component analyses on the West African 

and Southeast Asian samples (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). There was no obvious 

clustering within the two geographic subsamples, and no more than 1.4% of 

variation was explained by any one axis. This suggests West African and Southeast 

Asian samples can be treated as two distinct populations with the assumption of no 

substructure within them. The observed pattern of individual samples isolated away 

from the bulk of other samples in a unique axis is consistent with a panmictic 

population with each individual sample’s unique SNPs represented by their own 

PCA axis. This result is in contrast to a population with significant structure which 

would show observable clusters, and a high proportion of variance explained by 

these axes, indicating significant covariation in SNPs between samples. 

Figure 3.1 The first two axes of a principal component analysis of West African 

P. falciparum samples. The first and second axes explain 0.85% and 0.56% of 

variation respectively. Almost all points are stacked up on the left-hand side of the 

graph, with only two points notably separated from this cluster. 
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Figure 3.2 The first two components of a principal component analysis of Southeast 

Asian P. falciparum samples. The first and second axes explain 1.4% and 1.3% of 

variation respectively. Almost all points are stacked up on the righthand side of the 

graph, with only four points notably separated from this cluster, this suggests there 

is very little genetic structure in the population and that it can be treated as a single 

panmictic population for further analyses.   

 

To characterise the relative levels of synonymous and nonsynonymous variation 

across different Plasmodium species, the neutrality index (Equation 3.1; Rand and 

Kann 1996) was calculated for each gene using polymorphism data from each of the 

two datasets (see methods for divergence data calculations). Comparing the logged 

neutrality index (aka MK skew) across the genome for the two P. falciparum 

populations, P. reichenowi, and P. gaboni (Figure 3.3), there is an evident difference 

in NI values in P. falciparum relative to the ape infecting species. The MK skew 

distributions of the two P. falciparum populations are both unimodal and shifted 

upwards relative to P. reichenowi and P. gaboni. As DS and PS are expected to be 

purely a neutral product of the mutation rate, this upwards shift suggests an excess 

of PN relative to expectations from DN. Despite this relative PN excess, the average 

number of nonsynonymous differences between any two individuals (PN) from both 

P. falciparum populations is much lower than in the two ape-infecting species (Table 
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3.1). This is due to overall genetic diversity being much lower in P. falciparum, 

especially in the Southeast Asian population. 

 

Figure 3.3 MK skew (ln(neutrality index); Equation 3.1) distributions for P. gaboni, 

P. reichenowi, and two P. falciparum populations (Southeast Asia and West Africa). 

The two ape-infecting species P. reichenowi and P. gaboni both show a symmetric 

distribution centred on zero, as would be expected under a neutral model of 

evolution. The two human-infecting populations of P. falciparum show a positively 

centered distribution, suggesting a relative excess of nonsynonymous 

polymorphisms in the population, relative to neutral expectations. 
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 N 𝑃𝑆̅̅̅̅  𝑃𝑁̅̅ ̅̅  𝑃𝑁̅̅ ̅̅ /𝑃𝑆̅̅̅̅  π0 π4 

P. reichenowi                                     2 14167 16822 1.19 0.00236 0.00918 

P. gaboni                                           2 9945 10815 1.09 0.00255 0.01092 

P. falciparum (West Africa)                789 2371.7 4963.7 2.09 0.00024 0.00052 

P .falciparum (Southeast Asia)          1000 1292.3 2759.2 2.14 0.00013 0.00028 

Table 3.1 Summary of pairwise diversity for different Laverania species and 

populations. N is the number of genomes used for estimates. 𝑃𝑁̅̅ ̅̅  and 𝑃𝑆̅̅̅̅  are the 

number of nonsynonymous and synonymous differences respectively expected 

between two randomly drawn haploid genomes from each population. π0 and π4 

are pairwise diversity per site for zerofold and fourfold degenerate sites.  

 

To test whether this shift in the neutrality index was restricted to particular 

categories of genes, I compared the MK skew distributions for genes associated 

with different Biological Process Gene Ontology terms (GO terms) across 

P. falciparum and P. reichenowi to identify potential differences across gene 

categories. Across all of the 15 most common categories, P. falciparum showed an 

excess of PN relative to P. reichenowi (Figure 3.4) as well as neutrality, with all GO 

term distributions showing an average MK skew greater than 0 (neutrality index >1).  
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Figure 3.4 MK skew distributions (ln(neutrality index) ; Equation 3.1) for the 15 most 

common biological process GO terms. (see Supplementary Table 3.1 for GO term 

details). There is an upwards shift in P. falciparum relative to P. reichenowi for every 

GO term, suggesting there are relatively more nonsynonymous polymorphisms 

across all gene categories, and that the shift in genome-wide distribution is not 

being driven by a small number of selected gene categories. 

 

As shifts in mutation spectra and codon usage can alter the relative probabilities of 

nonsynonymous and synonymous mutations, I investigated whether these forces 

may contribute to the MK skew shift in P. falciparum seen in Figure 3.3. I compared 

the AT content and mutation spectra across different species. From putatively 

neutral fourfold degenerate sites, the Ti/Tv ratio was estimated as 1.17 for 

P. falciparum and 0.94 for P. reichenowi. A Chi-squared test on a 2x2 table of 

transition and transversion counts across the two species (Table 3.2) gives a 

P-value of 2.72 x 10-15, suggesting that a meaningful change in the mutation spectra 

has occurred. AT content at fourfold degenerate sites was very similar at 82.7% and 

82.9% for P. falciparum and P. reichenowi respectively. Therefore the relative 
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number of synonymous and nonsynonymous sites has changed since the split 

between the two species. However, this change would be expected to cause a 

relative reduction in PN for P. falciparum, reducing neutrality index values across 

genes rather than increasing them, as observed in the data. Using a custom model 

which takes into account the Ti/Tv ratio and codon composition (see methods), I 

estimate there are 4.02 times more nonsynonymous sites as synonymous sites in 

P. falciparum and 4.31 times more in P. reichenowi. The accuracy of these 

estimates is supported by an independent calculation for P. falciparum using 

polymorphism data, based on comparing the diversity at fourfold and zerofold 

degenerate sites, and the observed number of nonsynonymous and synonymous 

polymorphisms. Fourfold degenerate sites are 2.08 times more diverse as zerofold 

in the West African samples from MalariaGEN (2018), and the PN/PS ratio is 1.96, 

the product of these is 4.08.  

 

 
P. reichenowi (2 samples) P. falciparum (789 samples) 

Transitions 2897 26797 

Transversions 3086 22988 

Ti/Tv ratio 0.94 1.17 

Table 3.2 observed counts of transition and transversion polymorphisms in fourfold 

degenerate sites from P. reichenowi and P. falciparum samples. The ratio of 

transitions to transversions (Ti/Tv ratio) is significantly elevated in P. falciparum 

relative to P. reichenowi (Chi-squared test P = 2.72 x 10-15).  

 

In order to further understand the nature of this excess of nonsynonymous variation 

in P. falciparum, I analysed the frequency of segregating polymorphisms in the two 

P. falciparum populations. Only zerofold and fourfold degenerate sites were 

analysed, to allow for direct comparison of levels of diversity without worrying about 

relative nonsynonymous vs synonymous mutation probabilities. If a significant 

proportion of nonsynonymous polymorphisms were under weak purifying selection, 

you would expect to see a shift towards lower frequencies in the frequency spectrum 

of zerofold variation relative to fourfold variation. Allele counts were downsampled to 

789 for both the P. falciparum populations (see methods) and unfolded site 

frequency spectra (uSFS) were then generated for zerofold and fourfold degenerate 
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sites. The uSFS was generated using the est-sfs 2.0 software (Keightley et al. 2016; 

Keightley and Jackson 2018) using P. reichenowi and P. gaboni as outgroups to 

polarise polymorphisms in P. falciparum into derived and ancestral alleles. The 

uSFSs for zerofold and fourfold polymorphisms are broadly indistinguishable for low 

frequency variation in both West African and Southeast Asian populations (Figures 

3.5A and 3.5C), suggesting that purifying selection is not acting effectively on 

segregating nonsynonymous variation in P. falciparum. There is no observable 

excess of zerofold variation at high frequency, which would be indicative of ongoing 

incomplete selective sweeps (Figures 3.5B and 3.5D). However, the fourfold 

degenerate alleles show unexpectedly elevated values at very high frequencies. 

This is likely due to the higher levels of divergence in these sites, which causes a 

relatively greater mispolarisation rate. This non-symetric mispolarisation rate may 

obscure signatures of ongoing selective sweeps in zerofold sites. Additionally, both 

classes of site have much more variation at very low frequency than would be 

expected under a constant population size (Figures 3.5A and 3.5C), indicative of a 

large recent population expansion in the parasite’s evolutionary history. The 

Southeast Asian population shows relatively more singletons than the West African 

population, but relatively fewer doubletons, with more of the population’s variation at 

intermediate frequency than the West African population overall, despite having 

lower genetic diversity (Figures 3.5A, 3.5B; Table 3.1). The difference in the shape 

of the SFS across the two populations is indicative of differing demographic 

histories. 
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Figure 3.5 Two unfolded site frequency spectra of P. falciparum samples. A) shows 

West African low frequency variation, B) shows West African high frequency 

variation, C) shows Southeast Asian low frequency variation and D) shows high 

frequency Southeast Asian variation. (Note the difference in axis scaling from left to 

right). The light blue line shows the neutral expectation under a constant population 

size calculated using the method given in Fay and Wu (2000). Both populations’ 

polymorphisms are far more skewed towards low frequencies than would be 

expected under a neutral model of evolution under a constant population size. 

 

Subtle changes in the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous variation across the 

wider distribution of allele frequencies in the population may not be apparent when 

looking at uSFS which are so skewed towards low frequency variation. Additionally, 

middle frequency variation may be older, and therefore show signatures of purifying 

selection which has not acted in the more recent evolutionary history which 
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generated singleton and doubleton alleles. To investigate if signatures of selection 

on nonsynonymous variation may be present across the wider distribution of allele 

frequencies, I compared the ratio of zerofold to fourfold SNPs across derived allele 

frequency bins. The ratio of diversity in fourfold and zerofold degenerate sites 

across the unfolded site frequency spectrum shows no strong relationship to 

frequency (Figure 3.6), suggesting a lack of purifying selection acting on the 

observed PN excess throughout the polymorphism generating history of P. 

falciparum. The drop in the last frequency category is likely an artefact due to a 

higher mispolarisation rate for low frequency fourfold variation, caused by fixed 

derived mutations back mutating into the ancestral allele. As divergence is higher in 

fourfold degenerate sites than zerofold degenerate sites, the rate of this process is 

higher in fourfold degenerate sites (see methods). 

 

Figure 3.6 Ratio of zerofold to fourfold SNPs at each allele frequency in the uSFS. 

“WAF” plotted in red is for the West African population and “SEA” plotted in blue is 

for the Southeast Asian population. There is no obvious relationship between this 

ratio and the frequency of variation within the population, therefore there is no 

obvious signature of natural selection visible in the frequency of the polymorphisms. 
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To further characterise the nature and strength of selection acting on mutations in 

P. falciparum populations, I estimated the distribution of fitness effects (DFE) of 

mutations using the software polyDFE (Tataru et al. 2017). The input data for the 

software was the uSFS from West African samples downsampled to 20 alleles per 

locus. By modeling demography as nuisance parameters, polyDFE avoids explicit 

demographic modelling which reduces computational time, and should avoid biased 

inference caused by misinference of demography (for example due to hitchhiking, 

over simplified models or artificially constrained parameters). Four different DFE 

models were fit and optimised in the program, modelling the DFE (Nes) using model 

A,B,C and D: A) two discrete Nes classes, B) three discrete Nes classes, C) a single 

gamma distribution, and D) a gamma distribution to describe weak/intermediate 

deleterious variation and a discrete class for very deleterious/lethal variation. The 

best fitting class of model according to the Akaike Information Criterion was model 

A, suggesting that mutations are either effectively neutral or effectively lethal, with 

no evidence for mutations with intermediate fitness effects. Further supporting this, 

model B which allowed for an intermediately deleterious class optimised with two 

broadly identical effectively neutral classes. 
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Model Class 1  Class 2  Class 3  

log(lik) 

 

AIC 
Nes prop Nes prop Nes prop 

A -6750 0.452 -0.365 0.548 - - -133.869 319.7 

B -8750 0.452 -0.373 0.319 -0.355 0.229 -133.863 323.7 

 

Model Γ distribution  Discrete class  

log(lik) 

 

AIC 

mean(Nes) beta prop Nes prop 

C -24.11 0.265 1 - - -159.403 368.8 

D -0.38 10.00 0.549 -125000 0.451 -134.180 322.4 

Table 3.3 Nes is the compound parameter representing the effective strength of 

selection on mutations in each class of selective effects, prop gives the proportion of 

new nonsynonymous mutations expected to fall into each class. log(lik) gives the log 

likelihood of the best fit of each model, and AIC gives the Akaike Information 

Criterion for each model, to compare the likelihoods across models with differing 

numbers of parameters, lower AIC indicates a better fit. Models A and B are discrete 

classes with a single fixed Nes value, models C and B include gamma (Γ) 

distributions of Nes. As model A has the lowest AIC, this suggests a biomodal DFE 

best fits the observed data, with new mutations either being effectively neutral or 

effectively lethal.  

 

In an attempt to accurately infer the selective regime of individual genes by 

overcoming the problem of effectively neutral deleterious polymorphisms, I modelled 

the polymorphism counts for each gene using a generalised linear model (GLM). 

The GLM was implemented using the SnIPRE model (Eilertson et al. 2012) following 

the implementation from Palmer et al. (2018) in the Bayesian mcmcglmm R software 

package (Hadfield 2010). The model uses a combination of fixed and random 

effects to model the four counts in the McDonald-Kreitman table for each gene. In 

addition to the fixed effects for log(gene length) and intercept (representing mutation 

rate), there are four additional terms in the model which are represented both as 

fixed and random effects: intercept nonsynonymous, divergence, and 

nonsynonymous-by-divergence interaction effects. log(length) and intercept give the 
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expected count of neutral polymorphisms for a gene of given length. Fixed effect 

terms describe genome-wide patterns, with the gene-specific random effect terms 

describing the deviation from this genome-wide pattern for individual genes. A 

positive fixed/random effect indicates there are more counts than expected from the 

other terms, e.g. a positive length term indicates than the longer a gene is the higher 

counts are that you would expect for that gene. The nonsynonymous effect term 

represents the count of nonsynonymous polymorphisms expected relative to the 

number of neutral synonymous polymorphisms with a negative number representing 

fewer differences and a positive number a higher count relative to synonymous 

polymorphisms. Divergence gives the number of fixed synonymous differences 

relative to the number of synonymous polymorphisms. The nonsynonymous-by-

divergence interaction represents the number of fixed nonsynonymous differences 

expected relative to expectations from the nonsynonymous and divergence effect 

terms.  

 

Effect  log(length) intercept nonsynonymous divergence Nonsynonymous-by-

divergence interaction 

Effect 

estimate 

1.128 -4.850 0.460 -0.742 -0.776 

Table 3.4 Estimated fixed effect term parameters for P. falciparum from the 

mcmcglmm implementation of SnIPRE.  

 

The estimated fixed effect terms for the West African population of P. falciparum are 

given in Table 3.4. The positive nonsynonymous effect (0.460; Table 3.4) reflects 

the higher number of nonsynonymous counts than synonymous across genes due 

to the greater number of those sites within genes. The negative divergence term 

(-0.742) indicates there are more polymorphisms within the West African 

P. falciparum population than fixed differences across species. The negative 

nonsynonymous-by-divergence interaction term (-0.777; Table 3.4) indicates that 

there are fewer fixed nonsynonymous mutations than would be expected from the 

ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous polymorphisms and the ratio of 

synonymous polymorphisms to fixed differences. This negative nonsynonymous-by-

divergence interaction term therefore indicates a genome-wide excess of 

nonsynonymous polymorphisms relative to expectations from the other 

polymorphism and divergence counts.  
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The nonsynonymous-by-divergence interaction fixed effect can control for a genome 

wide excess of PN due to demography, and allow some gene-specific inference of 

selective regime by analysis of the nonsynonymous-by-divergence random effect 

terms. Figure 3.7 shows the estimated combined fixed and random 

nonsynonymous-by-divergence effects for each gene in the genome, it is centred 

beneath zero, representing the negative genome wide average effect.  As 

recommended by Eilertson et al. (2012) genes were classed as being under positive 

selection when 97.5% of the distribution of their combined random and fixed 

nonsynonymous by divergence effect term distributions exceeded 0. Only 8 genes 

show significance for the combined random and fixed nonsynonymous by 

divergence terms (Table 3.5). However, 379 genes show evidence of positive 

selection when looking only at the gene specific term (97.5% of distribution >0). To 

control for multiple testing, a highly stringent Bonferroni correction can be applied, 

where significant genes are defined as those with less than 2.5/N percent of their 

distributions <0. Under these far more stringent conditions, the number of significant 

genes falls to 2 for the combined random and fixed effects (see Table 3.5) and to 

133 for the random effects alone.  

 

 

To test if a gene which was under no selection at all would be flagged as being 

under positive selection when using only the gene-specific random effect terms from 

SnIPRE, a dummy gene which represented selective neutrality was introduced into 

the analysis. This gene had 4.08 times more nonsynonymous counts (rounded) than 

synonymous counts for both divergence and polymorphisms, representing the 

relative number of sites (estimated above). The gene was of median length, and the 

synonymous polymorphism and divergence counts were the median counts from the 

real genes in the analysis adjusted for length. The estimated gene specific effect for 

this dummy gene was positive at 0.628, with 97.5% of its distribution greater than 

0.217, suggesting that, as discussed by Eilertson et al. (2012), the gene specific 

random effects may conflate positive and relaxed selection. 
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Figure 3.7 Estimated selection effects for each gene in P. falciparum genome from 

SnIPRE analysis. These selection effects are generated from the combined random 

and fixed nonsynonymous-by-divergence interaction effect terms. The red line 

shows the average of -0.776 which represents the fixed effect term shown in Table 

3.4. Genes under positive selection would be expected to show more positive 

values, indicative of an excess of fixed nonsynonymous mutations. Each gene also 

has confidence intervals associated with these values, which are used to assess 

significance. 
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Gene PlasmoDB annotation 2.5% of 

Combined 

selection 

term 

posterior >0 

2.5/N% of 

Combined 

selection 

term 

posterior >0 

PF3D7_0215300  acyl-CoA synthetase ✓ 
 

PF3D7_0416900  conserved protein, unknown 

function 

✓ 
 

PF3D7_0810800  hydroxymethyldihydropterin 

pyrophosphokinase-

dihydropteroate synthase 

✓ 
 

PF3D7_0811200  ER membrane protein complex 

subunit 1, putative 

✓ 
 

PF3D7_0811600 
 

conserved protein, unknown 

function 

✓ ✓ 

PF3D7_1002200  tryptophan-rich antigen 3 ✓ 
 

PF3D7_1135100  protein phosphatase PPM8, 

putative 

✓ 
 

PF3D7_1223500 conserved protein, unknown 

function 

✓ ✓ 

Table 3.5 Genes with significant combined fixed and random selection effects. 

Significance was defined as 97.5% of the posterior combined distribution being >0 

(left column), or using a stringent Bonferroni-type correction (right column).  
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3.4 Discussion 

In this chapter, I have found evidence for recently weakened purifying selection on 

nonsynonymous mutations in P. falciparum, resulting in an apparent relative excess 

of nonsynonymous polymorphisms in the population, which I suggest is likely to 

obscure McDonald-Kreitman-style analyses. Weakened purifying selection on 

polymorphisms appears to be specific to P. falciparum, as this effect does not 

appear to be replicated in two closely related ape-infecting Plasmodium species, 

whose patterns of polymorphism were found to be broadly in line with neutral 

expectations. I have also extended the analyses of Chang et al. (2012), who also 

observed high ratios of nonsynonymous to synonymous polymorphisms in genes, 

and used a more sophisticated method of generating the uSFS, using the maximum 

likelihood est-sfs software (Keightley et al. 2016; Keightley and Jackson 2018). This 

method allows for uncertainty in inferring the ancestral state rather than simply using 

parsimony and removing ambiguous sites from the analysis. The uSFS suggested a 

recent population expansion, with an excess of low frequency variation compared to 

neutral expectations. The uSFS was also used to estimate the DFE of new 

mutations in P. falciparum, this DFE was estimated to be strongly bimodal, with an 

effectively lethal and effectively neutral class. To overcome the weakened purifying 

selection in P. falciparum and estimate selection parameters for individual genes, I 

implemented the SnIPRE method to estimate gene-specific selection effects.  

 

Chang et al. (2012) proposed five hypotheses for explaining the observed 

nonsynonymous polymorphism patterns, which I discuss here. 

1)“Clonal interference within the human host could also increase the probability of 

deleterious mutations remaining in the population if they are linked to beneficial 

mutations.  

2) “Another factor might be purifying selection. Purifying selection on synonymous 

sites could increase πN/πS and reduce the difference between synonymous and 

nonsynonymous spectra.”  

In the light of the polymorphism data from P. reichenowi and P. gaboni, where there 

does not appear to be a PN excess, these both seem poor explanations. 

P. reichenowi (and likely P. gaboni) is known to share the same lifecycle as 

P. falciparum, and both species also have greater genetic diversity than 

P. falciparum, and presumably therefore have larger effective population sizes. 

These two species would therefore be expected to be equally, if not more prone to 
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selective sweeps and clonal interference. Any purifying selection on synonymous 

sites would also be expected to be stronger in these species. They would therefore 

have a greater PN excess than P. falciparum if either of these phenomena were 

influencing the nature of genetic variation. 

 

3)“Recent intervention by drug treatments or bed net distribution may have reduced 

the effective population size very recently and hence reduced the efficacy of 

selection. This effect would not be captured by the allele frequency spectrum 

because it is so recent, and also because the effect is smaller than that of 

population expansion.” 

The ratio of zerofold to fourfold degenerate alleles is broadly constant across 

derived allele frequencies (Figure 3.6), therefore a recent crash in the population 

size does not explain the pattern, as middle and high frequency variation, which is 

expected to be much older, shows the same effect as low frequency variation, which 

would on average be younger in the population. 

 

4) “the abundance of genes under long-term balancing selection or diversifying 

selection due to strong selective pressure from the host immune system could 

explain the pattern.”  

If the NI shift were due to balancing selection, those forces would be expected to act 

differentially across gene categories, with the shift being found in some but not all 

categories. As a shift in the neutrality index can be observed across all GO terms in 

P. falciparum (Figure 3.4), including those unlikely to be involved in host immunity 

evasion (e.g. D- mRNA splicing via spliceosome and K- DNA replication) this 

suggests balancing selection is not the cause of the genome-wide PN excess. 

Additionally, balancing selection would be expected to produce intermediate 

frequency variation. Given that the PN excess is not seen in either P. reichenowi or 

P. gaboni, which share the same lifecycle, all GO terms studied show an apparent 

PN excess, and that the vast majority of the nonsynonymous diversity in 

P. falciparum is at low frequency, this seems a very unlikely explanation. 

 

5) “A second possibility is relaxed selection. Relaxed constraint or inefficient 

selection could contribute to the patterns. The possible relaxed constraint or 

inefficient selection could be caused by population expansion...” 
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I believe relaxed selection due to population expansion best explains this data. As 

equation 3.3 demonstrates, deleterious variation can segregate more easily during a 

population expansion. The skewed SFS towards low frequency variation provides 

strong evidence for population expansion in P. falciparum. Sufficient population 

growth from one generation (i) to the next (i+1) Ni+1/Ni can cause a deleterious variant 

with selective coefficient s to become effectively neutral when Ni+1/Ni >> 1/(1-s) 

(Equation 3.3). The population size of human hosts in the largest West African 

country studied, Ghana, has expanded from 6.6 million in 1960 to 28.9 million in 

2017 (the time period for which accurate estimates were available). Rough expected 

values of s for weakly deleterious mutations in P. falciparum are hard to estimate 

due to a lack of direct Ne estimates, however more than 40% of mutations in 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae have been estimated to have s<0.05 (Wloch et al. 2001). 

Together this suggests that the conditions exist for selection on a large number of 

weakly deleterious mutations to be disrupted by population expansion.  Estimating 

the DFE of new mutations in P. falciparum strongly supports a bimodal DFE, with 

new mutations being either effectively lethal or neutral.  

 - 

Equation 3.3 Adapted from Ewens (1967), showing the effect of population size 

change on selection on deleterious mutations. E(offspring) gives the expected 

number of offspring of an individual with a particular mutation with selection 

coefficient s during population size change across generations. Ni is the effective 

population size in the ith generation, Ni+1 is the population size in the next 

generation.  

 

Similar effects have been noted in Plasmodium vivax (Loy et al. 2018), with both 

species showing a PN/PS ratio approximately double that in their ape infecting sister 

species. However, the population expansion in P. vivax appears less aggressive 

than that of P. falciparum, as a smaller proportion of SNPs are present as singletons 

in the SFS (controlling for allele sample size effects; Appendix Figure 2). This 

difference in population expansion signature may represent an earlier origin of P. 

vivax in humans than P. falciparum, which has been suggested in the past, based 

on relative levels of diversity (Neafsey et al. 2012).  
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An additional potential cause of increased relative levels of nonsynonymous 

polymorphisms in a population not listed by Chang et al. (2012) is a shift in the 

relative number of synonymous and nonsynonymous sites altering the ratio of 

polymorphisms under neutrality. There does appear to have been a shift in the 

number of nonsynonymous and synonymous sites since the split between 

P. falciparum and P. reichenowi with differing Ti/Tv ratios in the two species 

(Table 3.2), however as this shift would be expected to increase PS not PN in 

P. falciparum, it suggests that the shift in selection is an even stronger effect than 

the NI shift alone implies. 

 

As the number of cases of malaria has been declining/static for at least the last 8 

years (WHO 2018), it is likely that the DFE of new mutations coming into the 

population is now different from the polyDFE estimates given in Table 3.3. The Ni+1/Ni 

term from Equation 3.3 is expected to shift from being positive in the evolutionary 

time period which generated the current polymorphisms, to now being ~1 or <1. This 

change is likely to allow selection to act on weakly deleterious variation in the 

population. A stable population size is likely to see effective selection slowly remove 

these putatively deleterious variants from the population. In contrast, a sharp decline 

in population size would be expected to increase the probability of fixation for 

deleterious variants relative to a stable population size (Otto and Whitlock 1997). 

 

As the mutation-selection equilibrium has not been constant across the evolutionary 

history of P. falciparum, polymorphism data from current P. falciparum populations 

cannot act as a true null model for analysing selection in divergence data. The 

elevated PN/PS ratio across different minor allele frequencies (Figure 3.6) means 

that the elevated 15% frequency threshold suggested by Charlesworth and 

Eyre-Walker (2008) is also unlikely to produce good null polymorphism counts for 

McDonald-Kreitman analyses of P. falciparum genes.  

 

Controlling for the genome wide excess of PN by use of fixed effects in SnIPRE 

appears to offer the potential to identify signatures of positive selection in individual 

genes. Under the highly stringent Bonferroni conditions, out of the 3117 genes in the 

analysis, 146 candidate genes are identified as being under positive selection, in 

comparison to zero when this correction for multiple testing is applied in the 

traditional McDonald-Kreitman framework (Section 1.13; Otto et al. 2014). However, 
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genes which show positive random effects may have been released from selection, 

and be evolving neutrally rather than under positive selection, and so further 

validation of candidate genes identified solely from the random effects is required. 

The eight genes identified in Table 3.5 which show significant evidence of positive 

selection from their combined random and random selection effect terms are likely 

to be of interest, especially the two genes of unknown function, PF3D7_0811600 

and PF3D7_1223500, which survived the Bonferroni correction. The MK skew 

distributions of other ape-infecting Laverania species show a pattern consistent with 

neutral evolution (Figure 3.1), this is likely to be more representative of the 

evolutionary regime found in the divergence period of P. falciparum as it evolved to 

it’s new human host. Therefore, as suggested in Plenderleith et al. (2018), 

polymorphism data from other Plasmodium species may provide a better null model 

for comparison with divergence data. This polymorphism data combined with the 

SnIPRE method may provide a powerful method for identifying candidate genes 

responsible for facilitating the host shift. 
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Letter 
code GO term 

P. falciparum 
genes 

P. reichenowi 
genes 

A GO:0055114 oxidation-reduction process n=41 n=22 

B GO:0006364 rRNA processing n=31 n=21 

C GO:0006412 translation n=56 n=30 

D GO:0000398 mRNA splicing via spliceosome n=30 n=18 

E GO:0006508 proteolysis n=53 n=36 

F 
GO:0006355 regulation of transcription DNA-
templated n=43 n=30 

G GO:0008152 metabolic process n=36 n=25 

H 
GO:0006511 ubiquitin-dependent protein 
catabolic process n=27 n=20 

I GO:0006468 protein phosphorylation n=48 n=38 

J GO:0006457 protein folding n=31 n=14 

K GO:0006260 DNA replication n=24 n=15 

L GO:0006810 transport n=28 n=20 

M GO:0006351 transcription DNA-templated n=21 n=15 

N GO:0016192 vesicle-mediated transport n=25 n=13 

O GO:0006886 intracellular protein transport n=40 n=18 

Supplementary Table 3.1 list of GO terms and the number of genes used in Figure 
3.4. Number of genes differ due to zeros in counts and lack of availability of 
polymorphism data for some genes in P. reichenowi.  
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Chapter 4 

 

AT content variation across the 
Plasmodium genus 
 
4.1 Introduction 

Genomic AT content shows huge variation across the Plasmodium genus. 

Demonstrating the scale of this variation, Plasmodium falciparum has an AT content 

of 85.3% at fourfold degenerate sites, whereas Plasmodium vivax has only 37.6% 

(Table 4.1). Numerous investigations have looked to understand the selective or 

mutational pressures which generate this variation (Chang et al. 2012; Nikbakht et 

al. 2014; Hamilton et al. 2016; Goel and Singh 2016; Castillo et al. 2019). A small 

amount of variation within species has been associated with certain gene families 

(Castillo et al. 2019), however the process which generates this large scale 

difference between species has not yet been illuminated. These differences among 

Plasmodium species could be due to differences in mutation spectrum, the strength 

of GC biased gene conversion (gBGC), selection for genome base composition, or 

selection on codon usage.  

 

Species Zerofold AT 

content (%) 

Fourfold AT 

content (%) 

Genomic AT 

content (%) 

P. falciparum 71.3 81.8 80.7 

P. vivax 58.4 37.6 55.0 

Table 4.1 AT content of different classes of site for P. falciparum and P. vivax. 

Fourfold AT content shows much more variation across the two species than 

zerofold or genomic AT content. 

 

Goel and Singh (2016) have recently shown that despite P. vivax having a 

significantly more GC rich genome than P. falciparum, its mutation pattern is 

strongly biased towards AT bases. They claim this “indicates a recent opposite 

substitution bias in P. vivax compared to the general increase in its genomic GC 

content since its divergence from the common ancestor of P. falciparum and 

P. vivax”. However, this mutational pattern is consistent with observations made in 
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bacteria (Hershberg and Petrov 2010; Hildebrand et al. 2010) where AT biased 

mutation spectra have been found across a wide range of bacteria species with both 

high and low AT content. This suggests that genomes with low AT content do not 

require GC biased mutation spectra, and therefore the AT biased mutation spectrum 

may be ancient in P. vivax, and not newly derived. 

 

Hamilton et al. (2016) analysed the mutation pattern arising from P. falciparum 

mutation accumulation lines. They suggest that the genome wide AT content of P. 

falciparum, at 80.6% is in mutational equilibrium. They counted 39 AT->GC 

mutations and 45 GC->AT mutations, numbers which do not differ significantly, and 

they consequently suggest the species is in mutational equilibrium. This analysis 

seems incomplete for three reasons. First, given that different classes of site in the 

P. falciparum have differing AT content, e.g. fourfold degenerate sites have a higher 

AT content than zerofold degenerate sites 81.8% vs 71.3% respectively (Table 4.1), 

the genome as a whole cannot be under the same mutational equilibrium. Second, 

the relatively small sample size they used, with only 84 mutations, does not have the 

power to detect subtle biases. Third, the analysis includes nonsynonymous sites 

which are still under selection against lethal mutations, and thus cannot represent 

truly neutral mutation patterns. Goel and Singh (2016) analysed polymorphism data, 

which has the potential to substantially increase power, however they also took an 

average of nonsynonymous and synonymous sites, which again cannot both be in a 

shared mutational equilibrium (the AT content discrepancy between different classes 

of site is even greater in P. vivax, Table 4.1). Goel and Singh also do not investigate 

the frequency of the polymorphisms in their dataset, prohibiting them from detecting 

signatures of selection or gBGC.  

 

Recent work has shown that the selective regime acting on nonsynonymous 

polymorphisms in contemporary P. vivax and P. falciparum populations differs 

substantially from ancestral patterns. The recent demography of P. vivax and 

P. falciparum appears to have diminished the strength of purifying selection in both 

species, allowing potentially deleterious variation to segregate in both populations 

(Loy et al. 2018; Chang et al. 2012; Chapter 3). The lack of effective selection on 

putatively deleterious segregating nonsynonymous variation suggests that any 

AT/GC selection or gBGC which has ancestrally shaped genomic AT content is also 

likely to be overwhelmed by recent demography. However, in Richard Pearson’s 
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online review of Goel and Singh (2016) he noted that whilst both low and high 

frequency P. vivax SNPs showed the aforementioned GC->AT mutation bias, the 

bias was reduced in high frequency variation. This could reflect biased sequencing 

error, with the lowest frequency variation including more errors (how I assume it was 

interpreted by Richard Pearson), or reflect a signature of AT/GC selection or gBGC. 

 

Chang et al. (2012) found signatures of selection on AT content in P. falciparum in 

the derived allele site frequency spectrum (uSFS) for AT/GC mutations. However, 

using outgroup data to infer the most likely ancestral AT/GC state is inherently 

biased if mutation is biased towards either AT or GC. As the equilibrium AT content 

is ~81.8% (assuming P. falciparum fourfold sites are in mutational equilibrium), G/Cs 

are ~4.49 times more mutatable than ATs. Therefore, a nucleotide position which is 

G/C in the ancestor of two species, is ~4.49 times more likely to have mutated on 

the outgroup branch than a nucleotide position which is ancestrally A/T. This means 

ancestrally A/T to G/C mutations will be mispolarised ~4.49 times more often than 

ancestrally G/C to A/T mutations. It therefore seems likely that the signatures of 

gBGC or selection toward GC in the uSFS of Chang et al. (2012) are the product of 

such mispolarisation. These biased mispolarisation effects are described in more 

detail in Duret (2006), Matsumoto et al. (2015), and below. 

 

Sinha and Woodrow (2018) analysed previously published RNA-seq data for P. 

falciparum, P. vivax, and the rodent parasite Plasmodium berghei. They estimated 

the effective strength of selection on codon usage Nes on the mostly highly 

expressed 3% of genes as 0.537, 0.199, and 0.422 for each species respectively. 

The lower value for P. vivax suggests that the lower genomic AT content in the 

species is not driven by translational selection, with the species showing little 

evidence for translationally optimal codons in highly expressed genes. As these 

forces are weak (S<1) in the 3% of genes putatively under the strongest selection, 

this supports using the simplifying assumption to ignore the effects of codon usage 

selection in analyses. 

 

To understand the forces shaping AT content across the Plasmodium genus, I 

analysed genomes from across the Plasmodium genus and polymorphism data from 

P. vivax and P. falciparum populations. I avoid biased inference from biased 

reconstruction of the ancestral state both by analysing the folded site frequency 
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spectrum (fSFS), and by using methods which account for uncertainty in ancestral 

reconstruction (Glemin et al. 2015; Matsumoto et al. 2015). I find strong evidence of 

gBGC in the polymorphism of P. vivax but not in P. falciparum. However I found 

lower AT content in smaller chromosomes where the recombination rate is higher in 

both P. vivax and P. falciparum, suggestive of additional or ancestrally acting, but 

now defunct forces. 

 

4.2 Methods 

Polymorphism data for global P. vivax and West African P. falciparum populations 

was generated by the MalariaGEN consortium (2016) as described in Loy et al. 

(2018) and Chapter 3. The 818 West African samples were classed as those from 

Mali, Ghana, Gambia, Burkina Faso, and Guinea. 

 

See Chapter 2 for details on the generation of orthologue sets, and Supplementary 

Table 2.1 for sequence accession numbers. Briefly, each genome was separately 

BLASTed using BLASTn against a common genome for alignment. For each gene, 

the BLAST alignments with the highest scores (above a threshold) were 

subsequently aligned with mafft v7 (Katoh and Standley 2013). Any out-of-frame 

alignments were shifted to ensure they were in frame. Any gene alignments where 

not all species were represented were removed from the analysis, as were 

alignments with premature stop codons. One set incorporates genes from all three 

subgenera simultaneously (Orthologue Set 1), and the other consists of separate 

orthologue sets for each subgenus (Orthologue Set 2). 

 

uSFSs were generated using parsimony with a custom R script, using both one and 

two outgroup species. The outgroup species were P. reichenowi (and additionally 

P. gaboni for the two outgroup uSFS) for the P. falciparum uSFS, and P. cynomolgi 

(and additionally P. knowlesi for the two outgroup uSFS) for the P. vivax uSFS. Only 

sites where the outgroup information was A) informative (i.e. the outgroup base call 

was the same as one of the ingroup alleles) and B) in agreement (i.e. both outgroup 

base calls were identical) were retained, Table S2 shows the number of SNPs 

included in each analysis. 

 

Divergence at fourfold degenerate sites (K4) was measured using the Tamura and 

Nei (1993) method implemented in the ape package (Paradis et al. 2004) in R. The 
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TN93 model allows unequal base composition across each of the four nucleotides 

and two differing transition rates for A<->G and C<->T transition mutations. This 

model was used instead of the general time reversible model because the ape 

package in R has a limited set of models to choose from.  

 

Autocorrelation for variables was calculated using the acf function in R, with a step 

size of 1 used for each analysis, to represent the correlation between neighbouring 

genes along the chromosome. Such correlations would be indicative of localised 

mutation pressures. 

 

Linear and cubic regression analyses were both performed using the lm function in 

R, which uses the ordinary least squares method. Cubic regressions were 

performed for AT content and K4 against chromosome positions to allow for multiple 

peaks and troughs around chromosome features such as centromeres and 

telomeres. R2 values and P values are given directly by the function. The P value is 

calculated from the t-value which compares the fit of the estimated coefficient 

against a flat line with no relationship between the variables. 

 

The Expected Markov Counting (EMC) method for ancestral substitution inference 

was implemented in baseml using PAML 4.9 (Yang 2007; Matsumoto et al. 2015) 

using the General Time Reversible (GTR) substitution model (Tavaré 1986). GTR 

allows for unequal base composition and differing rates for mutations between each 

of the four bases, i.e. each transition and transversion mutation (e.g. A<->G) has a 

unique rate modifier. The input tree given to baseml for running the EMC method 

was generated using the PHYML geneious plugin, using the GTR model of 

substitution. The EMC method estimates the expected number of AT->GC and 

GC->AT by integrating over the uncertainty of ancestral state reconstruction for 

each node in the input tree. This intregration avoids systematic biases in ancestral 

state reconstruction, such as those affecting the AT/GC uSFS in Chang et al. 

(2012). The dup,pu index (equation shown in Section 4.3) was calculated for each 

branch in the tree using these expected counts to represent the AT or GC biased 

substitution pattern for each branch. 

 

The strength of gBGC was estimated using the method of of Glemin et al. (2015). 

The method takes three uSFS as input: 1) weak (GC->AT) derived mutations 2) 
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strong (AT->GC) derived mutations, and neutral (AT->TA and GC->CG) derived 

mutations. The method fits a series of maximum likelihood models, each with 

differing levels of gBGC acting (starting with none). The method estimates different 

mispolarisation rates for each of the three mutation classes, to avoid misinference 

by differential mispolarisation. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is then 

compared for the fit of each of the different models to penalise the greater number of 

parameters in the more complicated gBGC models. The method was implemented 

using the R code given in the supplementary information of Glemin et al. (2015). 

The inputs used to run the method were the uSFS generated using two outgroups, 

as described in Table 4.2 and shown in Figure 4.3B. 

 

4.3 Results 

Empirical findings (Chang et al. 2012; Loy et al. 2018; Chapter 3) and theoretical 

predictions (Fay and Wu 2000), both suggest the vast majority of alleles at low 

frequency in both P. falciparum and P. vivax can be assumed to be the derived 

allele, generated by mutation from the ancestral state. As such, to investigate 

gBGC/codon usage selective signatures in both P. vivax and P. falciparum I 

generated and analysed fSFS for both species, using the minor allele as a proxy for 

derived variation. Observing only the fSFS rather than the uSFS, should allow for 

the observation of selective signatures whilst avoiding the confounding effects of 

biased ancestral state reconstruction. However, by only tracking the minor allele, the 

ability to detect/observe selective sweeps is lost.  

 

Using the global P. vivax and West African P. falciparum datasets described in Loy 

et al. (2018) and Chapter 3 respectively, I produced fSFS for fourfold and zerofold 

degenerate sites for both species (Figure 4.1). A strong gBGC/selection-like 

signature can be seen in P. vivax polymorphisms at both classes of site, with a large 

excess of GC->AT over AT->GC mutations at low frequencies dropping down 

towards parity at higher frequencies. This contrasts with fourfold degenerate sites in 

P. falciparum, which show a broadly flat line suggesting that these polymorphisms 

are segregating neutrally. Additionally, there appears to be a small mutational 

disequilibrium in P. falciparum fourfold degenerate sites, with 21330 GC minor, AT 

major SNPs and 16690 AT minor, GC major SNPs. This suggests that P. falciparum 

fourfold degenerate sites are more AT rich than mutational equilibrium. The excess 

of GC->AT over AT->GC mutations (26267 vs 9367) across P. vivax zerofold sites 
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suggests that the mutational equilibrium AT content for the species is higher than 

the 58.4% observed at zerofold sites. However, as these are coding sites, there may 

be a bias in the probability of lethal mutations for GC<->AT mutations which 

contributes to this imbalance. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 The ratio of minor allele GC->AT mutations vs AT->GC mutations across 

a range of allele frequencies for zerofold and fourfold degenerate sites in P. vivax 

and P. falciparum. Generated using 168 samples for P. vivax and 789 for 

P. falciparum. The decline of the ratio with increasing frequency in the P. vivax 

population, but not in the P. falciparum population, suggests that gBGC has been 

effective in shaping polymorphism frequencies in P. vivax and not P. falciparum. 
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As previous work has found that selection on codon usage is weak (Nes <1) in the 

3% of genes putatively under the strongest selection (Sinha and Woodrow 2018), 

this chapter’s analyses have made the simplifying assumption of ignoring potential 

effects of codon usage selection. To test the validity of this assumption, I analysed 

the fSFS of P. falciparum twofold degenerate sites with known optimal and non-

optimal codons. fSFS were generated for two classes of these sites, one where the 

translationally optimal state was A and the non-optimal G, and another where the 

optimal state was C and non-optimal T. As gBGC would act in opposition to 

selection on codon usage in the A/G sites and in the same direction in the C/T sites, 

these sites offered the ability to delineate these two distinct forces. In the fSFS of 

both classes of site, relatively more GC minor alleles were found as singletons than 

AT minor alleles, in opposition to expectations under gBGC. In C/T sites, there was 

a larger excess of C singletons than the excess of G singletons in A/G sites, which 

is in opposition to expectations under codon usage selection (Figures 4.2A and 

4.2B). Additionally, for both classes of sites, there was no obvious effect of 

frequency on the ratio of optimal/non-optimal SNPs across frequency range (Figures 

4.2C and 2D), further suggesting that any gBGC/ codon usage selection force in 

P. falciparum is very weak at the genome-wide level.  
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Figure 4.2 Comparison of the frequency of optimal and non-optimal twofold 

degenerate codons in the West African P. falciparum population. A) fSFS for twofold 

degenerate C-optimal sites, B) fSFS for twofold degenerate A-optimal sites. C) ratio 

of A to G minor alleles across frequency interval bins in twofold degenerate A-

optimal sites D) ratio of T to C minor alleles across frequency interval bins in twofold 

degenerate C-optimal sites. Unlike expectations under strong codon usage 

selection, neither class of site shows an obvious relationship between allele 

frequency and optimality. 

 

To test whether using parsimony to infer the ancestral state for SNPs causes biased 

mispolarisation of derived alleles, I replicated the analysis of Chang et al. (2012), 

using both one and two outgroup species. P. falciparum AT<->GC SNPs were 

polarised both using one (Plasmodium reichenowi) and using two outgroups 

(P. reichenowi plus Plasmodium gaboni), retaining only SNPs where the outgroups 

are informative. Both methods produce uSFS suggestive of gBGC/selection, with an 

excess of high frequency AT->GC derived SNPs. However, from these uSFS, it can 
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be observed that using only one outgroup causes a higher absolute rate of 

mispolarisation (Figure 4.3A), as more high frequency variation is inferred to be 

derived with one outgroup than with two (Figure 4.3B). However, using two 

outgroups appears to cause larger difference in the relative mispolariation rates of 

the two classes of site, with a greater excess of high frequency AT->GC derived 

alleles inferred than with one outgroup (Figures 4.3A and 4.3B). By only including 

sites for which all outgroups are informative for polarisation, the number of SNPs is 

also reduced by using two outgroups (Table 4.2). 

 

 

Figure 4.3 uSFS for P. falciparum GC->AT and AT->GC SNPs showing only the 

highest frequency derived alleles A) was generated using only one outgroup 

(P. reichenowi) to polarise each SNP and B) was generated using two outgroups 

(P. reichenowi and P. gaboni). Both show an excess of AT->GC mutations inferred 

at the highest frequencies, however the excess is proportionately greater with two 

outgroups. 

 

 
Number GC->AT SNPs Number AT->GC SNPs 

One outgroup 13690 21807 

Two outgroups 6839 18383 

Table 4.2 Number of SNPs used in each uSFS analysis (Figures 4.3A and 4.3B). 

There are disproportionately few GC->AT SNPs with two outgroups because GC 

bases are less stable, and the probability of both outgroups retaining an ancestral 

GC base is much lower than retaining an AT base. 

 

To see whether within-genome recombination rate variation influences AT content 

as would be expected under gBGC, I compared fourfold degenerate AT content 
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across chromosomes. As shorter chromosomes are known to have higher rates of 

recombination in Plasmodium species (P. falciparum; Miles et al. 2016), they should 

therefore have higher gBGC rates and lower AT content. I found lower fourfold 

degenerate AT content in shorter chromosomes in both P. falciparum (linear 

regression model P=0.01), replicating the findings of Pessia et al. (2012), and also 

in P. vivax (linear regression model P=0.0003), which is consistent with the action of 

gBGC in both species. However, the correlation and effect size both appear to be 

much stronger in P. vivax than in P. falciparum, with R-squared values of 0.67 and 

0.43 and AT content ranges of 30.7-39.0% and 79.5-82.6% respectively (Figures 

4.4A and 4.4B; Table 4.3).   

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Scatter plots with linear regression for chromosome length against 

average chromosomal fourfold degenerate AT content for A) P. vivax and B) 

P. falciparum. Both show positive correlations, with higher AT contents on longer 

chromosomes. This is consistent with the action of gBGC as shorter chromosomes 

are expected to have higher recombination rates. 

 

Recombination rates are known to vary locally within chromosomes as well as 

across them, with the amount of coding DNA as well as distance to centromeres and 

subtelomeres being positive predictors of cross over rates in P. falciparum (Miles et 

al. 2016). Therefore, I also looked for structured local AT content variation within 

chromosomes by assessing the autocorrelation of AT content for neighbouring 

genes. I found high autocorrelation across P. vivax chromosomes, with an average 

of 0.360, suggesting that local forces are also influencing AT content. P. falciparum 

showed much lower autocorrelation within chromosomes, with only a 0.085 
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autocorrelation coefficient, suggesting that local within-chromosome forces are a 

smaller driver of AT content in P. falciparum. 

 

To characterise the interplay between mutation rates and AT content, I compared 

mutation rates, as measured by divergence at fourfold degenerate sites (K4), across 

and within chromosomes for P. falciparum and P. vivax. Utilising Orthologue Set 2 

(see methods), K4 was calculated using outgroups Plasmodium gaboni and 

Plasmodium cynomolgi, for P. falciparum and P. vivax respectively. These outgroup 

species were chosen to produce similar levels of divergence for direct comparison. 

Longer chromosomes were found to exhibit lower mutation rates in both species 

(Figures 4.5A and 4.5B; linear model P<0.005). P. vivax showed a wider range of 

K4 (0.42-0.32 vs 0.28-0.23) and a slightly higher R2 (0.63 vs 0.57) across 

chromosomes than P. falciparum. High autocorrelation coefficients for K4 within 

chromosomes were also found for both species, with an average of 0.319 and 0.290 

for P. vivax and P. falciparum respectively. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Scatter plots with linear regression for chromosome length against 

divergence at fourfold sites (K4) between A) P. vivax and P. cynomolgi, and B) 

P. falciparum and P. gaboni. The R2 is similarly high for both species, suggesting 

that mutation rates are higher in shorter chromosomes. 
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Focal species  
(outgroup species) 

P. chabaudi  
(P. berghei) 

P. falciparum  
(P. gaboni) 

P. vivax  
(P. cynomolgi) 

R2 chromosome length vs 
AT 0.242 0.434 0.671 

R2 chromosome length vs 
K4 0.881 0.566 0.633 

mean autocorrelation [1] 
AT 0.012 0.085 0.360 

mean autocorrelation [1] 
K4 0.322 0.290 0.319 

mean R2 chromosome 
location vs AT content 0.020 0.025 0.190 

mean R2 chromosome 
location vs K4 0.070 0.032 0.145 

P-value chromosome 
length vs AT content 0.074 0.010 3.4x10-3 

P-value chromosome 
length vs K4 6.9x10-7 1.9x10-3 6.7x10-3 

Table 4.3 Correlation coefficients and probabilities for K4 and AT across 

chromosomes. R2 values were generated using the Pearson correlation coefficient.  

Autocorrelation [1] gives the autocorrelation with a stepsize of 1, representing the 

correlation between neighbouring genes along the chromosome.  

 

To try to directly estimate the strength of gBGC (parameter B), I implemented the 

method described in Glemin et al. (2015). This method takes unfolded site 

frequency spectra for both weak and strong (GC->AT and AT->GC) mutations (as 

seen in Figures 4.3A and 4.3B) as well as neutral (AT/GC<->TA/CG) mutations, and 

optimises parameters under maximum likelihood models with and without gBGC, 

allowing for each class of mutation to have different mispolarisation rates. For P. 

vivax, there was a significantly better fit for the model with gBGC (as measured by 

Akaike Information Criterion - AIC; 2059.4 vs 2094.6), with an estimate of B of 1.43. 

This supports gBGC as an effective driver (B>1) of polymorphism frequencies and 

therefore evolution in P. vivax. For P. falciparum, AIC was significantly worse under 

the model with gBGC (2008.4 vs 1994.1), consistent with observations from the 

fSFS, where there were no evident signatures of gBGC. 

 

To investigate whether the effects of chromosome length on AT content and 

mutation rate were not limited to just two subgenera from Plasmodium, I also 

analysed the genome of the rodent infecting species Plasmodium chabaudi, using 

Plasmodium berghei as an outgroup. This revealed a very strong relationship 
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between chromosome length and fourfold divergence (R2 = 0.88, P=7x10-7; Figure 

4.6), with the shortest chromosome showing 45% higher K4 than the longest, 

however only a weak, non-significant relationship was found with AT content (R2= 

0.24, P=0.074; Figure 4.6), with very little AT content variation across chromosomes 

(79.6%-81.3%). Within-chromosome autocorrelation coefficients were low for AT 

content (0.012) but high for K4 (0.322). 

 

Figure 4.6 Overlaid scatter plots and linear regressions for P. chabaudi 

chromosome length against divergence in fourfold degenerate sites (K4) between 

P. chabaudi and P. berghei in red (R2 = 0.88), and chromosome length against 

fourfold AT content in blue (R2 = 0.24). The two variables show opposing 

relationships with chromosome length, suggesting that with increasing chromosome 

length, mutation rates decline and AT content increases, however the correlation is 

much stronger for K4 than it is for AT content. 

 

To see if the inverse relationship of AT content and mutation rates seen between 

chromosomes across all three species, is also replicated within chromosomes, 

where AT content also varies, I fitted a cubic polynomial regression on AT4 and K4 

against genes’ location across each chromosome for P. falciparum, P. vivax, and 
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P. chabaudi. The cubic term was to allow for multiple dips/rises around different 

chromosome features, e.g. centromeres, subtelomeres etc. The regression 

explained more of the variation in P. vivax (an average R2 of 14.5% and 19% across 

chromosomes for K4 and AT4 respectively), than in the other two species, 

P. falciparum or P. chabaudi, with average R2s only around 2% for AT4 (Table 4.3). 

These lower R2 values confirm the finding from the autocorrelation coefficients, that 

regional variation plays little role in shaping AT content in P. falciparum and 

P. chabaudi. Additionally, despite high autocorrelation coefficients for K4 in 

P. chabaudi and P. falciparum, only 7% and 3% of variation was explained by the 

regression for K4 respectively in each species. Looking at the polynomial 

regressions across each chromosome in P. vivax, the regressions of AT4 and K4 

are near perfect mirror images of each other, for all but chromosome six, suggesting 

that AT content has a strong effect on mutation rates in this species (Figure 4.7; 

Supplementary Figures 4.1-4.14). 
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Figure 4.7 Cubic regressions on AT4 and K4 against chromosome position in 

P. vivax chromosome 10. The two regression lines show an opposing relationship, 

as one goes up the other goes down, suggesting that these two variables are linked. 

 

To try to identify the ancestral AT content in last common ancestor of the 

Plasmodium genus and localise changes within the tree, I used the Expected 

Markov Counting (EMC) method from Matsumoto et al. (2015). This method 

integrates over the uncertainty of ancestral reconstruction and counts the expected 

ratio of AT<->GC changes along branches. This ratio is described by the dup,pu 

index, defined below.  

𝐸(𝛴(𝐴𝑇−> 𝐺𝐶)) − 𝐸(𝛴(𝐺𝐶−> 𝐴𝑇))

𝐸(𝛴(𝐴𝑇−> 𝐺𝐶)) + 𝐸(𝛴(𝐺𝐶−> 𝐴𝑇)
 

The method was used on a genus-wide alignment (Orthologue Set 1) of fourfold 

degenerate sites. The values for the dup,pu index along the terminal branches to 

P. falciparum, P. vivax and P. chabaudi are 0.220,0.406, and 0.519 respectively. 
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These values suggest there has been separate decreases in AT content along the 

terminal branches to all three species. However, one internal branch has an 

implausibly skewed dup,pu value of -0.99, suggesting that the method is not 

accurately inferring the states at the nodes, and the above values are very likely to 

be inaccurate. 

 

4.4 Discussion 

These results confirm the findings Goel and Singh (2016), that mutation is AT 

biased in both P. vivax and P. falciparum. Additionally, I find some evidence for 

gBGC in both species, but only find strong signatures of gBGC in the 

polymorphisms of P. vivax, and in contrast to findings in previous work (Chang et al. 

2012), do not find such signatures in P. falciparum. 

 

I found a very clear, gradual drop off of GC->AT mutations relative to AT->GC 

mutations with increasing frequency in P. vivax fourfold degenerate sites, with 6.7 

times as many GC->AT at the lowest frequency interval, dropping to only 1.2 times 

as many at the highest frequency interval. This result contrasted with no obvious 

effect of frequency on the ratio in P. falciparum fourfold degenerate sites (Figure 

4.1). This observation strongly suggests a gBGC-like force is acting in P. vivax, but 

not P. falciparum. This is supported by estimates of the effective strength of gBGC 

(B=Neb) using the method of Glemin et al. (2015), where the model with gBGC 

showed the best fit in P. vivax, with B estimated as 1.43, and the model with gBGC 

was rejected by AIC in P. falciparum. That the driving force behind these 

phenomena is gBGC and not selection on codon usage is supported by the two 

factors, first, codon usage selection has been estimated to be weaker, not stronger 

in P. vivax than in P. falciparum (Sinha and Woodrow 2018) and second, the 

observed correlations between fourfold degenerate AT content and chromosome 

length (Figures 4.4A, 4.4B and 4.6). 

 

As gBGC is associated with recombination, and shorter chromosomes have been 

shown to have higher rates of recombination in P. falciparum (Miles et al. 2016), the 

elevated AT content in longer chromosomes found in P. vivax (Figure 4.4B), and to 

a lesser extent P. falciparum and P. chabaudi (Figures 4.4A and 4.6) suggests the 

action of gBGC to some extent across the whole genus. The large effect size of 

chromosome length on fourfold degenerate AT content in P. vivax (Figure 4.4B) 
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strongly suggests gBGC is the cause of suppressed GC->AT mutation frequency 

(Figure 4.1), as selection would not be expected to act so differently across 

chromosomes. Using the neutrality index (see Chapter 3) as an indicator of the 

nature of selection, there is no evidence of the strength of selection differing across 

chromosomes in either species (Supplementary Figures 4.15 and 4.16), further 

supporting gBGC as the driver of AT content differences across chromosomes and 

therefore species. As recombination rates have been shown to significantly vary 

within, as well as between, P. falciparum chromosomes (e.g. rates are higher away 

from centromeres and telomeres; Miles et al. 2016), gBGC should leave clusters of 

high and low AT regions along chromosomes. The much lower autocorrelation and 

average R2 of the polynomial regressions of AT content against chromosome 

position in P. falciparum and P. chabaudi than in P. vivax (Table 4.3) further 

suggests that gBGC is much weaker in these two species than in P. vivax. The GC 

poor sub-telomeres of P. vivax observed in Castillo et al. (2019), are likely to be 

explained by the lower rates of recombination expected in those regions (Miles et al. 

2016). Rates of ectopic recombination are known to be very high in the subtelomeric 

var genes (Claessens 2014), the extent to which this secondary recombination 

process may or may not drive gBGC is unclear. The weak correlations between AT 

content and chromosome length and position in P. falciparum and P. chabaudi may 

represent a hangover from a now-lost ancestral state of strong gBGC, with the 

current state either being very weak, or absent, gBGC.  

 

A simple explanation for the observed correlations between K4 and chromosome 

length is that as mutation is AT biased, and therefore GC bases are more volatile, 

then shorter, more GC rich chromosomes are more mutable. This is supported by 

the mirroring seen in the within chromosome polynomial regressions of AT4 and K4 

in P. vivax, suggesting an inverse relationship between the two variables (Figure 

4.7). Higher mutation rates for GC bases have been observed in other genomes e.g. 

mammalian nuclear genes (Bulmer et al. 1991) and Drosophila mitochondria 

(Haag-Liautard et al. 2008). However, the correlation between K4 and chromosome 

length is consistently strong across all three subgenera (Figures 4.5A, 4.5B and 4.6; 

Table 4.3), despite the effect size of chromosome length on AT content being 

relatively small in P. chabaudi and P. falciparum. Recombination can directly cause 

mutations (Holbeck and Strathern 1997), therefore a possible explanation for these 

observed correlations is that recombination rates both directly and indirectly 
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modulate the mutation rate, directly by inducing mutations and indirectly by 

increasing the frequency of more mutable GC bases. The relative strength of these 

direct and indirect forces is likely to vary across the three subgenera, perhaps with 

the direct mutational effects dominating in the Vinckeia and Laverania subgenera 

and the indirect mutation effect dominating in the Plasmodium subgenus, where 

gBGC is stronger. The lower AT content in P. vivax (Table 4.1) and the higher 

nuclear mutation rate observed in the Plasmodium subgenus in Chapter 2 (Figure 

2.3) may be related, as the increase in less stable GC bases produces higher 

mutation rates at a genome-wide level, as well as at the chromosomal and 

subchromosomal levels, as observed in Figures 4.4B, 4.5B and 4.7 and 

Supplementary Figures 4.1 to 4.14.   

 

Attempts to characterise the AT content of the last common ancestor of the 

Plasmodium using the EMC method were unfruitful. The software inferred a more 

GC rich ancestor with separate increases in AT content to each of the three clades, 

however, given the implausibly high value associated with one internal branch 

(99.7% of mutations being GC->AT), the method does not seem able to produce 

reliable estimates for this dataset. Nikbakht et al. (2014) suggest that the AT-rich 

nature of more slowly evolving first and second codon positions in P. vivax 

demonstrates that AT-richness is the ancestral state. The ancestral state of coding 

sites seems likely to be AT-rich due to the much lower divergence seen in these 

sites across the Plasmodium. However, the strong purifying selection which reduces 

the divergence in coding sites, also prohibits them from acting as a neutral indicator 

of mutational processes. AT-richness in coding sites across the Plasmodium genus 

may also be driven by selection for amino acid usage, rather than driven by a lack of 

gBGC. 

 

For P. falciparum, the contrast between my results and previous work (Chang et al. 

2012, Hamilton et al. 2016, Goel and Singh 2016) is stark. By pooling sites of 

varying degeneracy, Hamilton et al. (2016) and Goel and Singh (2016) take the 

average of sites with both above (synonymous) and below equilibrium AT content 

(nonsynonymous) to find mutational equilibrium. Chang et al. (2012) did not take 

into account differing mispolarisation rates between ancestrally AT or GC bases, 

which caused misinference of strong gBGC signatures. For P. vivax, I find the same 

AT biased mutation pattern that has been previously observed (Goel and Singh 
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2016), and find further strong evidence that gBGC is responsible for the species’ 

lower AT content, as suggested by Nikbakht et al. (2014). I find no evidence for non-

AT biased mutation in the evolutionary history of the Plasmodium and instead 

suggest that the strength of gBGC is the modulator of AT content throughout the 

genus. 

 

Looking for signatures of selection on codon usage in the frequency spectrum of 

twofold degenerate P. falciparum sites produces no clear picture. Looking only at 

the lowest frequencies of SNPs, there appears to be a small signature of selection 

against both GC bases and optimal codons (Figures 4.2A and 4.2B), however 

looking across the whole frequency distribution, there is no obvious difference in the 

ratio of optimal/non-optimal SNPs (Figures 4.2C and 4.2D). Together, this suggests 

that selection for optimal codons is very weak in the current West African population, 

and that there may be a small bias towards singleton GC SNPs in sequencing/SNP 

calling. This potential GC biased error might relate to known issues with differing AT 

content causing amplification biases (Chen et al. 2013). However, by utilising many 

samples and looking at the pattern of SNPs across the whole range of frequencies, 

if this bias is real and not simply a product of random sampling, the other analyses 

in this chapter should not be affected. 

 

The population expansion signatures found in P. falciparum polymorphisms are 

stronger than those from P. vivax populations (Chang et al. 2012; Loy et al. 2018; 

Chapter 3), and therefore signals of gBGC in P. falciparum may be being 

overwhelmed by demographic processes. The difference in AT content across 

P. falciparum chromosomes may be due to the action of gBGC in its evolutionary 

history prior to the population expansion, or it could be the product of a different 

mutational process, which may or may not be linked to recombination. P. vivax, 

unlike P. falciparum has the capacity to form hypnozoites in human hosts, and form 

long-term dormant infections. This may have historically facilitated a greater number 

of superinfections, and therefore increased the average heterozygosity in the diploid 

phase of the lifecycle in the mosquito, producing a historically higher level of gBGC 

and therefore lower AT content. 

  

gBGC is expected to reduce diversity within populations and accelerate divergence 

between them (Nagylaki 1983a, 1983b). Regions with high rates of gBGC may 
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therefore be confused for regions under strong diversifying selection (Galtier and 

Duret 2007). Future tests for identifying positive selection should take this 

transmission bias into account for P. vivax, as it may confound analyses. However, it 

may have also acted in the evolutionary history of P. falciparum and other AT-rich 

Plasmodium species, as suggested by the relationship between chromosome length 

and AT content in P. falciparum and the relationship between K4 and chromosome 

length. 

 

It is not clear why signatures of purifying selection are absent in the SFS of P. vivax 

(Loy et al. 2018), but signatures of gBGC are so apparent here. The lower effective 

population size (Ne) of P. vivax during population expansion may have resulted in 

the effective strength of gBGC (B=Ne*b) dropping from historically higher values to 

now being only at intermediate strength (B~1), thus making it visible in the SFS. 

This is supported by the estimated B from polymorphism data at 1.43, however it is 

unclear if this is lower than in more stable ancestral populations, or current ones in 

ape-infecting populations. Miles et al. (2016) characterised the location, rate and 

average length of gene conversion tracts in P. falciparum, and so estimating these 

parameters for P. vivax may illuminate the mechanistic basis for the difference in 

strength of gBGC across the two species observed here.  
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Supplementary Figures 4.1- 4.14 AT content and fourfold divergence (K4) across 
P. vivax chromosomes. All chromosomes but 6 show inverse relationships between 
AT content and K4 along chromosome positions, indicative of a causal relationship 
between the two parameters, or between each of the two parameters and a third 
unmeasured parameter. 
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Supplementary Figure 4.15 Distribution of logged neutrality index values for each 
chromosome in P. falciparum genome. There is no obvious relationship between the 
variables suggesting that the strength of selection is not affected by chromosome 
length. 
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Supplementary Figure 4.16 Distribution of logged neutrality index values for each 
chromosome in P. vivax genome. There is no obvious relationship between the 
variables suggesting that the strength of selection is not affected by chromosome 
length. 
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Chapter 5  
 
General Discussion 

 

5.1 What has been found? 

After beginning this PhD searching for signatures of positive selection that would 

illuminate how P. falciparum adapted to its new human following a host shift, 

numerous aspects of Plasmodium evolution were found which confounded 

evolutionary genetic analyses. The processes which generated these confounding 

factors and shaped the evolution of the Plasmodium genus subsequently became 

the focus of study, resulting in numerous novel discoveries of evolutionary 

phenomena in the Plasmodium genus. 

 

In this thesis I have found that numerous aspects of evolution in the Plasmodium 

genus have been non-constant and non-neutral. I have found mutation rates are not 

only non-constant across the three subcellular genomes, but also non-constant 

across and within different subgenera (Section 2.3; Figure 2.3). There is little 

evidence that these mutation rate changes are driven by differentially acting second 

order selection, as selective constraint appears broadly conserved across the genus 

(Figure 2.5), and they therefore appear to be the product of random genetic drift.  

 

The search for evidence of adaptive evolution in the genome is obscured in human-

infecting species by an excess of circulating non-neutral, weakly deleterious 

nonsynonymous variation. This excess is likely to be due to recent population 

expansions, and thus a non-constant feature of Plasmodium evolution. Whilst there 

do appear to be some changes in mutation spectra across Plasmodium species 

(e.g. transition to transversion ratio differences in P. falciparum and P. reichenowi- 

see Section 3.3, Table 3.2), GC content differences appear to be driven by 

differences in the strength of gBGC, which is likely to be an indirect driver of the 

observed differences in nuclear mutation rate across the genome (Section 4.4), and 

potentially across species (Section 2.4).  

 

Although gBGC, not selection, appears to be the driver of these GC content 

differences, the frequency of AT<->GC polymorphisms is still extremely non-neutral 
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in P. vivax, where it seems that gBGC holds AT mutations at low frequency in the 

population.  

 

Together these observations show that simplifying assumptions of conservation and 

neutrality can be dangerous in the study of Plasmodium species, potentially leading 

to misinference, e.g. of balancing selection in a McDonald-Kreitman framework (see 

Section 3.3). These results highlight the importance of avoiding a purely selectionist 

viewpoint when interpreting genomic data, and of being wary of the simplifying 

assumption that some parameters are constant when estimating others. Genetic 

drift and other non-adaptive processes have clearly played a major role in shaping 

many of the significant genomic changes between different Plasmodium species 

(e.g. mutation rate, AT content, πN/πS).   

 

5.2 What is the significance of these findings? 

The variation of mutation rates across the Plasmodium genus means that numerous 

previous inferences and estimates of the absolute and relative timings of speciation 

events and genetic bottlenecks are likely to be incorrect (e.g. Neafsey et al. 2012; 

McManus et al. 2017; Rutledge et al. 2017; see Chapter 2 for more detail).  

 

The low frequency nature of polymorphism in P. falciparum and P. vivax suggests 

that future drug and vaccine deployment strategies will need to consider a large 

number of genotypes to observe the full range of variation in the population. 

Sampling a small number of individuals will miss the majority of circulating genetic 

variation in the population. Therefore, a wide number of genomes should be 

analysed to predict the efficacy of future drug/vaccine deployment and potential for 

the parasite to adapt in response. The circulating weakly deleterious 

nonsynonymous polymorphisms observed in both species may provide standing 

variation for future adaptation, as the selective context of these mutations changes 

and the fitness costs they impose may be outweighed by a new selective 

advantage. For example, mutations may have fitness costs in the absence of drugs 

or vaccines, but provide a significant fitness advantage following the deployment of 

a particular drug/vaccine. 

 

In Chapter 3 I highlight how McDonald-Kreitman analyses of P. falciparum data are 

biased by the reduction in the strength of purifying selection in its recent 
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evolutionary history. This means the mutation-selection equilibrium in the recent 

evolutionary period, in which polymorphisms were accumulated, is different to the 

more historic evolutionary period, in which between-species divergence was 

accumulated. This is likely to explain the results of many previous analyses of 

P. falciparum genes, where an excess of nonsynonymous polymorphisms has been 

found (e.g. Otto et al. 2014; see Section 3.4). The same process also skews 

McDonald-Kreitman analyses in P. vivax, which also has an excess of 

nonsynonymous polymorphisms (Loy et al. 2018).  

 

Additionally, the apparent change in the strength of gBGC in the Plasmodium 

subgenus may have a similar effect in biasing analyses of selection. The lower AT 

content in P. vivax than in P. cynomolgi or P. knowlesi, suggests that gBGC may be 

acting more strongly in P. vivax than in other species in the Plasmodium subgenus. 

As such, the strength of gBGC is likely to differ throughout the divergence period 

between P. vivax and other species from the subgenus. This may reduce the 

number of synonymous polymorphisms in P. vivax relative to expectations from 

divergence counts which were generated in a weaker historic gBGC regime. As 

nonsynonymous sites are more AT rich than synonymous sites in P. vivax, gBGC 

may act differently in the two classes of site, with new mutations in nonsynonymous 

sites more likely to be strong (AT->GC), than mutations in synonymous sites, which 

are more likely be weak mutations (GC->AT). This difference is likely to cause a 

relative reduction in the number of synonymous polymorphisms through gBGC. As 

this difference in gBGC strength across the two classes of site is likely to be non-

constant across the divergence period as P. vivax became more GC rich as it 

diverged from P. cynomolgi, the comparison of divergence data and polymorphism 

data may be subtly biased. Additionally, when analysing the SFS, the differential 

average action of gBGC across the two classes of site may reduce the relative 

frequency of synonymous polymorphisms to that of nonsynonymous polymorphisms 

in P. vivax populations.  

 

Because gBGC causes fourfold site polymorphisms to segregate non-neutrally in 

the population, signatures of selection on zerofold sites may therefore be obscured 

when analysing both the folded and unfolded site frequency spectra (fSFS and 

uSFS). This is because the frequency of fourfold site polymorphisms may not 

provide a true null distribution representing selective neutrality for comparison. As 
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well as acting on fourfold sites, gBGC would be expected to act alongside natural 

selection on zerofold sites, suggesting that any difference between the two classes 

of site will be due to selection and not differentially acting gBGC. However, because 

AT content differs across the two classes of site, newly derived mutations are more 

likely to be weak (GC->AT) in fourfold sites, than in zerofold sites. This suggests 

that the evolutionary trajectory of new, selectively-neutral mutations is likely to differ 

on average between the two classes of site in P. vivax, due to differences in the 

expected direction of gBGC. This difference may obscure signatures of purifying 

selection on zerofold sites, as the frequency of fourfold polymorphisms is relatively 

more strongly suppressed by gBGC. 

 

Additionally, the proportion of mutations which are AT<->GC may potentially differ 

between the two classes of site, for example if the transition transversion (Ti/Tv) 

ratio differs between AT and GC bases. The proportion of polymorphisms which 

were AT<->GC, and therefore expected to be under the influence of gBGC, is very 

similar across the two classes of site in the P. vivax polymorphism dataset of Loy et 

al. (2018), with 81% for fourfold degenerate site polymorphisms and 82% for 

zerofold degenerate site polymorphisms. However, of those 81% and 82% of 

polymoprhisms, the proportion of minor alleles that are weak vs strong is quite 

different across the two classes of site. In zerofold sites, there are 2.80 times as 

many weak vs strong minor alleles, whereas the ratio is 6.15 in fourfold sites. If the 

minor allele is taken as a reasonable proxy for new, derived mutations (see Section 

4.3 for justification), gBGC is likely to be acting quite differently on polymorphisms 

from the two classes of site, and it may therefore potentially be obscuring signatures 

of selection on zerofold polymorphisms. This therefore suggests that SFS analysis 

of P. vivax (or other species with strong gBGC) may be improved by removing all 

weak and strong polymorphisms from the analysis, and focusing only on AT<->TA 

and GC<->CG mutations, however this comes at the cost of reducing the number of 

SNPs by >80%, and thereby reducing the power of such analyses.  

 

Figure 5.1 shows a re-analysis of the data of Loy et al. (2018) analysing only 

gBGC-neutral AT<->TA and GC<->CG SNPs. This shows a comparison of the ratio 

of the number of zerofold and fourfold SNPs across minor allele frequency intervals. 

The small drop following the first two bins, suggests some weak purifying selection 

is acting on segregating zerofold variation in P. vivax, as more relatively more 
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fourfold variation is at higher frequencies. The jump in ratio for the 51:59 frequency 

bin demonstrates the noise involved with the smaller sample size for this subsetted 

SNP set, and more investigation is warranted to validate the inference of purifying 

selection. 

 

Figure 5.1 Re-analysis of the data from Loy et al. (2018) using only SNPs which are 

gBGC neutral (AT<->TA and GC<->CG). It shows the ratio of number of P. vivax 

zerofold and fourfold SNPs in each minor allele frequency bin, where the x-axis 

numbers represent the number of individuals possessing the minor allele. As the 

lowest two bins (which contain most mutations) are lower than all but one of the 

higher frequency bins, this suggests that natural selection may be suppressing the 

frequency of zerofold mutations. This process may have been masked in the 

analysis of Loy et al. (2018), where no signals of purifying section was found, by 

gBGC.  

 

5.3 Limitations and future directions 

I assumed that fourfold sites evolved neutrally in P. falciparum throughout this 

thesis. This is supported by the lack of gBGC signature found in Section 4.3 

(Figure 4.1), which stands in contrast to previous work (Chang et al. 2012). 

However, when estimating the strength of gBGC using the method of Glemin et al. 
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(2015), I assumed that codon usage selection was also not acting, and obscuring 

the strength of gBGC. This assumption appears to be borne out by Section 4.3 

(Figure 4.2), and so until it is possible to simultaneously model the strength of gBGC 

and codon usage selection, this assumption will have to suffice. 

 

I assumed there was no population structure in my samples, which I tested for using 

a principal component analysis in P. falciparum. However, there is likely to be some 

structure in the globally distributed P. vivax samples analysed in Chapter 4. This is 

unlikely to strongly confound these particular analyses, however as more genomes 

become available, geographic subsampling will cease to significantly restrict the 

power of analyses and may allow for more accurate parameter estimates. 

 

There is a large amount of available polymorphism data for human-infecting 

Plasmodium species, however the unusual demographic history of these species 

violates the assumptions which underlie various analyses. The population bottleneck 

and subsequent aggressive expansion of human-infecting P. vivax and 

P. falciparum has reduced the efficacy of natural selection (and potentially also 

gBGC). This means that the historic evolutionary forces which have shaped these 

two extant species cannot currently be inferred from studying the current 

populations with current methods. The distribution of fitness effects (DFE) of new 

mutations into the current population was inferred to be bimodal, however this may 

not reflect the DFE if the population size were stable (or, as is hoped for, declining) 

in the future. The correlation between chromosome length and AT content in 

P. falciparum suggests the historic action of gBGC, however there is no evident 

signature in the relative frequencies of AT<->GC mutations in the contemporary 

West African population (Section 4.3). This discrepancy may reflect a change in the 

mechanistic basis of gBGC, reducing the strength of the process from that of 

ancestral populations, or it may simply be a product of recent demography. A fine-

scale recombination map for one or more Plasmodium species, which is in an 

accessible and usable format, would provide a valuable resource for further 

understanding the nature of gBGC in Plasmodium species. 

 

To better understand the nature of evolutionary processes in Plasmodium species, 

substantial, high-quality polymorphism data from a more stable Plasmodium 

population would be invaluable. This would allow a new DFE to be characterised, 
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which may be more representative of the selection that historic populations 

encountered, and potentially more representative of future evolution under a new 

demographic regime. It would provide better null counts for McDonald-Kreitman 

analyses, in order to accurately calculate α (the proportion of nonsynonymous 

mutations which were fixed by positive selection). Polymorphism data from multiple 

stable populations from across the genus would allow potential differences in ɑ 

across the genus to be characterised. This would not only shed light on the way 

these parasites have adapted to novel hosts, but may also provide insight into how 

the differing mutation rates across the genus observed in Chapter 2 have evolved, 

as variation in α may be a driver of second order selection on mutation rates. This 

polymorphism data would also help to illuminate the difference in the strength of 

gBGC across the genus, for example understanding the extent, if any, that gBGC 

acts in the AT-rich Laverania and Vinckeia subgenera. Further understanding the 

strength of gBGC across the genus would offer the potential to investigate the 

currently poorly understood mechanistic basis of gBGC by comparative genomics 

across these closely related species. 

 

Due to their much higher levels of genetic diversity, ape-infecting Plasmodium 

species might be reasonably assumed to have a stable historic demography. 

Therefore polymorphism data from these species would provide ideal input data for 

population genetic analyses, with more polymorphisms which are distributed across 

a greater range of frequencies in their respective populations. Generating this data 

would require the sequencing of a substantial number of Plasmodium-infected ape 

samples, which are difficult to attain. However, captive apes are often infected with 

wild-ape-infecting Plasmodium species and blood samples are often routinely taken 

from these individuals. The sequencing of these hard-to-attain samples will also 

entail some cost, however the data that could be produced from this effort may 

provide incredibly valuable insight into the evolution of these species, and advance 

general understanding of how demography affects various evolutionary processes. 

 

5.4 General conclusions from results 

This work exclusively uses data from Plasmodium species, however many of the 

principles of the findings are likely to be general and to also apply to other species. 

When producing trees with organellar DNA, assuming that mutation rates are 
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constant may lead to misinference of divergence, and therefore bad estimates of the 

timing of evolutionary events. This is because mutation rates may not be clock-like 

across the tree and organellar genomes only make up a small proportion of an 

organism’s DNA. The observed differences in the transition to transversion ratio 

(Ti/Tv) in Table 3.2 did not explain the observed differences in polymorphism 

patterns in this work, however when comparing neutrality indices from distant 

species, this may prove a useful consideration. The extremely AT biased nature of 

many Plasmodium species may cause particularly large discrepancies in estimates 

of Ks (and to a lesser extent Ka) using different codon evolution models, however 

when generating Ks estimates for any study species, evidently multiple models 

should be tested and compared. Additionally, Plasmodium species are not alone in 

having extreme AT content, with sequenced bacterial species ranging from 25% to 

83.5% AT content (Hildebrand et al. 2010). This work offers further support to the 

idea that GC content differences between species are most often not driven by 

mutation spectrum differences, but by differences in the strength of gBGC. The 

finding that chromosome length and divergence in fourfold degenerate sites 

correlate both in subgenera which show strong gBGC signals, and those which do 

not, in Section 4.3, suggests that mutation rates and recombination rates may be 

linked in multiple ways. This complex relationship may potentially confound analyses 

investigating the interaction between genetic linkage and natural selection, as 

genetic linkage is inversely correlated with the rate of new mutations for selection to 

act on. The assumption that fourfold sites provide a null model for comparison with 

zerofold degenerate sites, is one which should be taken with caution in species 

where gBGC is both strong and differentially acting across the two classes of site.  
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Appendices 

A1 Appendix summary 

In addition to the work presented in the chapters in this thesis, I have contributed to 

two publications and undertaken additional analyses which were not included in 

thesis.  

The first publication was Plenderleith et al. (2018) for which I contributed 

intellectually in designing the experiment and performed branch-site selection 

analyses on alignments of the Rh5 gene.  

The second publication was Loy et al. (2018), for which I contributed intellectually in 

designing the experiment and repurposed code used in Chapter 3, to analyse the 

site frequency spectra of P. vivax. I helped supervise a Master’s student who 

formatted input data and ran the code, the uSFS is included as Appendix Figure 2. 

 

Both publications are included in this appendix, (Section A4) 

In an attempt to model the demographic histories which led to differing SFS shapes 

between Southeast Asian and West African P. falciparum populations, I developed 

an approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) method using DNA simulation 

software msprime (Kelleher et al. 2016). The units of the inferred demographic 

history are scaled in generations of the parasite, and a generation is poorly defined 

in Plasmodium species. This, combined with the difficulty in comparing nested 

models in an ABC framework meant this method’s utility was limited. An example of 

the fit of the simulated data using a range of differing demographic parameters for 

the simplest two epoch model can be seen in Appendix Figures 3 and 4. The fit to 

the data is better for the West African data, however the peak is less well defined.  
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A2 Volatility 

In 2004, Plotkin et al. developed a new method to try to detect selective signatures 

in genes using only a single gene sequence to avoid the data requirements of 

comparative or population genomics. The method measured the “volatility” of a 

sequence, which is the proportion of mutations to a codon which are 

nonsynonymous. The idea behind an association between elevated volatility and 

recent positive selection is as follows: assuming all codons in a coding sequence 

have arisen from a mutation from an ancestral neighbouring codon, then the more 

neighbouring codons which are nonsynonymous, the more likely that 

nonsynonymous mutations have recently occurred, and vice versa for more 

synonymous neighbouring codons. It was also subsequently argued that through a 

form of second order selection, that strong purifying selection on a gene (selection 

against nonsynonymous substitutions) would select for less volatile codons as they 

would be less susceptible to deleterious nonsynonymous mutations (Plotkin et al. 

2006). However, the selective advantage a lower volatility codon would have over a 

higher volatility codon is likely to be so small it is negligible in almost all species 

(extremely high mutation rates withstanding). 

 

This method was widely disparaged by many authors, who highlighted the lack of 

power this technique possesses for identifying positive selection (e.g. Sharp 2005; 

Zhang 2005; Dagan and Graur 2005; amongst others). These papers highlight the 

lack of synonymous codons for which volatility varies, with only Serine, Leucine, 

Glycine and Arginine (SLGA) possessing synonymous codons which differ in their 

volatility scores. All other amino acids’ synonymous codons have equal volatility 

scores and therefore a gene’s volatility score is likely to reflect the amino acid 

composition of the encoded protein more than any other biological or selective 

process. To overcome this compositional problem, Plotkin et al. (2004) used a 

bootstrap procedure to eliminate the effects of amino acid usage to produce P-

values. However, as Dagan and Graur (2005) demonstrate, due to the expected 

variance for 16 amino acids being 0, a “U shaped” P value distribution appears with 

a large number of genes being in the extremes of the distribution. As highlighted by 

both Sharp (2004) and Dagan and Graur (2005), despite this U shape, Bonferroni 

correction leads to an implausibly low number of genes from each species being 

under putatively purifying or positive selection. 
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However, it has been shown via simulation that negative frequency dependent 

selection (NFDS) could slightly elevate the volatility of a gene (Zhang 2004).  Such 

selective regimes are likely to be in place in the parasitic P. falciparum genome, as 

evidenced by the dimorphic alleles found in several loci (Roy and Fereira 2015). 

However, the degree to which NFDS increases volatility is quite small, and the 

variability in volatility scores between synonymous codons is also quite small. 

Despite these drawbacks, volatility and Ka/Ks have been shown to correlate in 

various organisms. However, this correlation has been explained by other 

underlying features of the sequences in question rather than being a product of 

ongoing selection, e.g. high codon usage bias (Stolezki et al. 2005) and repetitive 

units (Sharp 2005). The non-independence between base content and mutation rate 

is demonstrated in Chapter 4. Because base composition is a major driver of codon 

usage, this AT content mutation rate interaction may be driving some of the 

observed volatility Ka/Ks correlations. As K0 and K4 will also be influenced by AT 

content (see Chapter 4), K0/K4 is likely to also correlate with volatility in organisms 

where Ka/Ks does.  

 

Despite this, using K0/K4 may avoid some bias caused by base composition 

causing spurious correlations between inferred selective constraint and volatility. For 

example, if the wide variance in Ka/Ks estimates by different codon models found in 

Figure 2.2 is caused by miscounting of synonymous and nonsynonymous sites, then 

the miscounting of sites may be correlated to codon composition, which will also 

influence a gene’s volatility. Chapter 2 suggests K0/K4 should provide less biased 

and erratic estimates of selective regime than Ka/Ks. However, as base composition 

was found to influence mutation rates in Chapter 4 (higher AT content areas of the 

genome had lower mutation rates), base composition variation across the genome 

may also influence K0/K4. As AT content is expected to show more variation in 

neutral fourfold sites which are unconstrained by selection than constrained zerofold 

sites, mutation rate variation in the genome due to base composition is likely to 

disproportionately influence K4 over K0, thus the K0/K4 ratio is likely to be 

influenced by base composition. As base composition drives codon usage, it is also 

likely to influence the volatility of a gene. Thus there is the potential for volatility to 

correlate with both Ka/Ks and K0/K4, without any influence of natural selection. 
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The two example species the authors used to demonstrate this method on were 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis and P. falciparum. The increased availability of 

sequencing data since 2004 now allows comparison of the volatility method with 

other, better-established measures of selection, which have been discussed and 

utilised throughout this thesis.  

 

Despite the potential for correlations caused by biased base composition discussed 

above, neither Ka/Ks or K0/K4 (as measured between P. falciparum and P. 

reichenowi) appear to correlate with the P. falciparum volatility P-values from Plotkin 

et al. (2004; Appendix Figures 5 and 6). Both Ka/Ks and K0/K4 have low Spearman 

rank correlations with volatility P-values (0.0094 and -0.0422 respectively), and the 

genes with the highest ratios, which are indicative of positive selection, do not have 

the lowest P-values. 

 

Comparison of the P-values with both the neutrality index and the SnIPRE effect 

terms (see Chapter 3) show the same pattern: the genes which are inferred to be 

under the strongest positive selection with those methods are generally not those 

with the lowest P-value from the volatility method (Appendix Figures 7 and 8). 

Taking into account the U shaped distribution of P-values, in general, the genes 

which are highest on the y-axes, and therefore predicted to be have undergone the 

most positive selection, are not more likely to have lower P-values. Additionally, 

there is no obvious enrichment with those with P<0.05, and the genes with the 

highest SnIPRE effect terms have quite high P-values, which are supposedly under 

the strongest purifying selection. 

 

These results further support other authors’ claims that the volatility method is 

ineffective at identifying genes under the strongest selection.  
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A3 Appendix figures 

 
Appendix Figure 1 Posterior distribution of migration parameter estimates using 
G-Phocs on simulated data with no migration. The large non-zero proportion of this 
posterior distributions suggests the inference of migration between P. falciparum 
and P. praefalciparum by Otto et al. (2018) discussed in the introduction may be an 
artefact of the software.  
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Appendix Figure 2 Unfolded site frequency spectrum of global P. vivax diversity. 

Taken from Loy et al. (2018) Loy, Dorothy E., et al. "Evolutionary history of human 

Plasmodium vivax revealed by genome-wide analyses of related ape 

parasites." PNAS 115.36 (2018): E8450-E8459. 
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Appendix Figure 3 fit of two epoch ABC model on Southeast Asian P. falciparum 

SFS. Time is measured in generations, the distance is the sum of residuals for each 

element of the SFS from the real data. Peak shows a 36 fold expansion 91 

generations ago.  
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Appendix Figure 4 fit of two epoch ABC model on West African P. falciparum SFS. 

Time is measured in generations, the distance is the sum of residuals for each 

element of the SFS from the real data. The peak is quite spread out, suggesting 

interdependence of the two variables, however the best fit is approximately a 53 fold 

expansion 630 generations ago.  
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Appendix Figure 5 Ka/Ks against volatility P-values for P. falciparum genes (P. 
reichenowi outgroup).  
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Appendix Figure 5 K0/K4 against volatility P-values for P. falciparum genes (P. 
reichenowi outgroup).  
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Appendix Figure 7 A comparison of the P values from Plotkin et al. (2004) for 
P. falciparum genes with neutrality index values, specifically log(1/neutrality index) 
to make the highest genes on the y-axis those most likely to be under positive 
selection. In general, the genes highest on the y-axis are not more likely to have 
lower P values, with no obvious enrichment with those with P<0.05.  
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Appendix Figure 8 A comparison of the P values from Plotkin et al. (2004) for 
P. falciparum genes with estimated selection effects from SnIPRE. Genes with effect 
terms greater than zero are inferred to have undergone recent positive selection in 
their evolutionary history (see Chapter 3).  
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Appendix A5 – extract fourfold and zerofold sites R 
library(Biostrings) 
library(ape) 
library(seqinr) 
codon.table<-getGeneticCode("SGC0") 
bases=c("A","T","C","G") 
bases.lower=c("a","t","c","g") 
codon.foldness=list() 
for(i in 0:63){ 
  t1<-1+i%%4 
  t2<-1+((i-i%%4)/4)%%4  
  t3<-1+((i-i%%16)/16) 
  codon<-paste(bases[t1],bases[t2],bases[t3],sep="") 
  codon.foldness[[codon]]=c(NA,NA,NA) 
  codon.lower<-paste(bases.lower[t1],bases.lower[t2],bases.lower[t3],sep="") 
  codon.foldness[[codon.lower]]=c(NA,NA,NA) 
  for(pos in 1:3){ 
    S.neighbour=0 
    alt.codon=c(bases[t1],bases[t2],bases[t3]) 
    for(alternate in 1:3){ 
      alt.codon=c(bases[t1],bases[t2],bases[t3]) 
      alt.codon[pos]<-(bases[which(bases!=alt.codon[pos])])[alternate] 
      if(codon.table[[codon]]==codon.table[[paste(alt.codon,sep="",collapse="")]]){ 
        S.neighbour<-S.neighbour+1 
      } 
    } 
    codon.foldness[[codon]][pos]=S.neighbour 
    codon.foldness[[codon.lower]][pos]=S.neighbour 
  } 
} 
 
###################################################################
######## 
input_dir="/home/oscar/Documents/sequences/frg_polymorphisms/alns/bothPg" 
################################################ 
fourfold_dir=paste(input_dir,"fourfold",sep="/") 
system(paste("mkdir", fourfold_dir)) 
system(paste("rm ",fourfold_dir)) 
zerofold_dir=paste(input_dir,"zerofold",sep="/") 
system(paste("mkdir", zerofold_dir)) 
system(paste("rm ",zerofold_dir)) 
setwd(input_dir)#paste(input_dir,"k0k4fasta",sep="/")) 
 
fasta_list=list.files(pattern=".fa") 
for(gene_file in fasta_list){ 
  gene=read.fasta(gene_file) 
  sample_num=length(gene) 
  ##check lengths 
  len1=length(gene[[1]]) 
  if(len1%%3!=0){ 
    print("sequences not codons") 
    print(gene_file) 
    Sys.sleep(1000000) 
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    system(paste("rm", gene_file)) 
    next 
  } 
  for(seq in 2:length(gene)){ 
    if(length(gene[[seq]])!=len1){ 
      print("sequences not aligned") 
      Sys.sleep(1000000) 
    } 
  } 
  ######################################## loop through bases 
  fourfold=matrix(ncol=len1,nrow=sample_num,data=NA) 
  zerofold=matrix(ncol=len1,nrow=sample_num,data=NA) 
   
  for(pos in seq(1,len1,3)){ 
    varies=c(0,0,0) 
    foldness_mat=matrix(ncol=3,nrow=sample_num) 
    base_mat=matrix(ncol=3,nrow=sample_num) 
    skip=F 
    for(sample in 1:sample_num){ 
      if(!(grepl("a|t|c|g|A|T|C|G",gene[[sample]][pos])& 
         grepl("a|t|c|g|A|T|C|G",gene[[sample]][pos+1])& 
         grepl("a|t|c|g|A|T|C|G",gene[[sample]][pos+2]))){ 
        skip=T 
        next 
      } 
     
      
foldness_mat[sample,]=codon.foldness[[paste(gene[[sample]][pos:(pos+2)],sep="",c
ollapse="")]] 
      base_mat[sample,]=gene[[sample]][pos:(pos+2)] 
    } 
    if(skip==T){next} 
    # if foldness is the same across samples across all 3 sites 
    if(sum(apply(foldness_mat,2,function(x) length(unique(x)) ==1 )==3)){ 
      # if second site unmutated 
      if(length(unique(base_mat[,2]))==1&&unique(foldness_mat[,1])==0){ 
        zerofold[,pos]=base_mat[,1] 
      } 
    } 
    zerofold[,pos+1]=base_mat[,2] 
    # one base OR MORE from codon1/2 is ummutated           fourth site is always 
fourfold 
    if(sum(apply(base_mat[,1:2],2,function(x) 
length(unique(x))))>0&&sum(unique(foldness_mat[,3]))==3){ 
      ###third site is fourfold because both 4fold + no intermediate mutation in 1st 2 
sites of unknown foldness 
      fourfold[,pos]=base_mat[,3] 
    } 
  } 
  file_name=tail(strsplit(gene_file,"/")[[1]],1) 
  new=T 
  for(sample in 1:sample_num){ 
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write(paste(">",names(gene)[sample],sep=""),file=paste(zerofold_dir,file_name,sep=
"/"),append=!new) 
    
write(paste(zerofold[sample,!is.na(zerofold[sample,])],sep="",collapse=""),file=paste(
zerofold_dir,file_name,sep="/"),append=T) 
    
write(paste(">",names(gene)[sample],sep=""),file=paste(fourfold_dir,file_name,sep="
/"),append=!new) 
    
write(paste(fourfold[sample,!is.na(fourfold[sample,])],sep="",collapse=""),file=paste(f
ourfold_dir,file_name,sep="/"),append=T) 
    new=F 
  } 
}   
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A6 - Site counting Perl script  
#!/usr/bin/perl 
 
use strict; 
use warnings; 
use Bio::Tools::CodonTable; 
 
######Reads through a directory and takes out those sequences matching the 3rd 
ARGV from within those. Has a maximum of one sequence per file.  
###directory needs to be clean AKA contain only fasta files of interest 
 
##needs to be called with location of directory for input fastas, output file location 
and desired sequence name 
## e.g. perl N.S.site.calc.pl <directory to read> <results_out_file> <sequenceID to 
be used> <failed_output_file> 
 
 
###essentially uses a k80 model which is weighted by codon composition of 
genomes- so takes into account which area of codon space is occupied, but doesn't 
weight inter-base mutation probability by base frequencies 
 
my $user_dir1 = $ARGV[0];  ###directory to look in 
my $out_name = $ARGV[1]; ##output file 
my $myspecies = $ARGV[2]; ## species ID to look for 
my $psuedo = $ARGV[3]; ##creates a list of truncated genes ie. those which 
couldn't run 
my $titvratio=$ARGV[4]; ## titv ratio = kappa = 2*#ti/#tv 
 
my $myCodonTable   = Bio::Tools::CodonTable->new(); 
my @titvweight= ((1/(2+$titvratio)),(1/(1+2/$titvratio))); 
my(@letters)=('A','T','C','G'); 
my %codonN =(); 
my %codonS =(); 
my @NSstore=(0,0); 
my @geneNs=(); 
my @geneSs=(); 
my @genesites=(); 
my @myspeciesID=(); 
my $matchnum=-1; 
 
print(@titvweight,"\n"); 
print(ti_or_tv("T","C"),"\n"); 
print(ti_or_tv("C","T"),"\n"); 
print(ti_or_tv("A","G"),"\n"); 
print(ti_or_tv("G","A"),"\n"); 
print(ti_or_tv("G","T"),"\n"); 
print(ti_or_tv("T","G"),"\n"); 
 
print("titv weighting",$titvweight[0],",",$titvweight[1],"\n"); 
 
 
 
for (my $i = 0; $i <64 ; $i ++) ###create a hash with bases as codons.  
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{ 
 my $i1= $i; 
 my $first = 0; 
 my $second =0;  
 my $third= ($i1 % 4);  
 if ($i1 >3) 
 { 
  $i1= $i1-$third; 
  $second=($i1 % 16)/4; 
 } 
 
 if($i1>15) 
 { 
  $i1= $i1 - $second; 
  $first= $i1/16; 
 } 
 
 $first=$letters[$first]; 
 $second=$letters[$second]; 
 $third=$letters[$third]; 
 my $j = $first . $second . $third ; 
#concatenate $'A' etc. need to treat it like a quadnary number.AAA, AAT, AAC, 
AAG, ATA, ATT, etc.  
  
 $codonN{$j} .= 0; 
 $codonS{$j} .= 0; 
} 
 
my @codons =keys %codonN; ##get codon bases as array 
 
for (my $i=0 ;$i< scalar(@codons);$i++) ###calculate sitenumbers for each codon  
{ 
 my $aa = $myCodonTable->translate($codons[$i]);  
 if($aa ne '*') 
 { 
  my @aabases= split('',$codons[$i]); ##get individual bases from 
codons 
  my $base1 = $aabases[0]; 
  my $base2 = $aabases[1]; 
  my $base3 = $aabases[2];  
 
  my @basealts = grep  {!/$base1/} @letters; ##take the 3 alternate 
bases for position 
  for (my $j=0 ;$j < 3 ;$j++) 
  { 
   my $newcodon =  $basealts[$j] . $aabases[1] . $aabases[2] ; 
   my $testaa = $myCodonTable->translate($newcodon);  ##get 
neighbouring codon's amino acid 
   if ($testaa ne '*') ##ignore stop codons  
   { 
    my $titv01=ti_or_tv($base1 , $basealts[$j]); 
 
    if($testaa ne $aa){ 
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 $codonN{$codons[$i]}=$codonN{$codons[$i]}+$titvweight[$titv01];  
    } 
    else{ 
    
 $codonS{$codons[$i]}=$codonS{$codons[$i]}+$titvweight[$titv01]; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 
 
   @basealts = grep  {!/$base2/} @letters;  
  for (my $j=0 ;$j < 3 ;$j++) 
  { 
   my $newcodon =  $aabases[0] . $basealts[$j]. $aabases[2] ; 
   my $testaa = $myCodonTable->translate($newcodon);  
   if ($testaa ne '*') 
   { 
    my $titv01=ti_or_tv($base2 , $basealts[$j]); 
    if($testaa ne $aa){ 
    
 $codonN{$codons[$i]}=$codonN{$codons[$i]}+$titvweight[$titv01];  
    } 
    else{ 
    
 $codonS{$codons[$i]}=$codonS{$codons[$i]}+$titvweight[$titv01]; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 
  @basealts = grep  {!/$base3/} @letters;  
  for (my $j=0 ;$j < 3 ;$j++) 
  { 
   my $newcodon = $aabases[0] . $aabases[1] . $basealts[$j]; 
   my $testaa = $myCodonTable->translate($newcodon);  
   if ($testaa ne '*') 
   { 
    my $titv01=ti_or_tv($base3 , $basealts[$j]); 
    if($testaa ne $aa){ 
    
 $codonN{$codons[$i]}=$codonN{$codons[$i]}+$titvweight[$titv01];  
    } 
    else{ 
    
 $codonS{$codons[$i]}=$codonS{$codons[$i]}+$titvweight[$titv01]; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
   
print( $base1,$base2,$base3); 
print(", S:" , $codonS{$codons[$i]},","); 
print("N:" ,$codonN{$codons[$i]},","); 
print($myCodonTable->translate($codons[$i]) ); 
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print ("\n");  
 
  
   
 }else{ ##if codon is stop codon 
  $codonN{$codons[$i]}=0; 
  $codonS{$codons[$i]}=0; 
 
  } 
 
} 
 
 
#####presume that we have blocks of DNA in the form of strings 
 
##one sequence:: 
print $user_dir1, "\n"; 
opendir FASTAS, $user_dir1; 
 
my @dir =readdir FASTAS; 
@dir =grep(/.fasta/,@dir); 
 
print "\nDirectory size = ", scalar@dir,"\n"; 
 
 
open (OUT, "> $out_name") or die; 
open (ERROR, "> $psuedo") or die; 
print OUT 'names', ",", 'nonsynonsites', ",",'synonsites', ",","numbergoodsites",",", 
"titv", "\n" ; 
print ERROR 'names', "\n" ; 
 
for (my $i = 0; $i < scalar @dir; $i ++)#for (my $i = 0; $i < 4; $i ++)   
{ 
  
 $dir[$i] = $ARGV[0]."/".$dir[$i]; 
 my $alnfile = $dir[$i]; # aligned 
 my %seqs = get_fastas_hash ($alnfile); 
 my @names = keys %seqs; 
 
 for (my $j = 0; $j < scalar @names; $j++)  
 { 
  if($names[$j]=~ /$myspecies+/) 
  { 
   $matchnum++; 
   $myspeciesID[$matchnum] .= $names[$j]; 
   my @geneseq = split('', $seqs{$myspeciesID[$matchnum]}); 
   @NSstore= calc_NS(@geneseq);  
   $geneNs[$matchnum]=$NSstore[0]; 
   $geneSs[$matchnum]=$NSstore[1]; 
   $genesites[$matchnum]=$NSstore[2]; 
    
   if ($geneNs[$matchnum] eq "NA" ||$geneSs[$matchnum] eq 
"NA" ) 
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   {   
    print ERROR $myspeciesID[$matchnum],  "\n" ; 
 
   }else{ 
    print OUT $myspeciesID[$matchnum], ",", 
$geneNs[$matchnum],",", $geneSs[$matchnum], ",",$genesites[$matchnum],",", 
$titvratio, "\n" ; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  
} 
close (OUT); 
close (ERROR); 
 
 
sub calc_NS ## subroutine which is fed a sequence and gives back number of 
sites 
{  
 my $geneN=0; 
 my $geneS=0; 
 my $codonvalid=0; 
 my @geneseq=@_; 
 if ((scalar(@geneseq)%3)>0) 
 {  
  $geneN="NA";  
  $geneS="NA"; 
  print (scalar(@geneseq)%3, "sequences not in correct reading frame 
/codon composed\n"); 
   
 }else 
 { 
  my $codonnum = scalar(@geneseq) /3; 
   
  if ($codonnum==0){ 
   $geneN="NA"; 
   $geneS="NA"; 
  }else{ 
       
   my $lostcodons=0;  
   for (my $j=0 ; $j<$codonnum;$j++) 
   { 
    my $codon = $geneseq[3*$j] . $geneseq[3*$j+1] . 
$geneseq[3*$j+2]; 
    $codon= uc $codon; 
     
    if($codon=~ /-+/ || $codon=~ /N+/) 
    { 
     $lostcodons++; 
    }else  
    { $geneN = $geneN + $codonN{$codon}; 
     $geneS = $geneS + $codonS{$codon}; 
    } 
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   } 
   $codonvalid=($codonnum-$lostcodons); 
   $geneN=$geneN/$codonvalid; 
   $geneS=$geneS/$codonvalid; 
  } 
 } 
 return ($geneN,$geneS,$codonvalid); 
} 
 
 
sub get_fastas_hash  
{ 
 my ($file) = @_; 
 open (F, $file) or die "Could not open $file\n"; 
 my $multi_fasta_string = ""; 
 while (<F>)  
 { 
  $multi_fasta_string .= $_; 
 } 
 close (F); 
 my @multi_fastas = split (/>/, $multi_fasta_string); 
 shift @multi_fastas; 
 my %multi_fasta_hash = (); 
 foreach my $entry (@multi_fastas)  
 { 
  my @entry_lines = split (/\n/, $entry); 
  my $name_line = $entry_lines[0]; 
  shift @entry_lines; 
  my $sequence = join ('', @entry_lines); 
  (my $name) = $name_line =~ /^(\S+)/; 
  $multi_fasta_hash{$name} = $sequence; 
 } 
 return (%multi_fasta_hash); 
} 
 
 
sub ti_or_tv 
{ 
 my $titv=0; 
 my @codons =@_; 
 if (grep(/A/, @codons)){ 
  if (grep(/G/, @codons)){ 
    $titv=1; 
  } 
 } 
 elsif (grep(/C/, @codons)){ 
  if(grep(/T/, @codons)){ 
    $titv=1;  
  } 
 } 
 return($titv); 
} 
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A7 – R allele downsampling script 
down.sample.base.counts=function(number,num.As,num.Cs,num.Gs,num.Ts){ 
 sample.array<-(c(rep(1,num.As),rep(2,num.Cs),rep(3,num.Gs),rep(4,num.Ts))) 
 sample.array<-sample(sample.array,replace=F,size=length(sample.array)) 
 ### double randomise to avoid potential sampling bias  
 sample.array2<-sample(x=sample.array,size=number,replace=FALSE) 
return(c(length(which(sample.array2==1)),length(which(sample.array2==2)),length(
which(sample.array2==3)),length(which(sample.array2==4)))) 
} 
 
S.usfs<-
read.table(file=paste(uSFS.output.directory,"/",geog.area,"fourfold",sep=""),header=
F) 
 
  S.usfs<-S.usfs[(rowSums(S.usfs[,1:4])>(threshold-1)),] 
  to.down.sample<-which(rowSums(S.usfs[,1:4])>threshold) 
  for(i in 1:length(to.down.sample)){ 
    S.usfs[to.down.sample[i],1:4]<-
down.sample.base.counts(threshold,S.usfs[to.down.sample[i],1],S.usfs[to.down.sam
ple[i],2],S.usfs[to.down.sample[i],3],S.usfs[to.down.sample[i],4]) 
  }   
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